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THIS INSIDE COVER PAGE = is always reserved for a Last Word.

I think we need a LAST WORD about p.33 the ROUND WORLD in which 4 Groups end up being 2 Groups.

I WONDER if we made it plain enough that as the DARKNESS of the WORLD = SEEPS into the CHURCH = I think we should look at that again. THE CHURCH and THE WORLD = UNITED = "...FORMING A BOND OF UNITY!..." TM 265. RH A3:233. SM 2:67-8. TB:118-120. Jer.5:27. Ps.36:2. COL 179,316.

"Through this means THE CHURCH will become indeed CORRUPT, and as stated in Revelation, "a Cage of every unclean and hateful Bird." TM 265. THE ORIGINAL

DID NOT continue as it reads in TM 265. It dealt with "CUSTOMS" (CHRISTMASS and EASTER?) would ADD to the "CORRUPTION" RH A3:233. Feb.26 1895. And this is the sense also found in GC 443 whereby "THE CHURCH" would: "(LOSE) the SPIRIT and POWER of God." GC 443. So far we are left in some DOUBT. THE WORLD "MUST NOT" be thus "MARRIED" to "THE CHURCH."

BUT NOW WE TURN to PK 186-7. And THERE we are informed that:"IN THE CLOSING WORK...DARKNESS like the pall of DEATH, may SPREAD..." RH A6:382. Nov.20 1913.

AND AS WE GO ON IN the SAME RH A6:397-8 Jan.15 1914 = more "DARKNESS" invades THE CHURCH and THE WORLD by "SPIRITUALISTIC MEDIUMS" such as the "EMMANUEL MOVEMENT" = (See your Library = YAHVIISM!)

THIS COMBINATION of "DARKNESS" invades "THE CHURCH" as the "DARKNESS" closes in leaving "THE CHURCH" in: "DARKNESS deep as MIDNIGHT, IMPENETRABLE!" COL 414(423).

TURN TO p.33 and COLOR THE OUTER CIRCLE IN BLACK and the DARKNESS PENETRATES right through "THE CHURCH" so that NO LIGHT from the CENTER CIRCLE (from the "ADVENT PEOPLE" or "PEOPLE OF GOD" = NO LIGHT can PENETRATE THIS CHURCH - it is now: "IMPENETRABLE!") THUS WILL: "MEN OF GOD'S APPOINTMENT DENOUNCE the UNION of "THE CHURCH" with "THE WORLD." PK 187. THE FINAL "MARRIAGE" is complete.

GC 608 follows = they will now be: "(OUR) MOST BITTER ENEMIES...THESE "APOSTATES." How much further down the Road must they go before we are aware of it? NOW THE 2 CIRCLES ARE BLACK = no LIGHT left except in the CENTER CIRCLE. Are you there? Have you refused to BUDGE from the "MOST HOLY PLACE?!" Are you bowing to the "EAST?!" We hope not... the only Safe method now is REFUSE to BOW with those who are OUTSIDE the SANCTUARY TRUTHS. "GO YE OUT!!" of their midst...do it now...
REPLY TO A LETTER FROM DOWN-UNDER. "SPEERS TAPE SERVICE"
Huonbrook via Mullumbimby, N.S.W. 2482. AUSTRALIA.
Bro. Allan Speers has a PRESS and TAPE SERVICE and has
put out a one-sheet Study in what the Church is trying to
Palm off as the LATEST in their 1987 QUARTERLY. (Do not
ask me if this is AUSTRALIAN VERSION or WORLD-WIDE VER-
SION. I do not know = and do not care.)

We will be Honored to insert this in this Publication.
(We usually use a different COLOR of PAPER for an INSERT
so you can follow the COLOR to find the rest of it. We
ran out of COLORED PAPER and so may use WHITE = just fol-
low the SAME PIECE. OF PAPER = colored or not.)

We are Snowed under with Work = and LETTERS to Reply to
but this is so Important that I decided to start answer-
ing IMPORTANT LETTERS in this Style or I will never get
done. We did ANSWER this Question MANY TIMES but you
see the # of this Paper? Besides HUNDREDS more? Where
can we find it? VANCE FERRELL uses a good method = keep
things in FILE = and XEROX as needed. But this takes a
STAFF = which we do not have. So we will take it FRESH
and go by MEMORY. THE QUESTION IS:

ALLAN SPEER = 22 - 2 - '87. "Have you done any research
on the statement found in TESTIMONIES Vol.9 page 260-1,
where it is stated that the General Conference when in
SESSION is to be respected and shall have AUTHORITY. (EM-
PHASIS MINE throughout all these Papers.) This is claim-
ed to be read before the delegates at the General Confer-
ence Washington, D.C., May 30, 1909. This statement seems
to be referring BACK to the 1901 statement and is giving
the impression that when E.G.White mentioned that the
G.C. was NO LONGER to be taken as "THE VOICE OF GOD",
she was NOT referring to the G.C. in SESSION. There seems
to be some contradiction here. As 1909 is later than 1901,
most people will take the LATER DATE as the one to fol-
low. THERE=HAS=TO=BE=AN=ANSWER=SOMEWHERE to this Riddle."

ALLAN SPEER ---------------------------------------------

(O.K. - we will take that one from the Top.)
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"VOICE OF GOD = 1901 or 1909?"

This what I was trying to tell Br. Sessler = YEARS when something was WRITTEN - can be IMPORTANT = but not "ALL" important. Sometimes the LAST thing Written is IMPORTANT = sometimes the FIRST thing Written = is MORE IMPORTANT. (FOR EXAMPLE = "MY FIRST VISION" was the most Important of all = EVERYTHING that followed was BASED on that FIRST VISION = and they did a real HATCHET JOB on that one!)

FOR THIS QUESTION we prefer = 1875 T3:492. And as you will see - we may also go to 1899=1900=1905. FOR THIS QUESTION = never mind the DATES... THE KEY IS:

1909=T9:260-1. THE KEY WORD: "PLANS" = "ONE" man or a "SMALL GROUP" of men = or the FULL GENERAL CONFERENCE IN SESSION = had NOTHING to do with it = nor the YEAR it was Written. NO GENERAL CONFERENCE

NO SINGLE "MAN" nor any "SMALL" Group of men had ANY AUTHORITY = at ANY TIME = to CHANGE DOCTRINE = this is NOT talking about "DOCTRINE!!" This is only talking about "ONE" thing - it says it! "PLANS=PLANS!!" (Two times. T9:260-1.)

WHAT PLANS?

Does some MISSIONARY come there and DEMAND 5 HELPERS and "$100,000.00 IMMEDIATELY to go with him to his Field in INDIA or CHINA = because the Field is Ripe for Harvest? And Doors are opening everywhere? No = we only have "$125,000.00 in the Kitty = and so you are going BACK with "$10,000.00 and ONE HELPER as we have CALLS like that all around the World. Now that man is not supposed to FUME and THREATEN to start a Work on his own = he is supposd to respect the Judgment of the Brethren = and make do the best he can with the LIMITED MEANS they had available in the Early Days of the Movement = and thank God for what they give him. REPEAT: This had NOTHING to do with DOCTRINE = more people have LEFT=THE=CHURCH because of MISPLACED EMPHASIS on the IDEA transmitted by SELF=SEEKING DEMI-GODS who think they have the RIGHT to use THAT REFERENCE to include EVERYTHING ELSE but the ONE LIMITED THING under discussion. WHAT ARE YOUR PLANS? We can PERMIT them - LIMIT them = CHANGE them = that is NO SIN on our part = and it will be NO SIN on yours = just make the Best of it. And the Lord bless you. Face REALISM...

You are NOT going to run away like a Dog with a Bone = to use THAT = as a LICENSE to make an IMAGE of the BEAST = that your little POPE in WASHINGTON, D.C. - can sit in EX-CATHEDRA to FORMULATE "DOGMA!!" Oh, NO! -3-
HOW IS IT POSSIBLE?

That a WHOLE DENOMINATION has been studying this "VOICE OF GOD" Question = and it seems NO ONE has DISCOVERED such Statements = right in the MIDDLE of these REFERENCES and been TOO BLIND to see...
A= is not the WHOLE WORLD blind to the TRUTH about "HELL?!" B= does it not seem that "THE WHOLE WORLD" is on that Devil's TRAIN? EW 88,263. "...there could not be ONE LEFT!" C= NEVER MIND how MANY fail to see the TRUTH = just make SURE = that YOU see it! You with God are a MAJORITY.

THE TRUTH

1875 = T3:498. This has ONLY to do with "PLANS"="WORK"= "LABOR"= and "POLICY" may be "DISASTROUS!!" (Did ANY PREACHER = EVER tell you THAT = in ANY "CHURCH"?!) THEN THE NEXT PAGE = this has ONLY to do with "WORK" = 5 Times on that Page. p.500=5 Times. p.501=just to DO as you are TOLD = like a "WORKAHOLIC" = of which the Earth is FULL = is: "...little better than a species of "SLAVERY." T3:501. Now how many Adventists have read on FAR ENOUGH = in the SAME CHAPTER = SAME SUBJECT = to finally come to the ANSWER to it all: THE BALANCE!

"If you form TOO HIGH an opinion of YOURSELF you will think that your LABORS are of more real consequences than they are, and you will plead INDIVIDUAL INDEPENDENCE which borders on ARROGANCE. If you go to the OTHER EXTREME and form TOO LOW an opinion of YOURSELF you will feel INFERIOR and will leave an impression of INFERIORITY which will greatly LIMIT the "INFLUENCE" that you might have for GOOD. YOU=SHOULD=AVOID=EITHER=EXTREME. FEELING should not CONTROL you...NEVER. NEVER be "INFLUENCED" by REPORTS. NEVER let your conduct be "INFLUENCED" by your dearest RELATIVES...

WHO FLUNG DUNG?

"JOB was not understood by his Friends. He FLINGS BACK upon them their REPROACHES..."MISERABLE COMFORTERS are ye all," is the answer he makes to their CRITICISMS and CENSURES." T3:506-8.

INFLUENCE

"The LAW of reciprocal dependence and INFLUENCE is to be recognized and obeyed. "NONE of us liveth to himself." The ENEMY has used the CHAIN of DEPENDENCE to draw men TOGETHER. They have UNITED to destroy God's image in man, to COUNTERWORK the Gospel by perverting its Principles. They are represented in God's Word as being BOUND in BUNDLES to be BURNED. Satan is UNITING his forces for perdition...the Lord desires to BIND His followers TOGETHER." T6:242,236-7.
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"LOVE and UNITY?"

"...the STANDARD on which is inscribed the COMMANDMENTS of God and the Faith of Jesus. We are to make NO COMPROMISE with the Leaders of REBELLION. (LEFT OUT of "SONS and DAUGHTERS of GOD" p.215.) = The LINE of DEMARCATION between the OBEDIENT and the DISOBEDIENT must be PLAIN and DISTINCT...All who break the LAW of God, and Teach others to do so are SATAN'S AGENTS. Satan is the ROOT, and those who Teach others to break the least of God's COMMANDMENTS are the BRANCHES (LEFT OUT of "MY LIFE TODAY" p.294.) = By the STRICTEST FIDELITY they should STRIVE for MORAL "INDEPENDENCE" = (THAT IS A SIN?) and this INDEPENDENCE they should MAINTAIN against EVERY "INFLUENCE"...Do not yield to the "INFLUENCE" brought to bear upon you by men who...UGHT=TO=KNOW=BEFTER...whose CONSCIENCE may be represented by an India-Rubber Ball.

"TURN=AWAY=FROM=SUCH=MEN, Be as little as possible in their Society...We must show moral INDEPENDENCE, and must not be afraid to be SINGULAR. The wrong CUSTOMS, practices, and theories of the World are to find NO RECOGNITION (by God's people)...FALSE PROPHETS...are RAVENING WOLVES. Ye shall KNOW them by their FRUITS...Many are CHANGED by every CURRENT. They WAIT to HEAR what some one else THINKS, and his OPINION is ACCEPTED...Their NATURAL inclination is to allow ANOTHER to be CONSCIENCE for THEM; and they speak AFTER he has spoken, saying what he says, and acting as he acts. When THESE persons are placed in circumstances where they must THINK and ACT for THEMSELVES, they DARE NOT EXPRESS any decided OPINION...GOD PITY SUCH WEAKLINGS...In an EMERGENCY, such men are SURE to lead into FALSE PATHS...their entire system of working is CONDEMNED by the Bible...Resolutely TURN from the TEMPTER, saying, I must SEPARATE from your "INFLUENCE."...Your WITHDRAWAL and SILENCE may do more than Words...DARE to be a DANIEL. DARE to stand ALONE..."Come OUT from among them and be ye SEPARATE." RH A4:41-2. May 9, 1899.

(If we do not know what we should do by MISUNDERSTOOD REFERENCES = we SHOULD know what to do if we look up OTHER REFERENCES = that cannot be mistaken.)

IN A CRISIS

"It is the man who, like a ROCK meeting the TIDE, stands FIRM against evil who commands RESPECT. IN=A=CRISIS, when many are not fully decided as to the right course, the ONE who moves STEADFASTLY in the PATH that God has marked out, with unshaken determination carrying out God's plans...stemming the Tide of Evil." RH Sept. 14, 1905. -7-
INFALLIBILITY

IF a Church-Leadership teach that their "POLICIES" are to be followed to the Letter = this presupposes "INFALLIBILITY." "...the Church had never erred, nor would it ever err, according to the Scriptures." This was called "PERFECTIONISM" in GC 57 by the "BEAST." Does "APOSTASY" in the Church = prepare the way for the "IMAGE" of the BEAST? GC 444. It is as "MIND-WEAKENING" as is "SPIRITUALISM." EW 101. Such can not Teach the Last Message. "God will not accept them." EW 101-2. They can Help, not lead. EW 89,91,93,98,123.

STRANGE FIRE

When finite, erring man: "...THinks himself RIGHTEOUS... unless he REPENTS, the CANDLESTICK will quickly be removed out of its place...(This is called:) a most FEARFUL, FATAL DECEPTION...Because men are in positions of Trust...they are EXALTED...and the STRANGE FIRE which they offer...in SELF-importance, in SELF-exaltation, in SELF-righteousness...in DOMINEERING...RESTRICTING the LIBERTY of God's people, BINDING them about (they call it "UNITY!") by YOUR "PLANS" and "RULES", which God has NOT FRAMED, neither have they come into His mind. All these things are STRANGE FIRE...the ENEMY shall come in like a FLOOD." TM 355-9.

Then she likens them to the 'JEWISH NATION'..."THE GENERAL CONFERENCE is itself becoming CORRUPTED with... COMMON FIRE...it is TIME to call a HALT...they would RULE or RUIN." TM 359,360.

I WONDER HOW MEN can read such Statements and go straight ahead = BLOTTING them COMPLETELY out of their Minds = as though these WARNINGS did not exist...they need no URIAH SMITH nor FROOM = to CHANGE the BOOKS - they have CHANGED them in their own IMAGINATION - as they hang on for dear Life to ONE PRESUPPOSITION: "SPAWN OUT!!" means "GOING THROUGH!" To IMAGINE that these are not men = but DEMI-GODS = and if only we "ALL" would be like THEM = must be at the expense of their own Sanity. NO WONDER = "IN THE LAST SOL-EMN WORK = FEW GREAT MEN will be engaged...HE=CANNOT=USE=THEM!" T5:80. "WHOSE MIND and JUDGMENT have been WEAKENED by former ERRORS that they have cherished, such as so-called "PERFECTIONISM and SPIRITUALISM." EW 101. (ONE as Mind-weakening as the other.)

"SATAN EXALTS, for he has INSPIRED THEM...They are following in the Track of ROMANISM." TM 362. (A PAPAL SYSTEM = A HIERARCHY = you OBEY their TRADITION or POLICYS = 'OR ELSE!!") -8-
"THE VOICE OF GOD!"

Called: "THE MYSTERY OF INIQUITY" = EW 213 = in following in the Tracks of ROMANISM = they will come to the place where they will IMAGINE: "The people were wholly DECEIVED. They were taught that the POPES and PRIESTS were Christ's representatives, when IN FACT they were the representatives of SATAN, and those who Bowed to them - WORSHIPPED SATAN... The people were taught to receive EVERY WORD from these DECEIVERS AS=FROM=THE=MOUTH=OF=GOD!" EW 214.

"PATRIOTISM" is the LAST REFUGE of a SCOUNDREL" (Selected.)

THEY THINK they ARE: "THE VOICE OF GOD!" Only a DREAM... BECAUSE = when they WAKE UP = "They HEAR the VOICE of the BRIDEGROOM!" COL 406. OUTSIDE OF THEM!

OVER in that "PROCESSION!" Because: "...it will be seen that He is taking the REINS in His own hands." TM 300. "God DOES NOT confine Himself to ONE MAN, or to a SET OF MEN...NEVER educate MEN to look to MEN, to TRUST in MEN." TM 208-9. "...will not see or understand the VALUE of the LATTER RAIN." TM 399. ARA 113.

THE VOICE OF GOD.

"Who can now feel SURE, that they are "SAFE" in respecting the "VOICE" of the General Conference ...? If the people in our Churches understood the management of the men who walk in the light of the SPARKS of their own Kindling, would they RESPECT their decisions? I answer, NO, NOT FOR A MOMENT..." (To Eld. Olson, May 30, 1896. BRISBIN 64.

BRISBIN BOOK XEROXED BY A. VERNE BATES, 890 Hitching Post Rd., GRANTS PASS, OR 97526. ($2.50 US.)

"Let those in AMERICA, who SUPPOSE the VOICE of the General Conference to be "THE VOICE OF GOD" - become one with God before they utter their OPINION." (To Eld. Haskell, Nov. 16, 1899.) BRISBIN 64. (ONLY an "OPINION!")

"THAT THESE MEN should stand in a sacred place, to be as "THE VOICE OF GOD" to the people, as we ONCE believed the General Conference to be, = THAT = IS = PAST!" General Conference Bulletin, Pa. 25, 1901. BRISBIN 64.

WE BELIEVED = for many Years = that this meant SR. WHITE once believed them to be "THE VOICE OF GOD." That is NOT what that is Saying."...as we once believed." Could mean in GENERAL and BROAD TERMS = like we "ONCE BELIEVED" in "SANTA KLAUSS" or "CHRISTMASS" = MEANING "WE" as a PEOPLE, (Not meaning any one SPECIFICALLY = but only in GENERAL TERMS.) "WE" as a Group = did so believe. But one thing for Sure = "THAT = IS = PAST!"
I HOPE YOU WILL UNDERSTAND:
That if it seems I have dropped out of Sight = even for a MONTH or MORE = and do not Reply to your Letters = (Unless they are EMERGENCY=and even some of them I forget) it could be BECAUSE I am in the Middle of a Question like this = that has PUZZLED people by the MILLION = if they go to a SEMINARY GRADUATE who learned under FATHER BEGUIL AND FROOM = or FRIAR ANDERSON(Wonder that that man would be at the Head of anything but the Dog-Catcher's Union!)

And you THINK you are learning ELLEN G. WHITE = when all you were doing was learning URIAH SMITH the Adventist False Prophet. So now if we are going to STRAIGHTEN PEOPLE OUT and "PROVE" to them that they were led astray = and to keep people (they now say ??% are DROPPING their MEMBERSHIP in AMERICA = the "NEW THEOLOGY" has worked marvelously well! RH Feb.26,1987. "...nearly HALF as many LEAVE the Church as join it each year in North America." p.5. EUGENE F. DURAND. You could also see how this effects the "GROWING" Church "MEMBERSHIP" among "HISPANICS"="BLACK CLUSTERS"= "In the Rest of the World." RH Feb.19,1987. CARLOS MEDLEY, p.5. And carefully DETAILED by KERMIT NETTEBARG. p.4-8. SDA "MINISTRY" FEBRUARY 1987. And FLOYD BRESEE p.18-19.)

SO IF WE ARE ENGAGED IN THE "UNPARDONABLE SIN" of believing ELLEN G. WHITE = that this Church is going to go from the 1903 "ALPHA" to the 1987 "OMEGA"= if we, BELIEVING ELLEN(HARMON) WHITE = and her "DISSENTING VIEWS" with NO FUDGING: "TALENT is too much IDOLIZED, and STATION too much coveted, even among Seventh-day Adventists...Those are WANTED who will BEGIN at the LOWEST rounds of the Ladder...We must not for a moment think that there is no more LIGHT, no more TRUTH, to be given us. WE ARE IN DANGER of...honoring the HUMAN, flattering MEN, accepting THEIR IDEAS, THEIR JUDGMENT, as "THE=VOICE=OF=GOD"=and advocating THEIR CAUSE...BRETHREN, TRUST NOT IN MAN; look to God...SHUN as a SIN the practice, so common even among Seventh-day Adventists, of becoming the ECHO of ANY MAN, whatever his POSITION. LISTEN to the VOICE of the TRUE SHEPHERD, and you will NEVER be led astray...TRUTH is God's **basis** for the UNITY of His people." p.381,390.

(NOW I would like to see you find THAT in YOUR FAKE "GW"=
THAT was the ORIGINAL 1893 GW = which is not even a DISTANT RELATIVE of the one you have...you MIGHT be able to obtain the 1893 ORIGINAL from: "LEAVES OF AUTUMN" PO Box 440, PAYSON, ARIZ. 85541. ASK for their List of other EGW "VERBOTEN" Books.)
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NO CHANGES MADE?

ONLY FOR THE BETTER? As in this "VOICE OF GOD" debate =
if we take the LEADERSHIP TRADITION = and then we see that
ELLEN WHITE was Teaching the DIAMETRICALLY OPPOSITE = what
are we to do = CHUCK it ALL = as MILLIONS are doing?

(I did not say "THOUSANDS" = I said: "MILLIONS!!" Over TWO
MILLION under FIGUR=PIERSON=WILSON. They ALL left because
they were "ALL" NO GOOD? Or because the LEADERS were NO
GOOD? REMEMBER that when the Lord comes He will REVERSE
the JUDGMENTS of MEN! OUR GREATEST BATTLE is with AXE-
GRINDERS who know only ONE-THING! "GOD will RIGHT all
WRONGS = and SAVE HIS PEOPLE!!" Yes! He sure will! But HOW
will He do it? Will anyone tell you of EW 282 = GC 656?)

"TRAIN the Youth to be THINKERS, and not mere REFLECTORS
of other men's thoughts." ED. 17. 1903.

"When no new QUESTIONS are started...when NO DIFFERENCE of
OPINION arises...to make SURE that they have the Truth,
there will be many...who will hold to TRADITION, and WOR-
SHIP they know not WHAT." CWE 39. 1946.

IN THE TIME FRAME

(1) She had the BIGGEST FIGHT of her Life with them =
(2) It actually STARTED = 1883 when "THEY" (URIAH SMITH)
(3) Undertook to CHANGE the BOOKS = with URIAH SMITH =
(4) taking the LEAD=the HEAD of a "COMMITTEE of FIVE."
(5) "ELLEN G. WHITE = MESSENGER TO THE REMNANT" =p.65, 80.
(6) "VOICE OF PROPHECY=TREASURE CHEST""=p.62.
(7) WOODS - RH July 16, 1975. p.11. (847.) PROOF OF U.S. =?
(8) SPECTRUM=SUMMER 1972. RON GREYBILL p.49-53. DOCUMENTED.
(9) URIAH SMITH again led the Van = 1888 Debacle. OLSON 92.
(10) Nor has the HALF been told of "HOLY FLESH." 1900.
(11) TO=BE=REPEATED! SM 2:31, 15-20, 36-42. RH A2:85, 120, 233;
(13) Seems to be a great deal of CONFUSION between Reports
in 1966 OLSON=WHITE BOOK = "THROUGH CRISIS TO VICTORY" =
+ 1971 FROOM=WILSON BOOK = "MOVEMENT OF DESTINY" = on the
RECORD of 1883 URIAH SMITH to CHANGE her Books = the FIGHT
of 1888 led by URIAH SMITH = OLSON p.92. AFTERMATH of which
led Sr. White to have a severe HEART-ATTACK which pretty
near Killed her.

TIME CALENDAR

1881=JAMES WHITE DIED=URIAH SMITH assured ELLEN WHITE of
his support. LEF=MD 265. How long did it last?
1883=With JAMES WHITE out of the way=URIAH SMITH gave her
the Stab in the Back as shown above. 2=3=4=5=6=7=8=9.
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TIME CALENDAR

1881=FORCED to ADMIT certain things = because the OLSON=WHITE BOOK EXPOSED these developments in their 1966 Book. (To abbreviate we will now call this:"OLSON BOOK."

1971=the FROOM=WILSON CONFEDERACY were FORCED to grudgingly accede to what OLSON=WHITE had ALREADY DOCUMENTED. The "ONE-IDEA" APOLOGISTS for URIAH SMITH = who wanted to AXE ELLEN WHITE = as is so evident Today as they take her ORIGINAL BOOKS off the Shelves to make Room for their "BOOKS OF A NEW ORDER" SM 1:204-5. To make the "NEW THEOLOGY" and the "NEW ORGANIZATION" that we are NOT to "JOIN." SM 2:390. SM 1:204-5,

1971=their vindication and exoneration of URIAH SMITH = even tho' they ADMIT in a Back-handed way that D&R are for the Birds = because they are so WAY-OUT that they are FORCED to REVERSE PLAGIARIZE them in a DEAD-MAN'S NAME! (BRANSON 1944="...would OF COURSE retain URIAH SMITH'S NAME AS AUTHOR!" LEF=MD 424. To get the WHOLE SPRING COUNCIL (and FROOM) to AGREE with that "PROVES" that they were no more HONEST than the SANHEDRIN COUNCIL that CRUCIFIED CHRIST! and this is what she said of them. TM 79. T8:197. RH A4:138. T5:245.)"MINISTERS of DARKNESS = BLIND Leaders of the BLIND." TM 81. (Of course you do not have to believe this! JEZEBEL would NOT have believed that of AHAB - either. Nor JUDAS.) Neither one wanted to "JUDGE!" = so God "JUDGED!" them.

1971=FROOM ADMITTED that it was a "A.C.BOURDEAU RUMOR" that "AN ANGEL" guided URIAH SMITH'S "HAND." That has BETRAYED MILLIONS of this people. LEF=MD 424,426 (Foot-Note.) If YOU had been FOOLLED by the Field Secretary to take that URIAH SMITH JUNK = and then YEARS LATER find out it was all a BOURDEAU HOAX = and if THAT was the "BOURDEAU" killed by LIGHTNING by an OAK-TREE in the GROUNDS of WASHINGTON, D.C. = together with 2 other Elders = you would be led to say: "GOOD!!" "GOOD RID-DANCE! ONE LIAR LESS!!!" Then you might just trace Ev. 693 down and find this is ANOTHER "BOURDEAU" RUMOR = almost the SAME as ROGERITE RUMOURS. RH A1:564.

1971=then you might think TWICE before you would go by "REVELATION SEMINARS" based on "BOURDEAU" PROPHECTIC INTERPRETATIONS that were COPY-CATTED BY URIAH SMITH and constitute "TRADITIONAL ADVENTISM" which is the LAST thing we will go by...lest we also be Struck by Lightning. The "LIGHTNING" of 7 Last Plagues.

1971="Once a LIAR = always a LIAR!" = God's people will stand FREE of "LIARS!!"
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TIME CALENDAR

1971=FROOM=WILSON HAD TO ADMIT = "JAMES WHITE DIED, in 1881. URIAH SMITH came forward and assured her that he would uphold her in her work. But, Brethren, she said, HE=DID= NOT=DO=IT...HE ERRED." LEF=MD 265. (THEN a likely Story of her "CONFIDENCE" in him ANYWAY...we do not believe ONE=WORD=OF=IT!)

1882=WE BELIEVE: "Elder Uriah Smith questioned the propriety of bringing the TESTIMONIES before the Church at all. Thus he takes the responsibility of standing between God's Word and the people...And there are those EQUALLY BLINDED, who will FOLLOW in this Path. In rejecting these Testimonies, Elder SMITH = you have virtually rejected ALL the Testimonies." (To B.C.C., 1882.BRISBIN 15. MAGEN 460.

1883=Then, like Satan in Heaven, like Judas = he gave her that Stab in the Back to CHANGE her Books = that's how he "UPHELD HER!" LEF=MD 265.

1888=He led the Van to FINISH HER OFF and present his CHANGED "GREAT CONTROVERSY" = 1888 and DISCONTINUE the 1884 because the URIAH SMITH VERSION was so much "BETTER!" Some people need Badly to Read in these "REVELATION SEMINARS" Rev. 22:18,19.

---------------------------------- THE RECORD READS: ----------------------------------

In "SDA ENCYCLOPEDIA" and other "OFFICIAL" BOOKS = they do a lot of Jungling around with FACTS and DATES = so it is very Difficult to nail things down = and the many Times that "URIAH SMITH" = "FELT ON THE ROCK" and "REPENTED"=like JUDAS "KISS" = and also for "30 Pieces of Silver." To keep his Books on the Shelves = and refuse to sell hers...(as Today.) She writes that URIAH SMITH really put her through the Wringer=that she wrote MESSAGE after MESSAGE to him and his Associates. This wore her down so she suffered a severe "HEART ATTACK" what appears to be:

----------------------------------

1890=Sabbath Dec.27=a 'CONFESSIONAL' Meeting dating back to 1888. "Professor PRESCOTT...wept much. Elder SMITH said that Testimony(that was Read) meant him...but he STOPPED THERE..." OLSON 94.

1890=Sunday Dec.28=her severe HEART ATTACK. At the WASHBURN Place. She decided to go Home to Battle Creek. OLSON 93.

1890=Monday Dec.29=she took the Train to go Home.

1890=Tuesday Dec.30=she could not stop Crying because URIAH SMITH was leading the Denomination astray. OLSON 94.

1891=Jan.2=she spoke in the Battle Creek Tabernacle.

1891=Jan.3=she spoke again on this continuing Burden.

1891=Jan.5=URIAH SMITH=probably thinking... -13-
1891=URIAH SMITH=being SHAMED by this Time with all the others "CONFESSING" and thus ELLEN WHITE WAS WINNING with her Appeals = and what if she Died in the Middle of it = how would that look for him? After his 1883 and 1888 WAR with her? Would this put her in the Grave? So for appearances sake = if for no other Reason =
1891=Monday Jan.5"Elder SMITH came to me...Tuesday, Jan. 6, 1891 he called again to see me...
OLSON 96.
1891=Jan.7, Wednesday="...made a CONFESSION..." OLSON 96.
1891=Jan.9=she wrote to the WASHBURNS about this "CONFES-
SION." OLSON 97. Even FROOM=WILSON in their JOINT BOOK =
"MOVEMENT OF DESTINY" trying so DESPERATELY to bend over
Backwards to EXCUSE URIAH SMITH and OTHERS = and trying
to hand us "PENTECOSTALISM=HOLY=ROLLERS" who knew about
"ETERNAL VERITIES" far more than ELLEN WHITE ever knew =
they knew because they had read over 50 Books by CHARIS-
MATIC DIVINES = (and the reason why FROOM=ANDERSON chased
after WALTER MARTIN who is a "HOLY-ROLLER"=)
"HOLY FLESH"
THE DOCTRINES OF "HOLY ROLLERS" is Listed and Catalogued
in GC 471 to 473 = the "COUNTERFEIT" of GC 464.1884 GC
296 to 302. These are Classified as:"...ENSNARING Doc-
trines...PREMPTION!" GC 472. SC 60-1. DA 309.

THAT NOT ONE WRITER in Church or Reform will OPPOSE TO-
DAY = and the REASON WHY SPIRITUALISM=PENTECOSTALISM has
invaded this Church (as the Prophet predicted! SM 2:31.)

THE GROUND WORK LAID VERY CAREFULLY yet VERY PUBLICLY by
FROOM=WILSON in their JOINT BOOK = LEF=MD 120,121,319 to
322.[You want to watch that Old Codger "FROOM" the Master
Psychologist = he would try to bring in some ERROR of Fan-
cy = the way he would work it = like Angling for a Fish =
let them nibble a Bit = then SUDDENLY = about the Time they
might be alerted as to what is going on here = then SUDDEN-
LY SWITCH to a Subject in which all agree = then give them
another Bit of a Nibble - SUDDENLY SWITCH away again= keep
Playing with them until he is ready to give the JERK! That
fixes the Hook = DEEP into the Gills. So he played the
Line as shown above from 120,121,319 to 322...then TURN
and confuse the Issue = by dealing with something else -
and find yourself going along with him = nodding away = he
is so Right = then a little more Nibble p.333,336,363,387
[He gave us a real Load of "BABYLON" there, but did'n't
quite make it = so he went on =playing the Fish]=p.478 =
now he's got you in the BARNHOUSE=MARTIN CAMP = [What a
RAT!] the Jerk gives the FINAL "JERK!" p.619.  -14-
SAINT RICHARDS
I can see the Preachers in EW 282 = GC 656 = as they suffer "10 TIMES MORE!" than their people = and when they find themselves on the wrong Side of the Fence = in the 7 Last Plagues = the gentle Woman will "CURSE!" like a TROOPER = should have done so = much sooner. 1884 GC 473-475.

HMSR="FAITH ONLY = plus NOTHING, and minus NOTHING!" p.619.

BIG BLUES SINGER: "Give me plenty of NOTHING = and NOTHING'S PLENTY for me!"


HMSR="The difference, of course, between "JUSTIFICATION BY FAITH" = and "JUSTIFICATION BY WORKS" = is so great that the establishment of the one means the overthrow of the other. WE=CANNOT=HAVE=BOTH. It is not our WORKS = our DOINGS in any way, or by the least act of our own = that we are SAVED." LEF=MD 619.

ELLEN WHITE= (Is this why they got rid of these Books?) "FAITH must UNITE with their WORKS...their "FAITH ALONE" will save them, are trusting to a ROPE=OF=SAND!" SOP 3:331.

"FAITH and WORKS = go TOGETHER!" SM 1:373.

"BOOKS of a NEW ORDER...the NEW MOVEMENT...is WORTHLESS! Their FOUNDATION would be built on the SAND, and STORM and TEMPEST would sweep away the Structure." SM 1:204-5.

WE=WERE=PRINTING=THESE=ORIGINAL=BOOKS=starting 1964. They tried to STOP US = took Dr. WILBORNE of "HEALTH RESEARCH" to LAW = they LOST! To save Face - they printed them, now WILSON is taking them off the Shelves.(AGAIN!) Move OVER! and MAKE ROOM! for "PLEASING FABLES!" "ONLY BELIEVE!"

1891=March 5-25=LAST GENERAL CONFERENCE ATTENED BY ELLEN WHITE... She said it was the "SAME SPIRIT" = as 1888. Their "CONFESSIONS" lasted as long as the Dew on the Grass in a Hot Sun. GC BULLETIN 1891 p.257. They shipped her off to AUSTRALIA. She went to get away from them = but YEARS LATER she said she had NO CLEAR INSTRUCTIONS TO GO.

1891=December 8=She arrived = 65 Years old..Then what did they get into when she was gone? She came BACK to "MEET IT!" 1900="HOLY FLESH!" SM 2:31 and on...OLSON 131. PREDICTION: It would come again = "...just before the Close of Probation. SM 2:36. "DEMONS...PRESENT." 37. -15-
1891=the last GC SESSION she ever attended = not much is said about it by FROOM=WILSON because she said they were as Bad as in 1888. "This "DO-NOTHING" attitude....You possess in a large degree the SAME SPIRIT that was revealed in the Conference at Minneapolis." GC BULLETIN 1891 p.257. OLSON 131.

1891=took a mighty WHITE-WASH BRUSH for FROOM=WILSON to try to cover that up in their Book. HOW=TO=PROVE=IT = ?? SIMPLE = give them enough ROPE = as she left the Church = and went into the Wilds of AUSTRALIA = 1891 to 1900. HISTORY REPEATED

But even if we can Prove that "HISTORY" and "HOLY FLESH" is being "REPEATED!!" - it is "STILL" the "VOICE OF GOD!!" [How SICK can you get?] REHEARSED

GENERAL CONFERENCE SESSIONS were usually so CROWDED that there was "STANDING ROOM ONLY"=the CONFEDERACY was so UNITED that they "APPROVED" the CHANGING of the Books" = 1883. NO RECORD that anyone opposed it. 1888 = JONES and WAGGONER took her Side = practically no one else did = it was not so much what JONES and WAGGONER SAID = (SOME of what they said is found in LEF=M D 247. That does not really cover what their "DOCTRINE" was = that only covers their "DEFENCE" to have a RIGHT to SAY what they had already SAID. THAT=WAS=NOT=THE=MESSAGE! The Slate was wiped CLEAN = of what they"SAID!!")

UNTIL OLSON=WHITE opened a Crack of the Door. OLSON 242-320. That NOBODY it seems = wants to deal with. Excepting HUDSON who in his undying Zeal to Bow low to any LEADERSHIP = like a faithful JESUIT would Sell his Soul to fly to the Defense of the "INFALLIBILITY" and the "PREDESTINATION." Take a Blood-Oathe to give his Life for the CONFEDERACY. "NO MATTER how DEFECTIVE they may be!" Right into the "OMEGA." Right into going to the Governments of the World = swearing undying "ALLEGIENCE" to Worship the SUN toward the EAST = the GREATEST "ABOMINATION" in Ezekiel 8 = the "ABOMINATION" Chapter = followed by the "SEALING" chapter and Ezekiel 9. (T5:211-2.)

"ONE-IDEA" men and their "JEZEBELS" = will not permit any "INDIVIDUAL" RIGHTS = it must be GROUP-SALVATION. "We are NOT saved in GROUPS!" GC 490,622,233. "We must learn to stand ALONE = the SOONER we learn this = the BETTER!" EW 105,120. CWE 42. SG 2:266. GC 142,395. OHC 328. PUR 203. [So turn and Read - OLSON 242-320 = BY and FOR = YOURSELF!] And God Bless you as you do.... -16-
HISTORY REHEARSED

The Books that we had RE-PRINTED by our YEARS of AGITATION= the Books that WILSON now took off the Shelves - that JEAN- NIE COOK has Re-printed = the "VERBOTEN!" BOOKS = revealed the MAJOR REASON why the "ONE-IDEA" GENERAL CONFERENCE SAN- HEDRIN COUNCIL = the MAIN THING they could not TOLERATE was:

"JOHN had a Message for the people in his Day. But they be- came TIRED of HEARING of "JESUS", and of the "CHARACTER" which, in order to be Saved, "THEY" must "PERFECT" through Him, so they TRIED to "KILL" the faithful Messenger. This "PLAN" being thwarted, they BANISHED him to the lonely, rocky Island of PATMOS. They "THOUGHT" that by SEPARATING him from his fellow men, they would "SILENCE" his TESTI- MONY, and that he would live out the REMAINDER of his Life in MOURNFUL SOLITUDE." RH A5:107-8. Jan.19, 1905.

HISTORY REPEATED.

"ONE-IDEA" GENERAL CONFERENCE SANHEDRIN = CHANGE THE BOOKS = 1883 = THE "IMPROVED" BOOK - 1888 = GENERAL CONFERENCE SES- SION = the LAST one she attented = they were so UNITED = they FORCED her to "PUSH=TO=THE=FRONT!" = the Way was NOT OPENED for her to come to the Front = she had to "PUSH!" her Way.

HISTORY RE-WRITTEN.

Perhaps the Best Book she ever wrote = COL...

154-155=the most DEVASTATING TESTIMONY AGAINST:"I AM SAVED!"

322=BEFORE and AFTER = to be "SAVED!"=build a "CHARACTER!"

406=the CHURCH will be Split in TWO=over this QUESTION!

412(421)=in the "TOO LATE" Hour we will see = WHO has a "CHARACTER!" (Which is "OIL"=TM 234. It is also;"GOLD!!")

TIME CALENDAR

1891=they had to "PUSH" her way to the Front =

1891=they shipped her off to the "LONELY ISLE OF PATMOS!" (HOPING)"THEY WOULD SILENCE HER TESTIMONY!"

PREDICTION

1917="In the closing Work...in the Hour of GREATEST PERIL...

A MESSAGE THAT WILL NOT BE SILENCED..."


"BOLDLY will MEN of God's appointment DENOUNCE=DENOUNCE= DENOUNCE = the UNION of "THE CHURCH" with "THE WORLD."...

"for the Hour of His Judgment is come...." PK 187.(20 more!)

"...must obey the "VOICE OF GOD"...It requires DISCERN- MENT to distinguish the "VOICE OF GOD." Those who will not ACT when the Lord calls upon them, but who WAIT for MORE CERTAIN EVIDENCE...will walk in DARKNESS, for the LIGHT will be WITHDRAWN..."
"The EVIDENCE given one Day, IF REJECTED = may NEVER be REPEATED." T3:258.

(What does that do = to the IRRESPONSIBLE VAPORINGS of the R&H and "VOICELESS PROPHECY"=AGAIN and AGAIN and yet AGAIN = that (And ESPECIALLY NOW the "NEW THEOLOGY" HITTING that Theme and NO.ONE to STOP IT!) that "GOD LOVES ALL MEN EVERYWHERE = and as LONG as LIFE SHALL LAST!")

Adventist 'SAINT' RICHARDS was so CRAZY to put that across = LONG before the "NEW THEOLOGY!" that hits that Theme = that God "LOVES" all men "EVERYWHERE" = that He even "LOVES" them at their "CANNIBAL FEASTS!" (And YOU are the one to Talk about:"LANGUAGE!"

FELIX had ONE "CALL!" AA 426-427,430-431. If we do not "ACT" but "WAIT"= "...the LIGHT will be WITHDRAWN...NEVER to be REPEATED!" T3:258.

THIS ANSWERS the Question of why certain ones that APPEAR "NORMAL" and "SANE" = and they will SURELY see and accept the Message = and they are as COLD as an ICEBERG = how do you know but that their Salvation is "PAST!!" It may be EASIER than you THINK! As a noble brother would have said: when he was alive: "BEWARE!" The SEALING could have already passed them by...who are you to "JUDGE?!" "JUDGING" is a two-way Street = not a one-way Street. If you are so "GRACIOUS!"=(or so STUPID!)= as to Forever hold out "HOPE"=for those for whom all "HOPE" is past = how do you know but they will drag you down = with them? Ew 124-5. Do not "JUDGE!" = that you are so "STRONG" = that you will not be taken in the Snare.

BABYLON

What was the "MESSAGE" that would not be "SILENCED"? That was PK 187 = did you look up the ORIGINAL? and see all the CHANGES made? and all the "MAYS" added? Why not look it up? RH A6:382. Nov.20 1915.

The "MESSAGE" that will NOT be "SILENCED"= is for men of God's appointment to "DENOUNCE" the "UNION" of the "CHURCH" with the "WORLD." Now look up TM 265 or the ORIGINAL RH A3:233 and Wonder with great Wonderment:

"The WORLD must NOT be introduced into the Church, and MARRIED to the Church, forming a Bond of UNITY. Through this means the "CHURCH" will become indeed "CORRUPT"=

(Now turn to what was LEFT OUT of GC 603 = find the ORIGINAL in 1884 GC 421 and look for "CORRUPTIONS" since 1844."

"...the "CHURCH" will become indeed "CORRUPT" and as
JERUSALEM FELL to her Enemies because she REJECTED the WARNING. That she was enslaved to ROME because of her SINS - which the HIGH-PRIEST and all the lesser PRIESTS = DENIED! And this is the capital SIN of the LAST CHURCH = which is the LOST CHURCH = which is the FOOLISH VIRGIN CHURCH. Which comes there LAST and is LOST. TM 130,126. RH A2:420. A3:291-2. T5:21,83,101. TM 445.

HAS NO OIL and never gets any OIL...do the FOOLISH VIRGINS obtain any OIL in the MIDNIGHT HOUR = ? STRANGE that some now = who FOUGHT the 10 Virgin Parable = now PRETEND they believe it = what is the Test = ? What is the Cry = ? Do they give it = ? "Who has WARNED YOU = of the WRATH to come?" (Just before the Destruction of Jerusalem and now again = the SAME MESSAGE! "Go ye OUT to meet Him!")

CHANGING THE BOOKS = will that CHANGE GOD'S MIND = ?
Go into the Synagogue = hear the Rabbis chattering away = see the Scrolls they are so proud of = do they UNDERSTAND them? Or did the ones who 'GO YE OUT!' = were they the ONLY ONES who understood the SCROLLS? As Prophecy unrolls.
And as that HOLY CITY = comes to an END! Did any Seventh-Day Adventist Minister read in any Seventh-Day Adventist Church:
"JERUSALEM is a representation of what the Church WILL BE if it refuses to walk in the Light that God has given...OUR CHURCHES...HAVE FAILED." T8:67. "...they suppose that they are RICH...and in need of NOTHING...are crying, "PEACE + SAFETY", while SUDDEN DESTRUCTION is coming upon THEM." T8:250.

"INTERNAL CORRUPTION WILL BRING the denunciation of God upon this people as it DID upon JERUSALEM." SM 2:378.
"I saw that the Lord was whetting His Sword in Heaven to CUT THEM DOWN!" T1:190.

"He that remaineth in this City shall DIE by the SWORD, by the FAMINE, and by the PESTILENCE; but he that goeth forth to the Chaldeans shall LIVE." PK 455.

"...MINGLES with the World. LIKE grows with LIKE ... will SURPRISE the FALSE TEACHERS. "THEY" are saying, "PEACE + SAFETY." Like the PRIESTS and RULERS before the FALL of JERUSALEM, they look for "THE CHURCH" to enjoy earthly prosperity and glory. "THE SIGNS OF THE TIMES" they interpret as foreshadowing this. But what saith the Word of Inspiration?-"SUDDEN DESTRUCTION cometh upon "THEM!" DA 635.

ANN DeMICHAEL

wants us to read this: "Let those who would follow Christ fully come up...even if it be OVER THE HEADS of MINISTERS and PRESIDENT." T5:369. 1885. -18A-
"Through this means the "CHURCH" will become indeed "CORRUPT" and as stated in "REVELATION"="a CAGE of every UNCLEAN and HATEFUL BIRD." TM 265.

How would we ever find the full Truth of this - UNLESS we went to the ORIGINAL? What they LEFT OUT or ADDED or WARPED = RH A6:382. A3:233. (That should be given CLOSER ANALYSIS.) And then COMPARE how your GC 603 reads as COMPARED to ORIGINAL 1884 GC 421.

BABYLON

And Naturally = if we are Dealing on this Subject = which is the Subject of "BABYLON"= then perhaps we should go to: "BABYLON OF REVELATION 18"=(should be a good one for all those "REVELATION SEMINARS!")

"And after these things I saw ANOTHER ANGEL (the ANGEL that was REJECTED in 1888 = and when he comes again will be "REJECTED AGAIN!")...come down from Heaven, having GREAT POWER(SAME AS 1884 GC 421)...saying BABYLON the GREAT IS FALLEN...and is become the HABITATION OF DEVILS(TM 409)..."and a CAGE of every UNCLEAN and HATEFUL BIRD..."COME OUT OF HER, MY PEOPLE that ye be not partakers of her SINS, and that ye receive not of her PLAGUES...REWARD HER...DOUBLE according to her "WORKS"...convert the "CHURCH" into "BABYLON." READ ON! SM 2:66 to 69. (CAREFULLY! BE SURE what it is SAYING!)

WHAT IS BABYLON?

Does that "20-Year Preacher" who fought us for 20 Years = has the Leopard changed his Spots = and is now at long last = giving us "THE THIRD ANGEL'S MESSAGE?!" Does he even know what it is? Did he OPPOSE the WILSON=EVA=HAMMILL "CONFEDERACY" of 1980 = ??? Did he and will he = point to EW 254 = ???

Or is he a "DUMB DOG that will not BARK!" T5:211-2. (And his FATE = the same Page.) Or do the "BORNED ADVENTISTS" now taking over this Church = SYMPATHIZE with other "BORN-ED" Adventists who now are all for the "NEW THEOLOGY"= Brinsmead="VERDICT"=Ford="GOOD NEWS UNLIMITED"=LaBrecque="EVANGELICA"=Smuts Van Rooyen reporting for "EVANGELICA" claims their 26 Meeting Places have 15 to 110 Members each. Do any of them know who "BABYLON" is = ??? Or are they Teaching:"BABYLON?"

WHO IS BABYLON?

Since we do not care one Snap of the Fingers who or what they go by =

-19-
"GREAT CONTROVERSY"

Go inch by inch = page by page - MARK as you go = when you find: "BABYLON" = MARK it on that page. Since I first did this while using the ORDINARY "GC" = if my figures are Right = the FIRST "BABYLON" REFERENCE is GC 59. The next one is GC 65. Then you take a very long Trip to GC 237. Then to GC 248. Then you take another very long, long Trip to GC 381.

THEN BEFORE "SACRAMENTO 1984" = I checked it out again = 2 Times! So you will Pardon me on 2 Counts = I think I know SOMETHING about "BABYLON!" as it took a Lot of Reading. Check EVERY WORD throughout the Book = possibly 4 or 5 Times. And I allow that I might be mistaken = I might have missed ONE... (Just now I had to leaf over 381 pages to be able to say this with SOME AUTHORITY = and I am not about to let some Pip-Squeak Adventist who knows from NOTHING = come and tell me something about: "BABYLON!" When all he did was sit there under FROOM'S WHIP = mouth agape. = like a Fish out of Water = thinking he now knows SOMETHING about: "BABYLON." Let alone: "3 BABYLONs!!"

Or anything about their TIME-ELEMENT or what it takes to CONSTITUTE a "BABYLON!" And I can tell you right off: = "BABYLON" is NEVER a "CHURCH" = alone. NEVER. It MUST be = or it HAS to be = a "UNION" of "CHURCH" and "STATE" = the CHURCH can be a: "CHURCH" = a "HARLOT" = and a "BABYLON!" = on the SAME PAGE! GC 381. 1884 ORIGINAL BOOK = p. 64, 70, 172 before we come to 233.

Here we should take Note of several factors = right from the beginning of the Book = her "ALLIANCE with the HEATHEN" (that's how) "THE JEWISH CHURCH became a "HARLOT." and ROME "CORRUPTED" herself in LIKE MANNER." GC 382.

THE ORIGINAL BOOK = when speaking of "BABYLON #3" and "LIGHT" From Heaven will expose the "CORRUPTIONS" since 1844. LIFTED OUT of your GC 603 but found in 1884 421. (EW 277.)

"HEATHEN RITES and CUSTOMS" (XMASS and EASTER) is a "CORRUPTION!" GC 443. And following that Theme to 445 gives us a full blown "IMAGE TO THE BEAST." Which causes her to: (LOSE) "...the SPIRIT and POWER of God." GC 443.

MARRIAGE

We then can take our Choice between 2 Marriages. IN 1846 BROADSIDE and EW 55-6 = STEPS TO SALVATION: (1) Christ leads "HIS PEOPLE" = "OUT" from the 1st. APARTMENT = INTO the Most Holy Place, and asks them to "WAIT HERE!" = as He goes BEFORE the THRONE for the "MARRIAGE=SEALING"... -20-
1976 in the HOEHN-SHUSTER-DAVIS TAPE - Jan. 3 1976 = "THE 10 VIRGIN PARABLE." We wanted to make a Chart = we threw that Open to anyone to contribute = NO=ONE=DID. We sort of got fouled up in one or two suggestions that were made = that threw us off the Track.

WE THINK WE ARE NOW PREPARED TO MAKE THAT CHART. CONTRARY to the OPINION of some = we NEVER make a move = but what we have what we think is a "MAJORITY OPINION." Do not misunderstand.

(A) If we come to certain Conclusions about SMOKING = and as every Young person knows = the SMOKERS will URGE you to follow THEM! And if you REFUSE and you REFUSE and you REFUSE - finally that SMOKER, as he is "Rolling his own" = will let out a deep Sigh and say = "I know you are Right = I wish I were like you." You see =? The MAJORITY is on our Side! I did not say they will HELP us = SPONSOR us = they may go on FIGHTING us = but Deep down they KNOW = we are RIGHT. So do you.

(B) In the Line of DRINKING = it is the same. They KNOW we are RIGHT! They wish they were as we are. The MAJORITY is on our Side. Even though they PRETEND they are not.

(C) The same with WAR - they KNOW we are RIGHT. "BLESSED are the PEACE-MAKERS." NOTHING is THREATENING the World like the DANGER of NUCLEAR WAR = even though KNOWING it is WRONG = they will TRY to get YOU = to UNITE in their SUICIDAL COURSE = as the JEWS did in Old Jerusalem = and as the Adventists are now doing - NOTHING is as Important as "LOVE!" and "UNITY!" But deep down they KNOW the BIBLE and the SOP = CONDEMN their Course in building up a Great "JERUSALEM CENTER." But they are IN it - making MONEY off it = so to get them to ADMIT IT PUBLICALLY = may be another matter. I have had HUNDREDS ADMIT that the LAST WORK will be a "LAYMAN" MOVEMENT = while they HANG ON for dear LIFE = to the BIG CROWD - being but a SHADOW of it. Do not have the COURAGE to:"STAND ALONE!"

THIS CHART

We could not see for Looking = I doubt if we can see this CLEARLY - unless we go to the ORIGINAL and the ORIGINAL ONLY. We knew about the ORIGINAL and somehow R.L. HENWOOD, PO Box 1075, Richmond North 3121, VICTORIA, AUSTRALIA = felt the same way as DORIS CLEAVENGER-LEACH, 4064 N.W. 4 Terrace, MIAMI, FLA. 33126 = REMINDING US to go by the ORIGINAL. RH Oct. 31, 1899 = -21-
RH Oct. 31, 1899.

COMBINE THAT WITH COL 405. When we saw that the BRIDEGROOM DOES NOT "MARRY" the 10 VIRGIN CHURCH = for they are only the "BRIDESMAIDS" = they are "NOT" the "BRIDE".

We were assailed by a few Die-Hard Laodiceans that NOWHERE is the 10 VIRGIN CHURCH called: "THE BRIDESMAIDS." And if you are WEAK = and ready to RUN as soon as ever someone DARES you = that is the way many THOUSANDS have thrown in the Sponge. We stayed with it = but have not been pushing it = the 10 VIRGIN CHURCH is ONLY the BRIDESMAIDS and they are only to LIGHT the way for the "PROCESSION." But do they? Or, like the 2 SONS = fall Asleep on the Job...and their LIGHTS are OUT...the Adventist Ministry went into a "20-Year" SLEEP = and if no one Wakes them = they will: "SLEEP the SLEEP of DEATH!" SG 4:61. Tl:263. T8:304. TM 182.

SO THEY CAN ALL THANK GOD that it shall be seen the Lord will take charge of the Work HIMSELF. TM 300, 507. As He calls another "MOVEMENT" = GC 464. Also called a "COMPANY=THRONG=PROCESSION." COL 406. RH Oct. 31, 1899.

WE=WERE=THRILLED=TO= FIND some vital details in what we thought up to this Moment (March 14 1987 = was the "ORIGINAL." But it is not.) COL=1900. RH=1899.

ORIGINAL="THE SIGNS OF THE TIMES" Aug.6, 1894. We heaved a Sigh of relief when we found "URIAH SMITH" was NOT the EDITOR but for 1891 to 1913 it was M.C.WILCOX. SDA ENCYCLOPEDIA 10: 1194. And there we have the 10 VIRGINS are:"BRIDESMAIDS!" ST 3:138. I am sure the MAJORITY will AGREE (IN PRIVATE!) even if they have to Grind their Teeth. - in PUBLIC! OLD TRADITIONS DIE HARD! Even those "HORY WITH AGE!!" Now we have 3 Witnesses that the BEST the "WISEST" of them can do = is "JOIN" another "MOVEMENT" as the DISCIPLES and PHARISEES had to do = if they wanted to be "SAVED!!" CLEARER than COL 406: "THE WISE VIRGINS...JOIN THE "PROCESSION", and go in to the WEDDING, and the DOOR is SHUT. SOON AFTER THE DOOR IS SHUT, the FOOLISH VIRGINS...COME, KNOCKING...they do not enter into the MARRIAGE." ST 3:138. August 6 1894.

AS YOU CAN SEE = we have a lot of Work before us. = to Iron out DETAILS. SUBJECT TO INSPECTION by those we TRUST - it appears:

(A) The 10 VIRGIN CHURCH are commissioned to Light the Way for the Bridal Party. They began = 1844.
(B) But it was a FALSE ALARM. Matt. 25:1.
(C) So they "ALL" went to SLEEP=their LAMPS OUT...no LAODICEAN will want to believe THAT! -22-
"NO LAODICEAN WILL WANT TO BELIEVE "THAT!"
Not after DECADES and DECADES of hearing the Old, Old Story = that "THEY" will "FINISH THE WORK!" How can they "FINISH" it if they are "FINISHED!"

CHANGED BOOKS

Here we come again = to "CHANGED BOOKS." TAKE YOUR ORIGINAL 1884 GC...look at the CHAPTER HEADINGS. How many of them can you find in your "IMPROVED" Book? and just WHY were they CHANGED? Was it because they (and the Devil that inspired them!) wanted to HIDE the EVIDENCE that:

(1) There was a "FIRST ANGEL'S MESSAGE." p.222-229.
(2) There was a "SECOND ANGEL'S MESSAGE." p.230-240.
(3) Now was that FOLLOWED by a "THIRD ANGEL'S MESSAGE?" GUESS AGAIN! What came BEFORE the 3rd. Angel?
(4) There was a "TARRYING TIME." 241-247
(5) There was "THE SANCTUARY." How IMPORTANT! p.258-267.
(6) There was "AN OPEN AND SHUT DOOR." 268-272.
(7) Before FINALLY = we come to the "THIRD ANGEL'S MESSAGE"
(8) But that takes us down to the "SUNDAY LAW" and that's not here yet = IS IT? WHAT IS THE BIG THING in all these MAN-MADE: "REVELATION SEMINARS??" And these "20-Year Preachers" OBSESSED with ONE MESSAGE: the FEAR of "SUNDAY LAWS" around that proverbial Corner = will ONE of them tell you that Adventist PROBATION is OVER= BEFORE the "SUNDAY LAW?" Why did URIAH SMITH put in "FORCE" = Sunday Law has to be "FORCED!" before you receive the "MARK?" About 6 Times he added:"FORCE!" WE=TAKE=IT=OUT! See your GC 448-9.
(9) "FORCE!" is found ONCE! 1884 GC 282 when the "LOUD CRY" comes! THAT=SAME=PAGE = shows in this great Issue and Crisis = above issues (3)=(4)=(5)=(6) = have SPLIT the 10 VIRGIN CHURCH WIDE OPEN = so there are now = (as the "THIRD ANGEL'S MESSAGE" goes to the WORLD)= do they "ALL" UNITE with WILL ROSS to give the "LAST MESSAGE?" That is not quite what it says here: "In the issue of the GREAT CONTEST = 2 DISTINCT OPPOSITE CLASSES are DEVELOPED. ONE CLASS(LEAD BABYLON?)...THE OTHER CLASS..."KEEP THE COMMANDMENTS OF GOD and the "FAITH" of Jesus...the "PEOPLE OF GOD" = (REMEMBER THAT NAME = NEVER FORGET IT! FIND IT AGAIN IN THE SENTENCE LEFT OUT OF EW 269 but found in Ti: 179 as a DISTINCT PEOPLE apart from and give the "STRAIGHT TESTIMONY" TO [not "FROM!]
TO THE LAODICEANS" and then we see the "RISING UP!" of the LAODICEANS! As they will in NO WAY accept this MESSAGE! Ti:181.

-23-
(10) Only the "WISEST" among them "JOIN" the "PROCESSION" and the "DOOR" is "SHUT!" Matt. 25:7-10. COL. 406. RH Oct. 31, 1899. ST Aug. 6, 1894. PROBATION OVER!

(11) FOLLOWED by "THE LOUD CRY." And then if you continue reading the ORIGINAL = "The Lord God which GATHERETH the OUTCASTS of Israel saith, Yet will I gather OTHERS..." Here is foreshadowed the "GATHERING" in of the GENTILES by the Gospel." 1884 GC 283-4.

"Those who OPPOSED and REJECTED the LIGHT of the FIRST ANGEL'S MESSAGE, LOST the LIGHT of the SECOND, and could not be benefited by the POWER and GLORY which attended the Message,"BEHOLD, the BRIDEGROOM COMETH." Jesus turned from them with a FROWN; for they had slighted and rejected Him. Those who received the Message were wrapped in a Cloud of Glory...I saw SATAN and his Angels seeking to shut this DIVINE LIGHT from the "PEOPLE OF GOD"...The MESSAGE given from Heaven ENRAGED Satan and his Angels...Very many raised their Voices to cry, "BEHOLD, the BRIDEGROOM COMETH!" and LEFT their Brethren...He bade His Angels lead HIS PEOPLE OUT from among the UNCLEAN, lest they should be DEFILED. Those who were obedient to the MESSAGE stood free and UNITED. A holy LIGHT shone upon them..." EW 249, 250.

As we REPEATED this Message in the 1950 Period = we saw this "LIGHT" on the countenances of the people. A distinct "LIGHT!" "A holy LIGHT shone upon them." EW 250.

MORE LIGHT!

URIAH SMITH took it OUT of your GC 603 = that when the "LOUD CRY" goes forth = "ANOTHER ANGEL" joins the "THIRD ANGEL" and we used to call that the "FOURTH ANGEL" and some OBJECTED to THAT = as they OBJECT=TO=EVERYTHING! So we sort of toned down on it - but we should not.

THIS ANGEL = LIGHTING the World with His Glory - part of that "LIGHT" is revealing the "CORRUPTIONS" which have been entering "THE CHURCHES since 1844." 1884 GC 421. EW 277.

Revealing "CORRUPTIONS" or showing them "ALL THEIR ABOMINATIONS" is "LIGHT" from Heaven? Well, if they did not have this "LIGHT" in the DARK MIDNIGHT HOUR = they might STEP in the PITFALLS and "SNARES" of Satan = and FALL off the CLIFF to the Dark and Wicked World below...yes, we need this "LIGHT" on our Path. Or we will FALL and be BROKEN and be SNARED and TAKEN...LET=THE=LIGHT=SHINE=BRIGHTER! "GO YE OUT TO MEET HIM!" "To those who go "OUT" to meet the BRIDEGROOM is this MESSAGE given." COL 420(430). SM 1:93, 413-4. AA 432. COR 57. EW 278-9. "And the DOOR was SHUT!" Matt. 25:10. THE LAST "BABYLON" MESSAGE is REV.18. -24-
(When I once get started working on these Papers = I cannot be diverted = even by a Clap of Thunder = so you will Pardon me if I set your Letters aside = roll up my Sleeves = and Tackle this:)

BABYLON

Do these "BORNED" Adventists running this Church = do they know WHO "BABYLON" is? Do the Leaders of the "NEW THEOLOGY?" Does FROOM-ANDERSON the Team that fabricated the "QUESTIONABLE DOCTRINE" Book = do "THEY" know who Babylon is? What about the FROOM-WILSON BOOK that swept through this Denomination, and they can "PROVE" that 250 "Princes of Renown" APPROVED that Book = does that PROVE it is RIGHT? What about the "CHRIST OUR RIGHTEOUSNESS" Group led by ROGERS? Did ANYONE tell them = as they are busy hitting "ONE THEME" = do these men of "ONE-IDEA" know who "BABYLON" is? IF THEY DO =

Why did they OPPOSE the Message of 1888? WHY do they NEVER mention this basic FACT: "In 1888 in the General Conference held at Minneapolis, Minn., the ANGEL of Revelation 18 came down to his work, and was ridiculed, criticized, and REJECTED, and when(He comes AGAIN)...will SWELL into a LOUD CRY, it will AGAIN be ridiculed, and spoken against, and REJECTED by=the=Majority." (Entitled "TAKING UP A REPROACH.") BRISBIN 11. See also: T5:136. TM 409, 468. B2: 51. T2:105. PP 104. DA 242. RH A2:453-4. A4:547. PK 590.

All the COR ROGERITES seem to know is COR...and NEVER seem to mention this "OTHER ANGEL"of "REV.18..."=the ANGEL of the "LOUD CRY"=1884 GC 421. GC 603. And "THAT" was what was REJECTED in 1888. And will be rejected AGAIN! And it says: "...by=the=MAJORITY!" and if FRIAR FROM tells JESUIT BACHAND - that he QUESTIONS that Reference = what about T5:136,463 = that says the SAME THING! And HAM-MILL the EVOLUTIONIST = says we DARE NOT go by the "MINORITY!" FIGHER said the SAME. Go by the "MAJORITY." Seems like those men can make such Statements and NO ONE to CHALLENGE their brazen AFFRONTRY. They MUST have their GREAT "MULTITUDES"=and they WILL have them: "The MULTITUDES are FILLED with FURY. "We are LOST!" they cry,"and YOU are the CAUSE of our RUIN!" and they TURN upon the FALSE SHEPHERDS...pronounce the most dreadful CURSES.. Everywhere there is STRIFE and BLOODSHED." GC 656,672.

BABYLON

(1) "THE CHURCH" of 1893 was not "BABYLON." TM 15-62.
(2) "IT CANNOT BE the ROMISH CHURCH!" 1884 GC 232.
(3) How did they fix that up? It cannot be the ROMISH CHURCH = "ALONE!" Your fixed up GC 383.  -25-
WHAT IS BABYLON?

(4) She is a "HARLOT." Guilty of "FORNICATION." 1884 GC 232.
(5) She holds a "WINE CUP" in her hand. Rev.17:4, 18:3.
(6) She gives all "NATIONS" to drink. "KINGS" are "DRUNKEN."
(7) As the Prophet eases in to "BABYLON"=1884 GC 232-4.
(8) She CATALOGUES the MOST DEVASTING LIST. 1884 GC 235.
(9) See that List = YANKED OUT! of your GC 384.

MILLIONS

are now FOOLED = as to what "BABYLON" is = to find out you have to DIG in OTHER REFERENCES.

(10) MOTHER MARY is DEAD! "IMMORTALITY of SOUL" denies!GC 58
(11) Adventists worship MOTHER LAODICEA! She is "DEAD!"
(13) ROME and ADVENTISM say "DEAD!"=are "ALIVE!" GC 534-5.
(14) SERPENT'S FIRST SERMON="DEAD!"=are "ALIVE!" GC 533(353)
(16) This is PART of the "WINE" of BABYLON. GC 536(357),549.
(17) "SUNDAY / SACREDNESS"=ROME says is O.K. = GC 588(405-6.)
(18) "BRITISH SUNDAY"=(or COMMUNIST!)=O.K. = with SDA.1986-
(19) THAT is the "WINE!" of "BABYLON"! =3-fold UNION. KEY '73
(20) "IMAGE OF THE BEAST" set up by following BEAST! GC 443-
(21) We do not care WHO does not believe it.= we just go by:

FACTS! "They are following in the Track of ROMANISM!"

(23) 1884 GC 235. WHAT IS THE "WINE" OF BABYLON? Thrown out!
(24) 1888 GC 384. HOLY HELL=SUNDAY PRIESTS are "NOT BABYLON!"
(25) That was the START of WORSHIPPING "SPURGEON=BILLY GRAHAM"
(26) Why did they not stay with 1884 GC 355 and GC 534-5 = ?
(28) Is this how they "IMPROVED" the Books?

SPURGEON

If ELLEN WHITE wrote what is Listed in 1884 GC 235 as the "WINE" of "BABYLON"=(Starting with p.234:)="BABYLON..."
"made all Nations drink of the WINE of the wrath of her FORNICATION."...FALSE DOCTRINES...FRIENDSHIP WITH THE WORLD...MILLENNIUM = A THOUSAND YEARS OF...PEACE...THIS SIREN SONG has lulled THOUSANDS of souls to Sleep over the Abyss of ETERNAL RUIN. The Doctrine of the natural IMMORTALITY of the Soul has opened the way for the artful workings of SATAN through modern SPIRITUALISM, PRAYERS FOR THE DEAD, INVOCATION OF "SAINTS"...has led many PROTESTANTS to deny the RESURRECTION and the JUDGMENT, and has given rise to the REVOLTING HERESY of ETERNAL TORMENT, and the dangerous delusion of UNIVERSALISM.(THE DEVIL'S TRAIN=EW 88,263)...
the LAW of God was abolished at the Cross, and that the FIRST DAY OF THE WEEK is now a HOLY DAY, instead of the SABBATH...
"...men of learning, MINISTERS PROFESSING to understand the Scriptures, who DENOUNCE sound Doctrine as HERESY, and thus turn away inquirers after TRUTH...the WORLD is hopelessly INTOXICATED with the WINES OF BABYLON." 1884 GC 234,235 and into 236.

NOW HAVE A GOOD LOOK AT THAT

Could you IMPROVE that List? How would you do it? How about URIAH SMITH giving a good work-over? See your GC 384. WONDERFUL! WONDERFUL! Here we have the WORST HELL-TORMENT = SUNDAY=KEEPING DEMONS in human Flesh ever to step on the Religious Podium. If you know ANYTHING about the TEACHING of HOPKINS=GUTHRIE=SPURGEON. The FIRES of HELL will be the "LIGHT" of Heaven! If this FIRE would be put out = it would in a great measure DESTROY the HAPPINESS and GLORY of the REDEEMED = "every VEIN shall be a ROAD for the feet of PAIN to travel on = every NERVE a STRING for the DEVIL to play his Tune of HELL'S UNUTTERABLE LAMENT." I was so HORRIFIED at this BLASPHEMY that has sent THOUSANDS and MILLIONS to the INSANE ASYLUMS = so I MEMORIZED some of the WORST of it and NEVER forgot it for 55 YEARS and is WHY I Sold the Book: "THE OTHER SIDE OF DEATH" by CARLYLE B. HAYNES...

VANCE FERREL

and his Hand-Maiden = MRS. MAURINE BURDEN, PO Box 83, CENTRALIA, MO 65240 = whom he has "HIREN" to "DIVE-BOMB" "HOEN" in a SUICIDAL "KAMIKAZE" ATTACK = turning Somersaults in Mid-Air until she gets her Sights lined up = ZEROING in with the UNITED "VANCE=MAURINE" BUZZ=BOMB:

"HOEN" makes ELLEN WHITE LOOK "STUPID"....

THE "VANCE=MAURINE" TEAM make ELLEN WHITE LOOK "STUPID" AND THOUSANDS and actually MILLIONS have Lost their HOLD, their CREDIBILITY, their CONFIDENCE, and their HOPE in the Writings of ELLEN G.WHITE if she is so "WAY=OUT" as to do as PAXTON said she does = March DETERMINEDLY "IN BOTH DIRECTIONS" = so that "ALL" the LEADING MEN have lost "FAITH" in her...and, or = do not "UNDERSTAND" her.

(A) If she wrote 1884 GC 235 on the "WINE OF BABYLON"
(B) And then turns around in 1888 GC 384 and hands us these "HOLY=HELL" PRIESTS as being on the Side of the "THIRD ANGEL'S MESSAGE" = VANCE may get MAURINE to "KAMIKAZE" HOEN = "HOEN" will be GONE = that will STILL LEAVE the QUESTIONABLE "CREDIBILITY" of ELLEN (HARMON) WHITE! To do away with "HOEN" will solve NOTHING = no more than other "KAMIKAZE" ATTACKS where they threw away their Lives = for what Profit? -27-
(C) If she wrote 1884 GC 235 on the "WINE OF BABYLON." And then changed her mind and wrote 1888 GC 384 = then she was really "STUPID!" without the slightest question! And so is everyone else who tries to white-wash that Uriah Smith bungling! Because = like "FORD" and "RDB" and the whole "new theology" = have gone to the Holy hell priests = to get their degrees = so that from = Anderson would give them "ministerial credits" to show some Babylonish "scholarship" = as did Uriah Smith as he went to a Holy Hell Seminary = "Phillips Exeter Academy" = 1848 to 1851 (3 years at the feet of the Baal-Priests = just like from = Anderson sent Ford to spend 2 years at the feet of F.F. Bruce!) VANCE FERRELL does not excuse Ford for that = but he excuses Uriah Smith who formulated "traditional adventism." Which is the last thing we will go by....

Have to be STUPID beyond comprehension = to agree with changing the books and calling in the "tiger-lady" to Kamikaze "hoen." And try so desperately to white-wash the changing of the books! That has cost the blood of millions who now turn and follow Hopkins = Guthrie = Spurgeon = Billy Graham and other Priests of Jezebel's groves and the Priests of Ahab's Baal-Priests who sought to decapitate "Eliah" but who had their "influence" taken off = just = below = their = ears!

-------------------------------
BABYLON

"BABYLON" is never a "CHURCH" = alone. It has to be a "UNION" of "CHURCH" and "STATE."

(A) PK 187 says there WILL BE a "UNION" of the Church with the world." And the time is given. "In the closing work."

(B) That reference is much more emphatic in the original RH A6:382. Nov. 20, 1913. Church and world will "unite!"

(C) "Men of God" will "denounce" it. PK 187.

(D) This "CHURCH=STATE" union will cause the world to be "married to the Church," forming a bond of "unity." Through this means the "Church" will become indeed corrupt, and as stated in Revelation, "a cage of every unclean and hateful bird." TM 265. RH A3:233. 1891.

I had to phone George Hubley to pin this down:

proof (1) That this Revelation "cage" can be found nowhere but in Revelation 18 and that is "BABYLON #3." GC 603.

proof (2) = Laodiceans will reject this as they did in 1888.

proof (3) = Bro. Hubley who is having a hand-to-hand duel with Kamikaze "tiger-lily" at the present moment = pointed out that part of the original RH article for Oct. 31, 1899 = has this:.... 28-

'It is essential to read ALL... but the Part we want now:"

"The Truth SHOULD have been proclaimed by the 10 Virgins, but only 5 had made the provision essential to "JOIN" the "COMPANY" that walked in the LIGHT given to THEM.

"The first, second, and third angel's messages ARE=TO=BE (FUTURE TENSE) ARE=TO=BE REPEATED. The call IS=TO=BE given to the CHURCH: "BABYLON the great is Fallen, is Fallen, and is become the habitation of DEVILS(TM 409), and the hold of every foul spirit, and a Cage of every unclean and hateful Bird...Come OUT of her, My people...

"MANY who went forth to meet the Bridegroom under the Messages of the first and second angels, REFUSED the THIRD, the LAST TESTING MESSAGE to be given to the WORLD, and a similar position WILL be taken when the LAST CALL IS MADE.

"EVERY SPECIFICATION of this PARABLE should be carefully studied. We are represented either by the Wise or by the Foolish Virgins." RH A4:109,110. Oct. 31, 1899.

PROOF (4)=The MIDNIGHT CRY(STRAIGHT TESTIMONY) is 'TO" the LAODICEANS and not "FROM" the LAODICEANS!

PROOF (5)=The above Message from RH Oct.31, 1899 that "BABYLON" is "FALLEN" = is not "FROM" the Laodicean Church as they HOPE it will be = but, SURPRISE! It is 'TO" them! It is the "STRAIGHT TESTIMONY" that "Swell's INTO" the "LOUD CRY." TELLING them that THEY are "FALLEN" and have become a "CAGE of every UNCLEAN and HATEFUL BIRD." TM 265.

PROOF (6)="Many who once WERE earnest Adventists are conforming to the World = to its PRACTICES, its CUSTOMS, its SELFISHNESS. Instead of LEADING the World to render OBEDIENCE to God's LAW, "THE CHURCH" is UNITING more and more CLOSELY with the World in TRANSGRESSION. DAILY the Church is becoming converted "TO" the World...There will be a SHARP CONFLICT between those who are Loyai to God and those who cast SCORN upon His LAW...The LOYAL will NOT be carried away by the current of Evil...THE TEST comes to everyone. There are only TWO SIDES. On which side are you?" T8:119,120. 1904.

PROOF (7)=THERE ARE 2 KINDS OF MARRIAGES. "TO THE LITTLE REMNANT "SCATTERED!"...AN EXCEEDING BRIGHT LIGHT!"

1846 BROADSIDE Panel 4. (SAME.) EW 55. When it will be seen the Lord will take charge of the work HIMSELF = (This also took place in 1844)... -29-
PROOF (8)=1844 only FOreshadowed what is to come. There was a Split THEN = there is a Split NOW = between WISE and FOOLISH. THE WISE = THEN and NOW = accept the "BRIGHT LIGHT" = "JESUS...led them OUT a little way." EW 55. 1846 BROADSIDE. While He went in a "FLAMING CHARIOT" to the Most Holy Place for the "WEDDING=MARRIAGE=SEALING." These remained in the "LIGHT."

PROOF (9)=The "CARELESS" were "LEFT" BEHIND in "PERFECT DARKNESS." "LAODICEANS" and "FOOLISH VIRGINS" are ONE! TM 130. RH A2:420. A3:291-2. In "DARKNESS IMPENETRABLE!!" COL 414(423). ["TIGER-LADY" thinks she can "PENETRATE" that "DARKNESS!" But what does:"IMPEmtRABLE" mean?]

PROOF (10)=In the MIDNIGHT HOUR = the "BRIGHT LIGHT" MOVES..."THE PROCESSION...BRIGHT WITH TORCHES!" COL 406. RH Oct.31, 1899. ST Aug.6,1894. The FOOLISH = SPRING to their Feet - ASTONISHED to find themselves in such GREAT "DARKNESS" compared to the "BRIGHT TORCHES" in the "PROCESSION"=the BRIDAL PARTY = on their way to the WEDDING = with their "ROBES" of "CHARACTER."

AT THE LAST
"20-Year Preachers" DENY that there are 2 "PARTIES" or "CLASSES" in the Church. All their TRADITIONS are GEARED for them to "UNITEDLY" give the "LOUD CRY." So the JEWS also thought as they UNITED them in Old Jerusalem for the SLAUGHTER that Christ predicted = (as He does again.) IN THE 10 VIRGIN PARABLE

There are 4 PARTIES: In the Order of Importance:
A=PROCESSION = ALL would be LOST = there would be NO SALVATION = without that Mysterious "PROCESSION."
B=THE WISE = if WISE enough = JOIN the PROCESSION.
C=THE FOOLISH = so FOOLISH = they JOIN the WORLD.
D=THE WORLD = the Chief ENEMY of Religion.

2 PARTIES

How then is it = that the Prophet said at the "LAST"=(you will even find - ONE Reference in Old Index. You may find TWO in that Cheap "ODOM" Index. (There are at least a DOZEN! The Prophet said at the LAST = there are only "2 CLASSES!!"

COL 283. TM 270-1. Who are they = ??? This may be FAR MORE IMPORTANT than you think.

A=If the LIGHTS are OUT in that Church.
B=If Satan has "FULL CONTROL" of the other Churches.
[They had to yank THAT ONE OUT! of your GC 518. The ORIG-INAL 1884 GC 337. "THE SNARES OF SATAN." How SATAN would SNARE ADVENTISTS = YANKED OUT! 4 PAGES! "TIGER-LILY" would call that on "IMPROVEMENT!"]
C=If the WORLD and the CHURCH is "ASLEEP=DREAMING" and: "ALL UNCONSCIOUS"=GC 491. 1884 GC 315. -30-
(1) They receive the "BREATHE" of Christ in the Most Holy Place = and if they "WAIT HERE!" (Do not LEAVE to please ANYONE!) When Jesus "RETURNS" to BRING them to His Father's "HOUSE"—with the rest of the "BRIDAL PARTY"—it is evident that the WEDDING does not take place until He "RETURNS" for His "BRIDE" = the 144,000. The "INNUMERABLE MULTITUDE" NO MAN can "NUMBER." But it is Written that: "...when the FIGURES reach a CERTAIN AMOUNT which God has FIXED...the ACCOUNT is CLOSED...There is NO MORE PLEADING of MERCY."

T5:208. (SEALING CHAPTER.) Then He takes His "BRIDE" = His "CHURCH" = to the WEDDING "SUPPER" in His Father's "HOUSE." ST Aug.6,1894. COL 405. RH Oct.31,1899.

(2) The FOOLISH VIRGINS take off to the COMMON "MARKET PLACE" = having lost all DISCERNMENT and VALUES = they see "NO DIFFERENCE!" = and therefore no need to "SEPARATE" just look for the BIGGEST CROWD = "...LEAVE the Company who WERE praying to Jesus in the HOLIEST, and go and JOIN those before (SATAN'S) THRONE, and they AT ONCE received the UNHOLY INFLUENCE of SATAN." 1846 BROADSIDE. EW 56.

"THE WORLD...MARRIED TO THE CHURCH, forming a Bond of UNITY. Through this means "THE CHURCH" will become indeed CORRUPT, and as stated in Revelation, "A CAGE of every UNCLEAN and HATEFUL BIRD." TM 265. RH A3:233.

"Concerning BABYLON, the SYMBOL of the APOSTATE CHURCH." COL 179. "BOLDLY will men of God's appointment DENOUNCE the UNION of "THE CHURCH" with "THE WORLD."" PK 187.

SATAN "BREATHE"s upon them and this gives them the "POWER" to ASTOUND the World with the "MIRACLES" they can now perform to even "ASTOUND" the BEAST. Rev.13:14. 16:14. 19:20. SM 2:53-5. "The DECEPTIONS will INCREASE." SM 2:58.

"THE PROCESSION" will lead "GOD'S PEOPLE." Those who have "DEPARTED from the FAITH" will lead the World into the Deceptions of the Last Days. So that if it were possible – they would declare the very "ELECT."

THE SHAKING

Determines the SPLIT. THE WISE go one way = the FOOLISH get the "POWER" that WILSON is SCREAMING for...they are found in Rev.16:13,14. What is the KEY WORD? It is the "GATHERING" to the Last Battle. A=B=C.

A=ADVENTIST FALSE HEAD = the FALSE PROPHET.
B=BILLY GRAHAM EVANGELICAL BODY as the GREAT RED DRAGON
C=COMES OUT OF IT'S LAIR in the Midnight Hour.

-31-
I wanted to settle this for years. Finally I did. SACRAMENTO MEETINGS No.1-March 23 to 25, 1984.

(1) We called 3 School Teachers to the Front. We threw on the Screen: "I saw the Advent people - the church and the world." EW 54. We asked the 3 School Teachers how many Groups that is? Without the slightest hesitation they all said most positively:"That is 2 Groups!"

(2) Then we threw on the Screen = the EXACT SAME WORDS:
"I saw the Advent people, the church, and the world."

ORIGINAL 1846 BROADSIDE(One sheet of Paper - PINK or GREEN.) Again we asked the 3 School Teachers how many Groups that is. Again without the slightest hesitation, all 3 said just as positively: "That is 3 Groups!"

WHY?

You know what changing the Punctuation marks means to:
"Verily I say unto you this Day = thou shalt be with me in Paradise!" So why did the URIAH SMITHS CHANGE THIS?

(1) Had she not said, again and again = that at the LAST = there would be 2 Groups or Classes? So was this not one of the horrible "MISTAKES" she had made? And didn't they "IMPROVE" it to suit "DRAGON-LADY??" And the "ONE" and "ONLY"?

(2) Actually she said there are 4 Groups:
(A) The "PROCESSION" is FIRST to be SEALED. T1:179(SEALED bottom of page 181.)
(B) The WISE=if WISE enough="JOIN" that PROCESSION.
(C) The "CHURCH" of the FOOLISH are "LEFT."
(D) That leaves "THE WORLD"=4 CLASSES.

"THE WORLD" is the Chief Enemy of Religion=in DARKNESS.
"THE CHURCH" has some DARKNESS of the World penetrate it.
"THE ADVENT PEOPLE" are in the LIGHT.(COLOR this RED.)

NOW YOU SEE CLEARLY:

What going "OUT" means. They go "OUT" of the "LIGHT"= OUT of the "MOST HOLY PLACE" where the "ADVENT PEOPLE" are = they are in NO=OTHER=PLACE! This is the "THIRD ANGEL'S MESSAGE"=EW 254,251,260-1. SG 1:164-172. This is the "ANCHOR" "...to hold the Body. And as "INDIVIDUALS" receive and understand them, they are SHIELDED against the many DELUSIONS of Satan." SG 1:166. EW 256. RH A5:88,389. COR 36. PT 64.

PREDICTION:
"I saw one after another LEAVE the Company who WERE praying to Jesus in the HOLIEST, and go and "JOIN" those before the (Vacated) THRONE, and they AT ONCE received the unholy INFLUENCE of SATAN." 1846 BROADSIDE. EW 56. RH Apr.14,1896.

???WHO WANTS TO GO "OUT" of the TRUTH = OUT of the RED MHP = into that "CHURCH" in MIDNIGHT DARKNESS! -32-
2 MARRIAGES

(1) "MY FIRST VISION" = has the "ADVENT PEOPLE" or "PEOPLE OF GOD" = on a "PATH" = the Beginning of the "SEALING" = these go on into the Kingdom = to the "WEDDING = MARRIAGE." To have a "WEDDING" certain participants are needed: (A) The BRIDE (CHURCH) = (B) BRIDEGROOM. (C) ADVENT PEOPLE. These go on this PATH to the MARRIAGE SUPPER IN HEAVEN.

(2) The VISIBLE "CHURCH" is really a "SYNAGOGUE" (Rev. 3:9. TM 16.) who are: "MARRIED to the WORLD" ... (OR) ... "THE WORLD MARRIED TO THE CHURCH," forming a Bond of UNITY. Through this means THE CHURCH will become indeed CORRUPT... "TM 265. "BOLDLY will men of God... DENOUNCE the UNION of THE CHURCH with THE WORLD." "for the HOUR of HIS JUDGMENT is come." PK 187. (WHO IS THE LIAR? The one who BELIEVES it or the one who DOES NOT BELIEVE it = ???) And= "AS the STORM approaches, a large Class... JOIN the Ranks of the OPPOSITION. By UNITING with "THE WORLD"... They become the MOST BITTER ENEMIES of their former Brethren..."
THE CHART

If you are good at shading = you can shade the "WORLD" in DARK GREY = and have the DARKNESS of the World SLEEPING into the "CHURCH" from every side.

And some of the "BRIGHT LIGHT" from the "MOST HOLY PLACE" and the "ADVENT PEOPLE" shines into the "CHURCH." So there we do have 3 or 4 Groups. 2 CLASSES.

But there is a TRANSITION PERIOD = as the DARKNESS of the WORLD SEEPS more and more into the "CHURCH!" = it gets DARKER and DARKER = until the "DARKNESS" is "IMPENETRABLE." It can no longer be PENETRATED = the condition is HOPELESS.

THEN there is LIGHT ONLY = in that CENTER CIRCLE = the CHURCH is ENGULFED in "DARKNESS IMPENETRABLE." COL 414(423) Remember: TIME=PLACE=CIRCUMSTANCES. Then there is only 2 Classes left..."THE PEOPLE OF GOD" in the "LIGHT" = and all the Rest of the World will be known by one Name:

"BABYLON."

Or, if you MUST have another Group = (1) SEALED PHILADELPHIAN 144,000 SAINTS. (2) GREAT BABYLON. (3) The "MERCHANTS" THEREOF. Rev.18 has a great deal to say of the "MERCHANTS" not all that COMPLIMENTARY! Those who "SELL" her DRUGS...

"MY FIRST VISION" starts off with 3 or 4 Groups. 1=the WORLD. 2=the CHURCH. 3=the ADVENT PEOPLE. We see the CHURCH in a TRANSITION PERIOD = "For a TIME there was seen NO DIFFERENCE between them." COL 408(419). What makes the DIFFERENCE? A SHARP=SUDDEN=UNLOOKED FOR "CRISIS." "FACE=TO=FACE=WITH=DEATH." COL 412. This is the "GREAT FINAL TEST" = it is the "MIDNIGHT CRY" = it is "TOO LATE" to change anything = the Die is Cast. ALL in that "CHURCH" are:"SLAUGHTERED." The Word is there: "(ANGELS) with SLAUGHTERING WEAPONS." And there we have the MIKE CLUTES busier than ever = with FRED(WRONG)WRIGHT of Australia and MAXWELL of LLU = their very Sermon as the DAMOCLES SWORD hangs over their Head: "The Lord...is TOO MERCIFUL to visit His people in JUDGMENT!" Here called:"DUMB DOGS that would not BARK!" And then we run into the Word: "ALL!" "ALL PERISH TOGETHER!" T5:211-2. "IMPENETRABLE!!"

In this Time - there is NO LIGHT penetrating from the LIVING SAINTS in the RED CENTER = all "LIGHT" has been CUT OFF = PROBATION CLOSED...[Of course you do not have to believe any of this = the World will not = only 144,000 will. Do not make the Mistake of Thinking that we will loose one Minute of Sleep over you - YOU better LOSE some SLEEP. See that you heed the WARNING.]
A DEADLY SUMMARY

Beware!


HOEHN RESEARCH LIBRARY, Box 1270, Grand Forks, BC Canada VOH-1HC.

THE LORD OFFERS US PURE GOLD. GOLD IS TRUTH and CHARACTER.
"TRADITIONS OF MEN" = try to give us:"COUNTERFEIT COIN" +
"SPURIOUS JEWELS"=which is really: "DIRT-SHAVINGS=SAND=
HAY=STUBBLE=RUBBISH=SPURIOUS=FALSE=COUNTERFEIT." Find all
that in GC 464. EW 82,83. T5:80-1. Also called the "OMEGA."

FOR MANY YEARS = NOT ONE WRITER WOULD DEAL WITH THE "COUN-
TERFEIT" nor "EXPOSE" the COUNTERFEIT DOCTRINES SHOWN IN THE
SAME CHAPTER = GC 464,471-3. There it is in a NUT-SHELL.

THE BIG-GUNS ARE NOW OUT AND BELCHING = and the Question
is: "WHICH SIDE WILL WIN?" The Answer is in: T8:41-2.

Some want NO WARFARE = NO:"BATTLE in the DAY of the LORD!" Nor
any of the Truth given in:EW 69. The Truth of the:
"SHAKING" in T1:179-187. They want to see no:"OMEGA" of
"APOSTASY"=SM 1:194-205. They shut their Eyes to this Day,
and want no:"HARD WAY!"="LITTLE FLOCK!"="NARROW PATH!"="-
FEW + FEEBLE!" ABOVE ALL NO: "MIDNIGHT CRY!" (Or now that
it is getting POPULAR = they PRETEND they are GIVING IT!)
But will yet prove to be our:"MOST BITTER ENEMIES!" GC 608.
THESE we "EXPOSE" in this SUMMARY...

Be sure to receive our next Publication.....

Where we take after the REAL HYPOCRITES!....
In "EXHIBIT A" (below) is an excerpt from page 92 of the senior Sabbath School Lesson Quarterly 1987 (first quarter). Understore ours.

### Lesson 13 - March 28

**The Time of the End**

One thing is certain, nothing is gained by dogmatism and controversy. In such areas of unfulfilled prophecy we must tread humbly and softly. It is our responsibility to study the Scriptures for ourselves, to ask for the guidance of the Holy Spirit, to submit our understandings to those in the church who are able to judge our findings, and then to abide by the decisions of the church in order to maintain the unity of the church. Whoever may be the kings of North and South, it is obvious that they are in conflict. There is attack and counterattack. That reminds us that Jesus said there would be wars and rumors of wars. (See Matt. 24:6.) As long as there is sin in the world there will be greed and thirst for power. Jesus also said that there would be false Christs in the time of the end. (See Matt. 24:23, 24.) We may expect to live in times when there will be religious controversy and many Satanic deceptions.

The lesson note admonishes the reader to ask for the guidance of the Holy Spirit to understand the scriptures, and then having received that understanding, take it to men to find out if the Holy Spirit has given a correct understanding of the scriptures. Please read the following quotations and see what the Holy Spirit has to say on this matter. The last part of the note warns about Satanic deceptions.

**TESTIMONIES VOL.5 p331** "The Bible with its precious gems of truth was not written for the scholar alone. On the contrary, it was designed for the common people; and the interpretation given by the common people, when aided by the Holy Spirit, accords best with the truth as it is in Jesus. The great truths necessary for salvation are made clear as noonday, and none will mistake and lose their way except those who follow their own judgement instead of the plainly revealed will of GOD."

**TESTIMONIES TO MINISTERS p70** "But the Holy Spirit will, from time to time, reveal the truth through its own chosen agencies; and no man, not even a priest or ruler, has a right to say, You shall not give publicity to your opinions, because I do not believe them. That wonderful "I" may attempt to put down the Holy Spirit's teaching."

**TESTIMONIES TO MINISTERS p119** "GOD can teach you more in one moment by His Holy Spirit Than you could learn from the great men of the earth."
In "EXHIBIT B" (below) are excerpts from an article written by M.S. Nigri (president South Brazil Union Conference) which appeared in the "MINISTRY" magazine (an official organ of the S.D.A. Church) dated December 1961. Underscoring ours.

"....In like manner the minister of the gospel to day is the high priest. ...What God expected of Aaron and his sons He expects of us today. ...In his priestly functions the minister of God is not merely a man; he is really an institution, an ambassador. ...Could a greater honor or glory be given to a human being than to be a mediator between God and man?" !!! "...Today we are high priests: ....What a tremendous responsibility to act as mediators between God and Man." !!!

WHAT DO THE SCRIPTURES SAY?

1 TIMOTHY 2:5, "For there is one God, and one mediator between God and men, the man Christ Jesus;"

LUCIFER HAD THE SAME AMBITIONS. Honour and glory above that which he had been invested with by God. He desired to take the place of Christ.

ISAIAH 14:12-15 "How art thou fallen from heaven, O Lucifer, son of the morning! how art thou cut down to the ground, which didst weaken the nations!
For thou hast said in thine heart, I will ascend into heaven, I will exalt my throne above the stars of God: I will sit also upon the mount of the congregation, in the sides of the north:
I will ascend above the heights of the clouds; I will be like the most High.
Yet thou shalt be brought down to hell, to the sides of the pit."

Satan tempted Eve with the same ambition.

GENESIS 3:4,5 "And the serpent said unto the woman, Ye shall not surely die:
For God doth know that in the day ye eat thereof, then your eyes shall be opened, and ye shall be as gods, knowing good and evil."
SPECIAL TESTIMONIES, SERIES B, No. 17, p.30; also in Bible Commentary, Vol. 4, p. 1162. "I ask our people to study the twenty-eighth chapter of Ezekiel. The representation here made, while it refers primarily to Lucifer, the fallen angel, has yet a broader significance. Not one being, but a general movement, is described, and one that we shall witness. A faithful study of this chapter should lead those who are seeking for truth to walk in all the light that God has given to His people, lest they be deceived by the deceptions of these last days."

TESTIMONIES TO MINISTERS p.475 "Prophecy must be fulfilled. The Lord says 'Behold I will send you Elijah the prophet before the coming of the great and dreadful day of the Lord.' Somebody is to come in the spirit and power of Elijah, and when he appears, men may say: 'You are too earnest, you do not interpret the Scriptures in the proper way. Let me tell you how to teach your message.'"

TESTIMONIES FOR THE CHURCH Vol.5 p.80 "God has promised that where the shepherds are not true He will take charge of the flock Himself. God has never made the flock wholly dependent upon human instrumentalities."

JEREMIAH 17:5,7 "Thus saith the Lord; Cursed be the man that trusteth in man, and maketh flesh his arm, and whose heart departeth from the Lord. Blessed is the man that trusteth in the Lord, and whose hope the Lord is."

JEREMIAH 23:1-3 "Woe be unto the pastors that destroy and scatter the sheep of my pasture! saith the LORD. Therefore thus saith the LORD GOD of Israel against the pastors that feed my people; YE have scattered my flock, and driven them away, and have not visited them: Behold I will visit upon you the evil of your doings, saith the LORD. And I will gather the remnant of my flock out of all countries whither I have driven them, and will bring them again to their folds; and they shall be fruitful and increase."
POINTS TO PONDER:

(1) The System which places Man in the position of High Priest, denies the sacrifice of Christ, and is still trying to operate under the system of the old dispensation, as does the Jewish System, and as does the Roman Catholic System. (Which is largely a copy of the apostate Jewish System.)

(2) The System which places Man as mediator between GOD and man, denies the 1844 message of Christ's ministry in the heavenly sanctuary.

(3) The System which places the wisdom of Man above the inspiration of the Holy Spirit is committing a sin against the Holy Ghost.

REVIEW AND HERALD AUG. 1, 1893. "....Of those who boast of their light, and yet fail to walk in it, Christ says, 'But I say unto you, It shall be more tolerable for Tyre and Sidon at the day of judgment, than for you. And thou Capernaum [SEVENTH DAY ADVENTISTS, who have had great light], which are exalted unto heaven [in point of privilege], shall be brought down to hell: for if the mighty works which have been done in thee, had been done in Sodom, it would have remained until this day. But I say unto you, That it shall be more tolerable for the land of Sodom in the day of judgment, than for thee.' At that time Jesus answered and said, 'I thank thee, O Father, Lord of heaven and earth, because thou hast hid these things from the wise and prudent [in their own estimation], and hast revealed them unto babes."

'.....And now because thou hast done all these works, saith the Lord, and I spake unto you, rising up early and speaking, but ye heard not; and I called you, but ye answered not; therefore will I do unto this house, which is called by my name, wherein ye trust, and unto the place which I gave to you and your fathers, as I have done to Shiloh. And I will cast you out of my sight, as I have cast out all your brethren, even the whole seed of Ephraim.'

'.....Therefore the showers have been withheld, and there hath been no latter rain...."


( LM 287-1 )
Dear Vance Ferrell,

Early in 1986 we bought 3 cartons of 1884 Great Controversies from you. We believed your claim; "This is a medium print reissue of the 1884 edition of the book, "The Great Controversy between Christ & Satan", but we were wrong to have trusted you. Purely by accident, or perhaps in the providence of God, we found a glaring difference from the original. This made us check the whole book and found, to our amazement & horror 99 mistakes, made up of 341 words deleted, 15 added & 36 changed. These range from simple spelling mistakes like "these" for "those", to shockers like 35 words dropped from one paragraph alone. We have heard from those who receive your papers that you are aware of this & it was the printer's fault & you are going to fix it. May I ask how? How do you fix 30,000 blunders? How true were the first 10,000 you printed? What are we supposed to do with the 10 books we still have left? We gave the others away in good faith thinking you were an honest man. We had better take off our rose-tinted glasses & wake up to the fact that anyone who is so blind to teach that the Seventh-day Adventist Church is going through to the Kingdom, could not possibly be trusted to produce a true printing of 1884 Great Controversy. Why do I say that? Because that book above all books written by Sr. White, teaches to come out of the SDA Church.

Your first mistake denies this truth. Page 15 of your book, page 32 of the original book; "A voice from the east; a voice from the west; a voice from the four winds; a voice against Jerusalem and the temple; a voice against the bridegroom and the bride; and a voice against all the people." Now, how did you improve that one? Just leave out the bit against the Church. Chpp out "a voice against Jerusalem and
the Temple." That's not all. In chapter 22, Modern Revivals, page 215 in your book, 295 in the original, you fail to quote 2 Timothy 3:4,5 in total as Sister White does. It's a pity because "concerning them he says,"From such turn away," is good advise from Paul for us today.Chop it out, says Ferrell.

Is that all? NO SIREEE! There are at least 22 deletions that alter the separation message. If these are innocent printing errors, missing words & blocks of words, please explain the blunder on page 347 of your book. The original says, page 467,"Having been partakers of Christ's suffering they are fitted to be partakers with him in his glory." Your chopping block shortened & ruined that to"Having been partakers of Christ's glory." Not only does it not make sense, it removes a vital truth & it proves that it's not just a block of words missed you substituted "Christ's" for "his".

Also, please explain why "Father" Miller didn't make it to 1986's edition? Was that too old fashioned? Or smacking too much of the Papacy? Maybe it's because it sounds too much like the Philadelphia love where the small group would look to William Miller like a father. "He was indeed RIGHTLY called Father Miller for he had a watchful care over those who came under his ministration, was affectionate in his manner, of genial & tender heart."Vol.1 S.O.T. page 23. Don't you know that sort of brotherly love?

I feel it is a complete waste of time & effort writing to you. You are worse than Uriah Smith & W.W.Prescott, and the others who changed the Spirit of Prophecy writings. You have more light than they, yet you pretend to reproduce a copy of the original 1884 G.C. You know that the folk that subscribe to your papers are trying to wake up out of the death-like slumber gripping the S.D.A. Church. Just like Jesus bar Ananus you are majoring in the Woe Woe Woes, yet will not obey the command of Jesus Christ to leave Jerusalem, the S.D.A. Church."Let them which are in the midst of it
depart out, and let not them that are in the countries enter therinto. "Luke 21:20. Jerusalem is the holy city, the true church. (1884 G.C. 188) You left that one in but you left so many others out. Why didn't you check out the printing yourself? This is no ordinary book. It is an inspired commentary on Revelation. You are subject to the curse of Revelation 22:18,19. You have added & taken away. you are a false shepherd & those who send you their holy tithe are giving that which is holy to a dog. I am going to do my best to warn others about you & your deception. Surely Satan must have been thinking of you when he said to keep the money in our own ranks. Well, we were fooled but now we are well & truly awake to your lies. We didn't check the appendix, perhaps that's riddled with error too. Your own words, Between pages 17 & 18 are just twaddle. Your dates for Cestius & Titus are wrong. Can't you get anything right? You sure are a blind leader of the blind & I just feel nothing but revulsion for you & your work.

Here is a list of the bad mistakes in your book:

Page 15. 7 words deleted,
  17. 4 words deleted,
  58. deleted "former" an important word here.
  63. deleted 9 important words.
  74. deleted "daily" just like today!
  96. 20 words out, you conservative majority hate corporate responsibility.
 129. Deleted 8 vital words for us today.
 168. Another 8 hot words hitting the church.
 170. Can't you quote the Bible right? That's the definition of the true church.
 180. 25 words missing...we knew you couldn't leave The Midnight Cry alone, could you?
 189. 25 words out here too, too bad about the Sanctuary truth.
 190. deleted 11 words here, what a mess!
 215. chopped the power from 2 Timothy 3:4,5.
 217. 8 words out in the explanation of the new birth-sure is mangled.
 223. Another 8 words about repentance, just left out. Why couldn't you leave it alone
Bad mistakes in your book continued:

Page 241..9 words deleted from Bible quote.
" 244..10 words out about Jesus.
" 251..5 words about advancing-too hot a subject
" 260..These 10 words deleted turn this into blasphemy.
" 316..like the omission on page 58, you don't want us to leave our "former" brethren. You want us to have love & unity in the lake of fire.
" 300..Were you stuck for space, 35 words cut out
" 347..You dropped 15 words out here that tell us much about love & forgiveness.

These are a sample of the deletions in your book. There are many more, 368 words are altered in some way. I wouldn't like to be in your shoes when the plagues begin to fall. It is such a pity, that so many men in leadership fail to tell the difference between sacred and common fire.

Yours regretfully,

Sue Wyborn.

[EDITOR'S NOTE: Sue Wyborn said the CHANGES made by Vance Ferrell are WORSE than those made by Uriah Smith. ESPECIALLY in ADDING to every Book = the NAMES of the SAINTS OF GOD. Not even the SEALING ANGEL knows who these are - until he SEALS them! But VANCE and OTHERS = know AHEAD OF TIME! Forgetting that the "JUDGMENTS" of MEN will be REVERSED by the Majesty of Heaven. It was part of the WINE of BABYLON to put a Halo on the Heads of the Saints. Called the "PERFECTION of the Church. GC 57(60).GC 59,128,237,564. TM 47.RH A3:79.

[SAINTING a CORRUPT PEOPLE(1884 GC 421(LEFT OUT of your GC 603.) is setting oneself up ABOVE the JUDGE of the Universe. Is as MIND-WEAKENING as is "SPIRITUALISM!" Such cannot give the Last Message. God will not accept them. EW 101,123,98-9. Having ERROR mixed with TRUTH = they would CONTINUE and so must be STOPPED! MM 89 to 98-4.
Dear Sister Wyborn —

Thank you so much for your note. This letter may come to as a surprise, but please set your feelings aside and consider its message:

I need your help very much. Our studied objective is to turn out Spirit of Prophecy books that are as accurate as possible. Apparently, you have special ability along the line of locating mistakes, and this is a genuine talent. I am personally asking that you help us with this most excellent edition of "Great Controversy,"—the 1884.

We retypset it in order to provide it in a larger, easier to read print size, and I too have been sorry where there were mistakes. —But you seem to have unusual abilities in locating them, and for this we are thankful.

This is my request:
I am enclosing a copy of our LATEST edition of the 1884 GC, and am asking that you transfer all the error notations from your copy to this one—and then mail it back to me by air mail. We will correct them all. Do understand that it is very likely that a number of the typographical errors that you found may have already been corrected in this edition which I am enclosing with this letter.

Let me add that I am not writing this letter to appease you. This is not so. From reading my tracts you should recognize that if I am not afraid of leadership, I am not afraid of people who write angry letters disparaging me or my character.

But I sense here that, in actuality, both you and I have the same objective—to see that good book gotten to the people as error-free as possible. If, perchance, we are reconciled in the process of working on these corrections together, then I will rejoice, but if not, than that will be all right too.

Thanking you very much for your help with this, I remain

Very sincerely,

Vance Ferrell

Please accept my apologies - I help
Dear Vance Ferrell,

I have marked the mistakes in your attempted copy of Ellen White's 1884 G.C. Please do not use flattery. I have no special ability, neither has my husband and daughter. We simply spent our Sabbath days reading 1884 G.C. one reading the original and the others reading your attempted copy. We were determined to find out how many mistakes you had made because we gave the holy tithe to you for those books. We have an account to settle with all the people we gave the book to. Our righteous indignation rose up when we saw what a poor job you did, and are still doing as this 1987 printing is still riddled with error.

We consider that book to be a great treasure. Ellen White nearly died to give us that book. If ever a book teaches to separate from apostate churches, it is that book. You are handling sacred things so please produce a perfect copy, not one so full of errors.

Your apologies will be accepted when you print a perfect copy. At least the ones who printed that book in the 1960's had the respect to take great care of sacred things. I have seen a spiral bound copy of 1884 G.C. with a beautiful preface by Klacina Fergusson that was a credit to the publishers. They, of course, were despised 'off-shoots', 'reformers'; just like the Samaritans in the Bible— the only ones who practiced the true health message, were thankful, and made the best missionaries. The Jews couldn't even say the name 'Samaritan' without turning aside and spitting. That is the same today of anyone who wears the label of 'off-shoot' or 'reformer'. Then when the White Estate finally prints a facsimile of the 1884 G.C. they have to put that
supplement in the back which is full of lies. It says that Ellen White approved of all the changes in the 1888 and 1911 editions of G.C. What a joke! She said not one word is changed or denied.

In the providence of God the people are beginning to wake up and read the early books that were printed with care by James White. Books like Spiritual Gifts, which has the truth that the church has twisted all out of shape in 'Early Writings', and Volume 4 of the Testimonies. Uriah Smith is going to get a big surprise when he is awakened after the 1000 years, or perhaps he will be included in the special resurrection with Caiaphas and Co. along with Froom and Anderson and those other Seventh-day Adventists who wounded Jesus afresh by attacking the truth.

So please do not bungle the next printing of the 1884 G.C. After 70,000 failures, your name may be added to the list of those appointed to burn for their own sins if you do not correct your errors.

Yours hopefully,

Here are the page numbers of your book with errors:

THE TIME-RELEASE TECHNIQUE

In the history books that still record such events, we are told that on June 17th, 1775, there occurred the Battle of Bunker Hill, which was really fought on Breed's Hill. William Prescott was in charge of the Colonial Militiamen sent to defend that important position against the British. As the Redcoats advanced toward the hill, it is said that Prescott gave this command to his men: "Don't fire until you see the whites of their eyes." Choosing the correct time and place is very important if a battle is to be fought. This was demonstrated very definitely by General MacArthur in his very successful island-to-island hopping of the forces under his command in his return to the Philippines during World War Two.

That elitist group sometimes called the "Insiders," who seem to own or control the commercial communications media, also know the importance of the "time releasing" of important news events. In the past six months there have been three examples of such time releasing: The Iran-Contra Affair, the Electronic Church Scandal, and now the Embassy Bugging with its spying and sexual overtones.

As for the Iran-Contra Affair, it is now known that what was going on between officials and agents representing Iranian, Lebanese, Israeli, and American, and various arms dealers, was known by the Insiders at least a year before any news was time-released to the public. The time of the release was an important part of the battle for the control of Nicaragua, was of extreme importance to the Insiders, especially to George Shultz and his State Department. We have it on good authority that the Iran-Contra story which was released via a little known paper published in Lebanon, was of extreme importance to the Insiders. It prevented a Grenada-type operation which was designed to eliminate the Sandinista control of Nicaragua. We quote the following from the usually authentic British Intelligence Digest.

"Reliable information reaching Intelligence Digest confirms that the Reagan administration had planned an invasion of Nicaragua to start on 5 December, and that this was stalled by the explosion of the Iran-Contra scandal. In the last weeks of November several thousand US troops, many of them National Guardsmen, had arrived in Honduras for a series of military exercises together with the Honduran army. At the same time, the US Southern Command based in the Panama Canal was organizing joint training manoeuvres with the Panamanian Defense Force in Panama's northern Chiriqui province, close to the Costa Rican border. And a team of several hundred US military engineers were earmarked to arrive in Costa Rica for the construction of seven bridges on the new coastal highway along the Pacific side of the country. The plan called for an invasion of Nicaragua from Honduras by the 12,000-15,000 US-supported rebels while the US airforce destroyed the Nicaraguan armour, and a US National Guard armoured brigade advanced along the Inter-American Highway in the direction of the town of Esteli. According to the same Washington-based source, seven rebel battalions, about 4,000 men all told, had already crossed the desolate eastern part of the Honduran-Nicaraguan border when the order came from Washington to cancel the operation. By the time the cancellation order was received by the rebels it was too late for them to return because the Sandinista army had closed the mountain paths behind them. These rebel
forces had brushed aside Sandinista Popular Army (EPS) border patrols and had now reached the 150-mile long Cordillera Isabelita Mountain Range, whose 7,000-foot peaks dominate the flats of the east coast of Nicaragua. Admitting this intrusion, a top Sandinista political commissar told Intelligence Digest in an exclusive interview, that there are now between 5,000 and 6,000 rebels in Nicaragua and that the EPS is gearing up to destroy them... (We dislike the use of the term "rebels" to describe the Freedom Fighters, but we quoted the preceding exactly as it was given us, only emphasis added, by Intelligence Digest. 17 Rodney Road, Cheltenham, Glos. GL50 1HX, U.K.).

If this be true, and we have no reason to doubt it, then this explains why the news of the arms-for-hostages story was held up for months before its "time release." This also goes far to explain why Col. North and Adm. Poindexter refused to testify when the story broke; for they would have been directly involved in the planned L.t cancelled Nicaraguan operation. This well planned, time released Iran-Contra Caper accomplished many things for the coalition of Liberals, Leftists, Internationals and Communists. It caused the firing or resignation of all the remaining right-wing conservatives that once advised President Reagan and tried to make him keep his promises to the people. It brought about the destruction of the NSC as a National Security Council, and under its new advisor, Frank Carlucci, changed it into one more agency promoting INTERdependence and Socialistic programs. It made George Shultz, chiefest of the political activists, supplied to the government by the Insiders, a virtual dictator over all matters pertaining to foreign affairs. It weakened or perhaps totally eliminated Ronald Reagan's Constitutionally mandated position as Commander-in-Chief of the military forces of the United States. It made secure the Sandinista dictatorship over the people of Nicaragua and made any further aid to Freedom Fighters impossible unless approved by the Congress or the Secretary of State (an impossibility). It further altered the Constitutionally defined separation of powers between the Executive, Legislative and Judicial branches of our federal government. So much for the evils brought about by that first time release operation.

The Electronic Church Scandal was also a time release project. We have no intention in this particular Report of commenting on the morals or manners, peculiarities or personalities, sins or virtues, missions or ministries of the people named in what the media have termed a "holy war." Ginnysbell, the second half of our editorial "we," has a forthcoming Perzonal dealing with these phases of the scandal. You'll receive a copy as soon as publishing time permits. Our only intent at this time is to point out that this was a time released crisis intended to serve political purposes. For example, Jim Bakker's act of adultery happened some seven years ago, long ago enough to bring about the payment of a sizeable blackmail demand. Due to controversy surrounding their ministry, there were many times when the downfall of the Bakker Establishment could have been the subject of another media-promoted front page and prime time national sensation. But, not so surprisingly if you know anything of the Insiders, they awaited the proper time and place. Likewise Tammy, who admittedly had been dependent on drugs ever since the birth of their daughter, and who a prime target. There was plenty of time to expose and denounce by any enemy. But "time release" must serve a purpose. And when one of the chiefest among the Electronic Evangelists broadcast his demand for eight million dollar or his life, before April Fool's Day, the word was given: and the Prime News Serial replaced the then waning Iran-Contra Affair as headline.
And again, as with Iran-Contra, many things were accomplished by this
timed release. Because of the strong showing of Christians who suddenly
came out to vote for Ronald Reagan and a supposed "New Beginning," there
was fear that these same Christians might vote again in 1988. This even
though the Insiders had seen to it that President Reagan would not bring
about any political reformation. Still, those who called themselves Chris-
tians might make Insider control of government a bit more difficult than
usual. A great scandal, charges of corruption, misuse of donations, personal
disregard of the Decalogue, such things as these properly publicized should
cause millions who were called Christians to forego politics, decline to vote
or act, sit on their hands in their pews and cease to be a threat to the
Insiders. Besides, there was this man Pat Robertson, a man who had al-
ready shown he could cause considerable trouble for the "politically cho-
sen" if he decided to throw his hat in the political ring. A time release
scandal touching all such men of repute and influence, might so discour-
age so many people that the Insiders could breathe more easily, spend fewer
of their millions, and put behind the desk in the Oval Office another of
their own choice, perhaps even the obsequious Dan Mica with his erasable

The Embassy Bugging is the third of the time released scandals which we
mentioned. It has been brought to public attention at a specially released
time, again for political purposes. We say this because the conditions now
being disclosed publicly concerning the new American embassy in Moscow
are conditions that have been known by the Insiders for at least ten years.
It was more than ten years ago that the CFR-controlled State Department
talked the Senate into permitting a deal with the Soviet Union whereby
the Soviets would build a new consular compound in Washington and the
US would allow the Communists to build a new American embassy in Mos-
cow - with the money being paid by the American taxpayers, of course.
The Soviets selected a ten acre plot atop Mount Alto, near Georgetown,
high above the city and its US government buildings. There clear micro-
wave bugging of every federal building, including the Capitol and the White
House, would be easy. But the new American embassy building in Moscow
is said to be in a low, swamplike part of the city, where it is surrounded
by tall buildings, and from which location similar microwave bugging of the
Kremlin would be impossible. Even more intolerable is the fact that Soviet
workers built the building at our expense, and planted bugs in floors,
walls, communication equipment, etc. But, as Rep. Mica said upon his return
from Moscow, this has been a growing problem for years. The State De-
partment knew what was happening to the new embassy building, but did
nothing about it. Nor did anyone do anything about the bugging operation
being operated from the new Soviet compound on Mount Alto in Wash-
ington. Now the Soviets are occupying their consular compound, have their
apartments, swimming pool, gym, auditorium, school, ambassador's living
quarters, all occupied and in use. But there was one part of that original
agreement which stipulated that government and diplomatic business could
not be conducted in the Soviet Consulate until such time as government
and diplomatic business was also being conducted by Americans at the new
American embassy. That's why President Reagan said the Soviets would not
be allowed to move into the Soviet Consular building until we could do the
same in the new embassy in Moscow. And this final act must be another
ten years in the future, because there is every indication that this new
American embassy is going to be torn down and a new one built on the
same premises. Mica surmised that this would take from five to ten years.

Reo. Dick Armey, a Texas Republican, offered an amendment to a bill "urg-
ing to construct our Moscow embassy, installed listening devices in the floor boards, in the ceiling tiles, in the walls and in the prefabricated concrete. Essentially, our new embassy is now an eight-story microphone plugged into the Politburo. Since they've meddled with our embassy, we should, at the least, not give them an ideal spot for spying in this country."

As we said, there's nothing new about these disclosures. Officials have known about them for years. They also knew that the present American embassy was bugged. The only thing new is that officials now admit that everything said in the present American embassy can be heard in the Kremlin and at KGB headquarters. The Wall Street Journal of April 3, 1987, reported that "US officials suspected more than three years ago that Soviet spies had penetrated the American embassy in Moscow, but serious security problems were never fixed because of bureaucratic resistance and turf battles between agencies, according to intelligence sources and administration officials....In 1984 an intelligence team found ingeniously bugged typewriters....The Soviets had wired steel reinforcing bars in the building's concrete structure together to form a giant antenna."

So the time released problem is this: The new embassy is so bugged that it can't be used; the old embassy is also bugged and can't be used if secrecy is required; and there are 200 Americans on the embassy staff that have no really safe place to work, live or play. As for the reason for the time releasing: came the disclosure that some Marine guards were letting KGB agents into the building in exchange for sexual accommodations from selected Russian girls. That made it a good time to reveal what had to be told to the public about the bugging. In addition, there still seemed to be a desire on the part of some of the Insiders to continue to harass and punish President Reagan for trying to talk like an American. The blame for the whole embassy bugging mess should be charged to the State Department; but the media leftists and Establishment agents are blaming it all on President Reagan, while Secretary Shultz grows more powerful and is probably on his way to Moscow as you read this, ready to pass out more concessions to Gorbachev.

We have cited three cases in which the Time-Release Strategy has been used by the Insiders. This strategy is similar to the bread-and-circuses strategy employed by the Insiders of that day while Rome declined and fell to the Barbarians. When this time-release strategy is used by the makers of drugs, the intent is to treat symptoms, not cure the disease. When employed by the Insiders, the intent is comparable: "Treat symptoms and keep the patients content and even concerned, but touch not the disease!" Of what real importance is the sale of arms to Iran when the Communizing of another Continent is involved. Of what lasting importance is the bugging of embassies when our Capitol, the White House and the Pentagon are in the hands of the Insiders who permitted the bugging? Our work as Christian Americans is to recognize the symptoms for what they are and try to cure the real disease: the Conspiracy that threatens our Nation with terminal illness. Eternal vigilance is more than a slogan.
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"We should never give sanction to sin by our words or our deeds, our silence or our press.

"Let us answer for ourselves..." 590.


"For a Thus saith the Lord, is not to be set aside..." 69.

A FINAL LETTER FROM SUE WYBORN - April 21 1987.

Dear Bro. Hoehn:

In the continuing saga of Vance Ferrell's mess... I posted the Book back that he sent me with the mistakes marked... On p. 53 of PUBLICATION #607 = "WCC WILSON" = RED WOLF COVER = (WILSON-JARVIS) = Aug. 17 1985 = you raise the subject of the CHANGES in the "SIGNS OF THE TIMES" Articles. ST 1:144 has the same botch job that 4 Testimonies pages 24-25 has on the Crossing of the RED SEA = did PHARAOH do it with his Sun-Glasses on or off? I guess all those Historical articles are suspect or - spurious - or in the original meaning of SPURIOUS - BAS-TARD. (We found an old Dictionary at the local Dump and the original meanings! of words are fascinating!)

If Uriah Smith chopped those ST historical articles to bits like that - can we trust ANY of those articles? They are so different to SOP Vol.1 or P.P. aren't they?

Even the mystery of who changed what & when is never solved we are happy to go by the ORIGINAL BOOKS and leave it at that. We don't consider anything of any value in 1888 GC. or 1911 GC - if it isn't mentioned in 1884 GC.

FOR EXAMPLE: In 1911 GC page 334 there is the explanation of Joseph Litch's publishing his exposition of Rev. 7, predicting the fall of the OTTOMAN EMPIRE - not in 1884 GC (We can trace 1911 GC 317 to 1884 GC 202 = after a fashion to 1911 GC 321 and 1884 GC 206. "ANGELS OF HEAVEN..." [Editor's Note:] But then it becomes a Jumble from original 16 pages to expanded to 22 pages. In the middle of which is this LITCH "Chart" of which Sue Wyborn says:]

"...NOT in 1884 GC. SO - there goes the linch-pin for the "HISTORICAL" interpretation of the "7 TRUMPETS."

DO YOU AGREE WITH THAT?

I have read your Flyer about the "DARK DAY" and Falling of the Stars & can see the Point you are making - that these were NOT the fulfilling of the Signs as outlined in 1884 GC.

Over here in Australia the Battle-lines are really being drawn. Some faithful separationists have had second thoughts & want again to be joined to Mother Mary Laodicea. (Here in America also - even Leaders of a Break-away Movement.) We are trying to help a young couple up our way to lose their faith in a corrupt Priest-hood.
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DOUGLAS DEVNICH = EASTER
We heard an Advertisement on Local Radio - it went like this - Two women were talking "I'll soon be able to go home from hospital - I'm nearly better. I'll go home to rest." "And then?" "And then I'll go to Church this Easter just to say "Thank you." (That's all from them.) Then the Announcer says: "...this has been a Community Service sponsored by the Seventh-day Adventist Church."

We nearly fell off our Chairs. You think you are UNSHAKABLE, but you find out you are NOT! Anyway - we asked this couple that still belonged to the Church up here, if they had heard the Ad. NOT ONLY had they heard about it, but it had been brought up in a business meeting by someone in the Church OBJECTING to it.

THE ANSWER = = = wait for this one - "Oh, that Radio Station, it's ALWAYS making mistakes - it wasn't our Church that sponsored that - they got mixed up,"etc etc. (Where did we hear that before?)

So old Suspicious Sue got out her acid-pen and wrote to the Station courteously asking them was the Ad sponsored by the SDA Church + on whose authority?

DOUGLAS DEVNICH = EASTER
Do you know Where your old Mate - DOUGLAS DEVNICH is nowadays? He's cooking up "EASTER" Ads in Adventist Media Centre in Sydney, Australia! So now I've written to him (nicely) if it is true that the SDA Church did the Ad. We'll see how he squirms out of this. But he most probably won't - he'll be PROUD of his little Easter bunny.

When you analyze the Ad it is encouraging Church attendance at Easter AT ANY CHURCH = any Hell-believing - Sunday keeping - once-Saved-always-Saved monster worshipping Church. "Virtue is better than Vice" they say.

Some of the "Separated Brethren" are still Head over heels in Love with Jones + Waggoner. I tried to show them the 3 areas that Jones is wrong on in "CONSECRATED WAY TO CHRISTIAN PERFECTION": (1) Daily of Daniel 8:11-13. (2) the Genealogies of Christ. (3) The absence of Sin on us NOW + the blotting out of Sin going on NOW. SM 1:377, 397. ST 2:481. GC 473(302.) SM 2:22,27. Their retort is Sue Wyborn is still in Romans 7. So I resond I SURE AM!"I know that in me - that is in my Flesh - dwelleth no good thing."

COL 161. We should make the apostle's confession our own.
We have just read the transcript from Robert Seller Tape - the mixed Multitude. What a Suburb Tape! Isn't that good about Rev.12. The Remnant of the Seed of the Woman is the Remnant of the SDA Church from the Protestant Churches.

I have been trying to get a copy of the 22 pages of Bauer's Tape - "Joshua + the Angel." My last resort has not got one. So I'll have to go through the Tape again. [SORRY! you sent me one but I'll have to try to locate it once again.] This has led me to Study the Subject of "CHARACTER." "DEVELOPMENT" = and very soon will send you a copy. [There could be no more important Subject. Want something for the Kintergarten Class or for Old Folks? This is it!](But NOT if you are a Bond-Slave to "TRADITION")

Have you had a chance to do any study into the Daily = PAGANISM in Dan.8:11-13 yet? Do you have any more copies of those WASHBURN PAPERS? (Only perhaps 2,000 = I made SURE I would have enough of THEM!) I seem to have lost mine. I would really appreciate another copy please.

Must post this. Thanks again... we are praying that God will sustain you through these exciting days. Things are beginning to close up. I feel - the Church is Roaring like a Dragon now. T4:246. SM 2:394-5. TM 362,409. T5:462,213. T1:223,341. B7:61. Yours in the blessed Hope,

Sue Wyborn.

* * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * *

TO THE LIST = you will Notice I had MASTERS MADE ready to Print and CUT THEM UP = so I could set it up so as to read WITHOUT hunting for the NEXT PAGE - hidden away in the background. I hope this will be much better - and so I am pleased that I am learning how to do it although I had to work at it a whole Day and then some. To insert this in the next main Publication. This is so many Pages and such heavy Covers - it is HARDER than you think = to FOLD and STAPLE. The Operator has to stand up and put their whole weight on it = and that is not enough = may have to make some kind of PRESS to VISE them into shape. Have to watch that we do not get any Fingers into it....

If we ever send you a BACK PAPER it is because it rides FREE for the same Postage = and you can READ IT AGAIN and send it to some one else = WITH or WITHOUT your Name. Or do you not care if they have the WARNING ALSO? To get OUT before the VOLCANO BOILS OVER and you are TRAPPED!

LATEST WORD: UFO's are INCREASING WORLD-WIDE! GC 624.
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Dear Bro. Hoehn:

Again you came through.

Thank you. Yesterday I received your letter & 2 tapes, letter dated 1/19/87, clarifying Rev.4:8 & 8:3, showing the discrepancy between the 1884 edition & the later editions, also telling me how U.Smith changed pages 1884 GC 259 to 267 to about 14 pages, giving us the thought that EGW wrote GC pages 414-5. Now I know that Rev.4 & Rev.8 is definitely in the Most Holy Place, proof from 1884 GC edition.

I do appreciate, Bro. Hoehn, how you keep us informed of the various changes in later editions, and that is why I am trying to get as many of the original publications as I can. I have quite a few, a number I am getting from Leaves-of-Autumn, and I did get the 2 Vols. of Spiritual Gifts & 4 Vols. of Spirit of Prophecy from Book & Bible House, as you stated was the original.

I do again thank you for giving us of your knowledge and research the changes in many of EGW's books. It is a big help, and surely does save us much time of digging it out ourselves, so we can study other topics. Also, you have helped me to go to original books (if I have them), and verify if I am reading a later edition to see if it conflicts, as did Rev.4:3 & Rev.8:5, holy place instead of most holy place, between 1884 & later editions.

Now I have another question, Bro. Hoehn.

A retired GC man told me that, referring to G.C., that EGW did approve later editions, as 1888,1911; that she was alive and if there were changes that were controversy or rather I should say, incorrect, she would have caught it and not let it go thru. So how would I explain this completely wrong page in 1884 GC & later editions, for example, of being holy place when it should read MHP? I did not have the information I now have, so could not point it out to him, that is the difference between these editions! How do we account for these definitely incorrect changes if EGW was still alive, and surely she must have known, am I right? Thank you if you can clarify that for me.

Since you wrote this = did you receive "LAYWORKER" for WINTER 1986-87. Jan.15 1987(Blue Cover) the Answer is there

When in your material you show changes, I mark them in my books, if I have them, and most of them I now do have...
So I do appreciate your work in our behalf. God bless you Bro. Hoehn. We need you and people like you, not afraid to call black, black & white, White.

Sincerely,
Mary Arguin.

(This is the young man whose Address we had wrong. This is an example of advanced Learning. Not A-B-C's. A-B-C's Balwyn, Victoria. that you learn in ANY CHURCH = will get us NOWHERE! It is time to take off the Bib.)

Dear Brother Hoehn:

Greetings!...Thank you for your letter of February 1987 and of the parcel you mailed. You might be interested to know that I have a Job now as an Engineer - a Fitter and Turner - apprentice. I have prayed for part of 1985 and all of 1986 for this. I was at a Government Technical School since 1983 and each year grew worse. You know what Ellen wrote about Public Schools.(Not that SDA Schools are any different - they are WORSE!)...My Engineering Teacher...asking me if I wanted this Job. It was an Act of God that the Door was opened for me to bolt out of the School. My Father is pleased...my Mother regretted me taking the Job. She wanted me to continue to go to School...

"THE ADVOCATE", Melbourne's Catholic Newspaper, on March 05, 1987. The first page..."STAND UP AND BE COUNTED CALL TO CATHOLIC MPS" = ...A lady who works at the Loyal Orange House said that Seventh-day Adventists are co-operating with Roman Catholics in Court! It is impossible that the SDA Church is God's Church when...it is co-operating with the Prince of Darkness...I am for Liberty of Conscience in its noblest, broadest, highest sense..."50 YEARS IN THE CHURCH OF ROME" p.503. Unfortunately Seventh-day Adventists to-day have exactly the SAME MENTALITY! "When the Saviour saw in the Jewish people, a Nation divorced from God, He saw also A PROFESSED CHURCH united to the World and the Papacy." RH Oct.08,1901.

"The Lord has a controversy with his professed people in these Last Days. In this controversy, men in responsible positions will take a course directly opposite to that pursued by Neheimiah. They will not only ignore and despise the Sabbath themselves, but they will try to keep
it from others by burying it beneath the rubbish of custom and tradition. In Churches and in large gatherings in the open air, ministers will urge (T5:81) upon the people the necessity of keeping the first day of the week." RH Mar.18 1884.

I'm sure you know about the article by Vance Ferrell, accusing you of advocating that anything written by E.G. White after 1885 is not safe to read. I will enclose part of the old Vol. 5 with the things that are not in the 1948 Ed. of Vol. 5 to Vance Ferrell. And will challenge him to put it before the Adventist public and to compare this with the way the Jesuits are trying to squelch the KJV Bible by introducing new versions. Is he paid by the Church to do this as a Decoy?

As I now close, I want to thank you for all the Tapes and Material you have mailed to me. I greatly appreciate if you have the time, please thank Sister Ann DeMichael for mailing the material to me. I will endeavor to keep you up to date with what is going on in Australia, and in Melbourne. Until then, may God bless you dearly and bless your health, too. Amen.

Your Brother in the Lord Jesus Christ,

Elvis Placer.

P.S.="EXCITEMENT is not Sanctification. Entire conformity to the will of our Father which is in Heaven is alone Sanctification, and the will of God is expressed in His Holy Law. The keeping of all the Commandments of God is Sanctification. Proving ourselves obedient Children to God's Word is Sanctification. The Word of God is to be our Guide, not the OPINIONS or IDEAS of men. Let those who would be truly Sanctified search the Word of God with patience, with prayer, and with humble contribution of soul. Let them remember that Jesus prayed; 'Sanctify them through Thy Truth; Thy Word is Truth.' (John 17:17) RH Mar.25 1902. May the grace of God be with you all. Elvis Placer.

Dear Bro. Hoehn:

I appreciate your work.

Enclosed is a check. I'm so thankful for the original books, and I see that God has used you to bring these things to our attention. I think you were easy on Vance. I was surprised and horrified that he...
(In order to set these Sections in Order - I had to cut out the Sections already on Masters = and in order NOT to get mixed up = I had to Cement them in place and in Order so therefore I am wrestling with these Cemented portions and trying to Type on the other Portion - so I am having quite a Time.)

(I was only going to run off enough of this 6 sheets of Paper - just enough to go into this PUBLICATION already Printed = 2,000 Copies of MAURINE BURDEN dive-bombing on "HOEHN" = but re-reading these 6 Sheets(24 pages) = I see some will want these 6 Sheets alone = so I thought I better run off 500 extra copies. Then I had second Thoughts and determined to run off 1,000 extra = and now my mind is made up = we will run 2,000 EXTRA...and if need be we can quite easily set up to run another Batch if need be. We hear VANCE is already Yelping = that he had NO IDEA so many would come to the Defense of that nothing = "HOEHN." We will match our "SUE WYBORN" against his "MAURINE BURDEN" = any Day of the Week. With this we go back to:

VERA BELL SHAFFER

"...I think you were easy on Vance. I was surprised and horrified that he read and printed so much of that book that E. White was afraid to read. I read it until I thought that doesn't sound so bad = then I realized what was happening and I didn't read ANY MORE(VANCE FERRELL) QUOTES FROM "LIVING TEMPLE!!" I think Vance will have to eat his words.

(PHONE CALL JUST NOW - May 11 1987. From PAT PELEGRINI, PO Box 381, CARRIE, Miss. 39426. Seems DRAGON CULT WILSON is at it again = throwing people into the Slammer. T4:246.)

VERA BELL SHAFFER = "I'm angry at those who changed the Books. Others are, too. There was a Bible Teacher from Nebraska that my parents had known quite well. She pointed out to me 25 or 30 yrs. ago that there had been some changes in G.C. She gave me a paper on it...I have read that book over and over again. Seems the answer to everything is in the 1884. So many of my friends are believing SOME of the Time...Thank you for the help on the 144,000. Just this week there is an article in the Review saying good news = the whole "MULTITUDE" is included. It's a figurative number. As if that settles it...

Is Ty Gibson straight?...I think it's time that the SDA Church can no longer sweep the changes under the rug. People don't know these things...I'm sorry about Dorothy Hilmer. She is the one who lst. helped me see these things.

Sincerely, Vera Bell Shaffer."
"JUBILEE DATING QUESTIONED!" by MARANATHA MINISTRY.
[Since we cannot find an Address when we want it by a
Code Name = we avoid it if we can and give you:]
NEIL FOXCROFT, Box 637, Nambour 4560, Qld. AUSTRALIA.

Since Elder Michael O. Hodges, PO Box 608, Woodstock, II.
60098 and myself COULD-NOT-STAND to even want to LISTEN
to that Mesmerizing Guff at SACRAMENTO = 1984. We NEVER
even TRIED to find out if they were on the Ball or not.
Especially since they had on the grounds 4 or 5 differ-
ent DATES and conclusions.

And since a loud-mouthed "YAHVIST" broke up the Meetings,
and Elder Hodges and Elder Hoehn together brought the
"YAHVIST-JUBILEE" WOLFE-PAK MEETINGS to a total HALT!
Elder John Nicolici representing another Faction, the
ULTIMATUM was given to Fritz Alseth = an END to all these
contrary Factions being given the Platform = kiss-kiss-
kiss-love-love-love...and since we raised a large portion
of the THOUSANDS of $'s these meetings cost - and NONE of
us was PRE-WARNED of what was Coming.(Like a man sneaking
into some one else's Bed-Room and you first know what is
going on when you turn on the Lights = we turned on the
LIGHTS!) And you cannot do that without a lot of Squawk-
ing to follow. We had this Squawking at OSHAWA CANADA '87.
Who didn't want the T8:250 Harlot's skirts lifted."HELL
hath no such Fury!" (Read T8:250 and see what it says =
"WHAT=A=SIGHT!" Then turn and read the SEALING of PHIL-
DELPHIA in TM 446 = turn back to T8:250 and find the SAME
"ROTTENNESS of CHARACTER!" in both Cases and how the SDA
MINISTRY do not mind that AT ALL! Not according to TM 447.
FCE 227. T2:477. RH A5:412,556. A4:100. TM 426. 20,000
SDA HOMOS and LESBIANS and WILSON sends down those who will
"MINISTER" to them = while he slaps the HAND-CUFFS on our
people! But that leader-SHIP is going thru! "ROTTEN TIM-
BERS" and all! TM 446. T5:572. T2:453,477. The Lord has a
little present for them. It is called:"AIDS!" T2:451.TM146.

THE ROTTEN TIME-CHART: Wrestling with Women and with Dates:
"...No amount of fancy footwork can make 31 AD a JUBILEE...
How was 34AD a JUBILEE?...A year of JOY? It was the final
DOOM of Israel...What MADE a JUBILEE? It was a TRUMPET
BLAST...WHO KEPT the WAY of ATONEMENT in 31AD?...Chet
WOLFE states with full confidence..."JUBILEE 1987"...27AD
was a Jubilee Year?...34AD...was the FINISH...the END of
JEWRY[11]...W.SANTEE and R.W. HAUSER also use Jubilee count-
ing...Does SANTEE, HAUSER or WAGGERBY say a BULLOCK or
LAMB...?
"FRITZ ALSETH begins his JUBILEE counting at some supposed CREATION DATE. I QUESTION his 'CREATION date'...WHY COUNT JUBILEES FROM CREATION?...(not Alseth's, or Waggonby's, or Hauser's, or Wolfe's)...NO SCRIPTURE GIVES ANY REAL DATES...CONFUSION of CONFUSIONS. If you query THIS, think what simple believers of these mens' JUBILEE will have to say to FAMILY, NEIGHBORS, FRIENDS, WORKMATES, CHILDREN. WHEN OCT 3rd. 1987 PASSES BY!...Mr. ALSETH...you will not BELIEVE what he is DOING to you!...Let Mr. Alseth 'KINDERGARTEN' AWAY THAT TWISTER!...

"THAT puts a 38 year ERROR into their Jubilee COUNTS!...Dear Reader, I have never seen such WAY-OFF evidence claimed by 'Adventists'...(and then. EXACTLY as we said right from the Beginning = but they were so TRANQUILIZED by their own SECOND-HAND DISCOVERY(at Best!) that they would not or could not LISTEN! Neil FOXCROFT now shows the INCONSISTENCY of Betting your soul's HONOR on "OPPOLZER" or "WAY-OFF" NASA or "JULIAN" or any other "BIBLE CHRONOLOGY" CHARTS = Foxcroft well Summarizes:

"...only WISHFUL THINKING...ENOUGH is ENOUGH!!!...beware of the ADJUSTED and UNPROVABLE CALENDARS...to make their SCHEMES WORK!" Neil Foxcroft.

Fritz Alseth would throw his arms around Fat Women and Hug them just as Naturally as some do on TV in this Age. He gave one a Booth to set up her "TIME-CHART"(All Time-Charts seemed to be Welcome!) But in spite of that = one had to counter Fritz = OPAL M. YAPLE, 1114 S 2nd. Ave. Yakima, WA 98902."...I found NOTHING which seemed to position the year AD 27 into a JUBILEE year. But I did locate an inspired testimony relevent to "A JUBILEE" ... BC 6:1055.('This was the occasion of His ascension and inauguration, a JUBILEE in heaven..." SW Nov.28 1905.)

THREE CHEERS FOR OPAL YAPLE! "...This would be at least 3 years later than AD27...create a miscalculation of events for A.D. 1986-1987?? (FROM) A gravely concerned fellow-traveler on the Path leading to the City of God.

Sincerely, Sister Yaple.

NO! We do NOT think we have to be ASHAMED because we EXPOSE these vain Glory-Seekers, who, if they could = would manipulate the God of Heaven to fall in Line with their ever-changing and winding DOCTRINES and TIME-CHARTS we rejoice if we can set their Heads on straight again in this Age of the most confused Generation of History. -22-
CONFLICT OF THE AGES. "The right to live in the revised parts of the
found their rights against the "Conflict of the
readers. Satan did not fight against the "Conflict of the
an emasculated SP Vols. 1-4 and masquerade it as the "Great Con-
express their contempt for the spirit of prophecy and re-
prophecy" came from the pen of Dr. White?"
prophecy of the Conflict of the Ages" compiled when the "Spirit of
prophecy"
the conflict of the Ages" compiled when Dr. White
the spirit of prophecy covered in "spirit of prophecy Vols. 1-2. 3 & 4."
understand the great controversy in its broadest sense.
See the changes in their proper light we need to
Satan tried to bring her work to an end.
tings. Starting with this lowest level vision in March 1858, we need more articles like the changes in the E W W.

Dear Brother George,

Yarnell, Arizona 85362
PO Box 728
THE LAYWORKER

Mar 2, 1986
Lake Butler, FL 32054
PO Box 744
Jesus called James White to be consort to EGH, the Spirit of Prophecy. While James White ran the publishing works the books were kept pure. For years James had begged the brethren for help. They procrastinated and let him wear himself out doing the Lord's work. In 1881, Jesus gave them what they wanted by permitting Satan to put James in the grave and left them free to run things to suit themselves.

At Minneapolis the brethren bolted the door against the Holy Spirit, repulsed the angel of Rev 18 and entered the Alpha of apostacy. Since then we have gone through the beta, gamma, etc., and are rapidly approaching the omega of apostacy. Why else are we still here?

Have you figured why the "CONFLICT OF THE AGES" was given us? Simple, so the brethren could make them the "BOOKS OF A DIFFERENT ORDER" and leave the SPIRIT OF PROPHECY-GREAT CONTROVERSY-series pure for the last generation.

Jesus knew what the book committee would do and gave them the books to alter to prove them wrong. We need to study the SPIRIT OF PROPHECY Vols 1-4 and stay away from the CONFLICT OF THE AGES! How many of the quotes we attribute to Ellen G. White really came from the PEN OF URIAH SMITH?

It is time to get on our knees and PLEAD for forgiveness from Jesus. May we realize our condition before it is too late!

Your Brother in Christ,

Bill (William) Woodward.
CHANGED BOOKS

Bro. HENWOOD of AUSTRALIA and DORIS CLEAVENGER-LEACH of MIAMI = BOTH wanted us to look at the ORIGINAL of COL 406 = RH Oct.31,1899. And then we found that this was STILL NOT the "ORIGINAL" = it is ST Aug.6,1894. See also the NEXT PAGE = ST Aug.13,1894. Now you can FIRST get ALL=THE=LIGHT given us. "NO DIFFERENCE."

COL starts on p.405 with the "10 VIRGIN PARABLE" and then it takes 4 PAGES - 405 to 408 = before we come to seeing "NO DIFFERENCE BETWEEN THEM!" COL 408(419).

BUT THE RH ARTICLE 1899 = had that RIGHT=UP=FRONT! And we had = unknowingly = ALWAYS put that UP FRONT! As Sr. White had it: (AFTER QUOTING MATT. 25:1 to 13): (ONE SENTENCE AND THEN:) = "Apparently there was NO DIFFERENCE between the five...TO outward APPEARANCE ALL were PREPARED."

[Only ONE difference: "OIL!"]

NO DIFFERENCE

The "BORNE" Adventists so PROUD that they might represent 4 or 5 "GENERATIONS" of Adventism = thinking this Qualifies them to "LEAD" this Denomination into the "OMEGA" of Apostasy = and End up with a 2 "BILLION $" debt that they will NEVER pay off = they will LOSE them "ALL!" Yet they want us to still "FOLLOW" the BLIND leading the BLIND.

These "BORNE" Adventists now lead the "NEW THEOLOGY" and the FORD=BRINSMHEAD FACTION. Who OPENLY ask us to make "NO DISTINCTION" between us and the World. They OPENLY act as "MINISTERS" for the other Churches. And they tell you to go there and Sit in the Pews = and do not bring up your OFF-BEAT "DOGMAS" that might UPSET their beliefs in SUN=DAY=EASTER=CHRISTMAS=KEEPING or their "HELL=TORMENT" Mind-Set ideas as "NOT BEING ESSENTIALS" to the alleged "GOSPEL!"

We have a Word for them: NO HOLY SPIRIT

"We need not the MYSTICISM...SOPHISTRIES...ON A FALSE TRACK...The TRACK of TRUTH lies close beside the TRACK of ERROR = and BOTH TRACKS may seem to be "ONE" to MINDS which are NOT WORKED by the "HOLY SPIRIT" and which, therefore, are not QUICK = to discern the DIFFERENCE between TRUTH and ERROR." SM 1:202. RH A4:565. T8:267,290. TM 229,407. MM 142. RH A2:310. T2:387. OLD GW 206.

"NOT QUICK!"

RH ORIGINAL Oct.31,1899 after giving us Matt.25:1 to 13. "When the 10 VIRGINS went forth...Apparently there was NO DIFFERENCE..." COL 408(419). "For a Time there was seen NO DIFFERENCE between them..."
NO DIFFERENCE = NO HOLY SPIRIT = NO "OIL."
The "NEW THEOLOGY" = makes a Religion of seeing "NO DIFFERENCE" between WISE and FOOLISH = between GOLD and DROSS = "Let both grow TOGETHER until the HARVEST!" = as an EXCUSE to remain. But as is often the Case = they forget ONE WORD: "HARVEST"

"WHEN" is the HARVEST? "WHAT" is the HARVEST? PREACHER after PREACHER will ADMIT that there SHOULD BE and WILL BE a "Separation" between WISE and FOOLISH in the "SHAKING" Time. But when all else fails = they will come up with: "THE TIME IS NOT YET!" So the one that got ONE EYE OPEN = shuts it again and Sleeps on - HARDER to "AWAKE!" than ever. Now he is not just ASLEEP = but he is in a MESMERIZED TRANCE. And goes REGULAR to Church to receive another TRANQUILIZING PILL. That is about all they serve there now. So they "WAIT ABOUT THE SANCTUARY" for more "EVIDENCE!"

"EVIDENCE!"

"And many will defer their obedience to the Warning and Reproofs given, WAITING till every SHADOW of UNCERTAINTY is removed from their minds. The UNBELIEF that demands perfect "KNOWLEDGE" will never yield to the EVIDENCE that God is pleased to give. He requires of His people FAITH that rests upon the WEIGHT OF EVIDENCE, not upon PERFECT KNOWLEDGE. Those followers of Christ who accept the LIGHT that God sends them must obey the "VOICE OF GOD" speaking to them when there are many OTHER VOICES crying out AGAINST it. It requires DISCERNMENT to DISTINGUISH the "VOICE OF GOD."

"Those who will not ACT when the Lord calls upon them, but who WAIT for more CERTAIN "EVIDENCE" and more favorable opportunities, will walk in DARKNESS, for the LIGHT will be WITHDRAWN. The "EVIDENCE" given one day, if REJECTED, may NEVER be Repeated...THIS MESSAGE must be borne to a LUKE-WARM "CHURCH" by God's Servants. It must AROUSE His people ...AROUSE to ACTION...The people of God must see their WRONGS...WRONGS must be REPROVED..." T3:258-60.

WHAT DID WE LEARN SO FAR...???

(1) Those who are not "QUICK!" to see the "DIFFERENCE!"
(2) LACK the "HOLY SPIRIT." Then if they "WAIT"=too long =
(3) "...the MIND is LEFT in DARKNESS." PP 432.SM 1:72.
(4) The "LIGHT" may NEVER be Repeated. Then they will find:
(5) WAKING UP in the "TOO LATE" HOUR: "...it is TOO LATE. THE LAST CALL has been made. The WAIL is heard: "The HARVEST is PAST, the SUMMER is ENDED, and we=are=not=Saved!" T7:16. T6:23,420. T1:50. Jer.8:20. AA 55. DA 333.
(6) On Board the Devil's Train = "It seemed that the WHOLE WORLD=WAS=ON=BOARD,...
"THE WHOLE WORLD WAS ON BOARD."

"...that there could not be ONE LEFT..." EW 88,263.

WHAT POWERED THAT TRAIN?

"...we shall have to contend with it FACE to FACE...the Lying Wonders of SATAN...binding in BUNDLES ready to BURN.

-NO DIFFERENCE IS MADE between the PRECIOUS and the VILE...THOMAS PAINE...united with the Holy Apostles...
(in Heaven) SATAN DICTIONT much of his writings...the MASTERPIECE of SATAN...No matter how WICKED you are...
LIVE as you PLEASE, HEAVEN is your Home (UNIVERSALISM)...
SPIRITUAL MANIFESTATIONS...LYING WONDERS...the WHOLE WORLD will be taken in the SNARE." EW 88 to 92,262 to 266.

HEPPENSTALL

and HARDER had that "NEW THEOLOGY" = I marked it in around the 1940's...it is now going whole Hog in ANDREWS and the "NEW THEOLOGY." "CHRIST DID IT ALL...for ALL MANKIND."

WILL ROSS.

Once upon a Time = HOUTEFF=ROGERS=HEPPENSTALL=FROOM=ANDERSON = BED-TIME STORY MAXWELL = "SAVED!!" the whole Adventist World = this Teaching greased the Skids for the "WILL ROSS" STATEMENT = is it not a LITERAL FACT:

(A) NO DIFFERENCE between WISE and FOOLISH!
(B) They "ALL" lift themselves up by their own Boot-Straps and "UNITEDLY" give the "LAST MESSAGE."

LITERALLY!

(C) The SUPREME SIN! make "NO DIFFERENCE" between WISE and FOOLISH!
(D) "NO DIFFERENCE" between the Mysterious "PROCESSION" and the LAODICEANS! The LAODICEANS do not have to "JOIN!!"
(E) The World has to come and "JOIN" the LAODICEANS! The HOLIEST people in all History! NO "OMEGA" OF APOSTASY!
(F) No SPLIT right down the MIDDLE of the CHurch!
(G) No "SHAKING" chapter. No "ABOMINATIONS!!"
(H) "So APOSTASY in the "CHURCH" will PREPARE the WAY for the "IMAGE=TO=THE=BEAST!" GC 444. NO! NO! NO!

"ALL ABOARD!!"

"NO DIFFERENCE made between the PRECIOUS and the VILE!"
(Here listed as "SPIRITUALISM!") EW 89. SO "MIND" and "JUDGMENT" WEAKENING that such can=not=give=the=Last=Message! "GOD WILL NOT ACCEPT THEM!" (They can follow = NOT LEAD!) EW 101. These are "FALSE SHEPHERDS" - DRUNK with "MESMERISM!!" EW 123,50,62,63,77,94,98,99. MM 89, 91,93,98. GC 57.

DO THE LEADERSHIP JUST UP

and do a wonderful "DISAPPEARING' ACT? (Will Ross!)...

"FOR THIS LAST GREAT CONFLICT.... -37-
"MEN OF POSITION AND REPUTATION"
[Will up and "DISAPPEAR?")...will "JOIN" with the LAWLESS and the VILE to take COUNSEL (WILSON and his LAWYERS in HUNGARY=CHINA=AFRICA=COMMUNIST BLOC = BRITISH and AMERI-
CAN GOVERNMENTS = as well as CANADA=AUSTRALIA and around
the World = to take LEGAL COUNSEL and use a "WHIP!"
"
...will "JOIN" with the LAWLESS and the VILE to take
COUNSEL against the "PEOPLE OF GOD" (Tl:179)= (BECAUSE they
give the "STRAIGHT TESTIMONY "TO" the "LAODICEANS"
"
"...on this BATTLE-FIELD will be FOUGHT the LAST GREAT
CONFLICT..." PK 606. "THE BATTLE"
"IN=THE=DAY=OF=THE= LORD..."EW 69."PREPARATION FOR THE END.""
"LAST GREAT CONFLICT"
If VANCE FERRELL and his HAND-MAIDEN - MAURINE BURDEN who
tells GEORGE HUBLEY that she will not read "HOEHN'S STUFF"
yet sets herself forth as an "AUTHORITY" on "HOEHN'S STUFF"
and have NO USE for any "OFFSHOOTS" but the OFFSHOOT "ROG-
ERS"=and his latest = the "WILL ROSS" STATEMENT that swept
through the FRITZ ALSETH MEETINGS in SACRAMENTO = CALIFOR-
NIA=1984. The WHITE LITTLE "ADVENTIST" LAMB will face a
"STORM OF WRATH"=with "SUNDAY LAWS" and all = but instead
are "JOINING" with the LAWLESS and the VILE = as shown so
Rev.6:2. 19:14. But VANCE=MAURINE=ROGERS=want no "BATTLE"
no DIVISION = at a Time when 32% of the MEMBERSHIP in
NORTH AMERICA are going "OUT!!" "...nearly HALF as many
LEAVE=THE=CHURCH as join it EACH YEAR in NORTH AMERICA."
SALIBA=ROGER DUDLEY=FLOYD BREESE= SDA MINISTRY = FEB.1987
p.4,19. [ALL that go "OUT!" are NO GOOD! NEVER WERE! Even
if they held 20 and 30 YEAR MEMBERSHIPS!]

THIS MAMOTH FLIGHT=EXODUS=REMOVAL=FAREWELL=GOOD-BY=WITH-
DRAWAL=TAKE-LEAVE=VACATE=ABANDON=DISAPPEAR= NEVER appear
again = so they have to set up these HUNDREDS of "REVELA-
TION SEMINARS" to try to make them THINK they are Hearing
some TRUTH = for a CHANGE! All ENGINEERED by POPE INNO-
CENT the 13th...and the LEFT-OVERS he can gather around
him. THE BIGGEST CHURCH is now = OUTSIDE=OF=THE=CHURCH!
DID FROM=WILSON SAY THEY ALL="COME TO NAUGHT!!" LEF-MD
543,568-9.

"COME TO NAUGHT!!!"
"...FIG-LEAVES to COVER their NAKEDNESS...this FLIMSY
WORK will come=to=NAUGHT!" BC 1:1084.  -38-
THE BATTLE

The Lord orders a "BATTLE" to become more intense as we draw near to the End = that silly "WILL ROSS" Statement negates a "BATTLE."

SHUN THEM!

"When those who are "UNITING" with the World..."UNION" with those who have ever been the OPPOSERS of the cause of Truth, we should FEAR and SHUN them...[Then we will see:...] MIRACLES...WONDER-WORKING POWER...will see in this "UNION" a GRAND MOVEMENT (GC 464) for the CONVERSION of "THE WORLD"...SATAN APPEARS...HEALING...[But instead]...he will bring DISEASE and DISASTER until populous CITIES are reduced to RUIN and DESOLATION...CONFLAGRATIONS (FIRES!)...TORNADOES...HAILSTONES...TEMPESTS...FLOODS...CYCLONES, TIDAL WAVES...EARTHQUAKES...FAMINE...DISASTER...PESTILENCE...[READ ON IN THIS ORIGINAL BOOK!]

1884 GC 406-8. (COMPARE! GC 588-590.) "MESSAGES WILL COME FROM: "THE SPIRITS!" ("NEW AGE" and "MAN THE WORLD NEEDS MOST") 1884 GC 409.(591) Also 442(624.)

EVEN NOW our people feel intuitively "SOMETHING" is imminant. "BE AFRAID of UNITING or BINDING up in BUNDLES with them...And when men in the HIGHEST RESPONSIBLE POSITION make "NO DIFFERENCE" between those who serve God and those who serve Him NOT, they give evidence that their...WHOLE BODY is full of DARKNESS...MINGLED with...WORLD-LINGS...AGAINST the "PEOPLE OF GOD"...PUT THE REBUKE where it belongs...Jesus REBUKED the PHARISEES (Church Leaders)." TM 272-4. [Not in any INDEX!]...and if there is a neglect to follow the LIGHT = it becomes DARKNESS...The POWER of "DOING" is what you need..." T2:263.

"The STEPS now being taken by the FEW = CANNOT be FOLLOWED by the "REMNANT PEOPLE OF GOD!" TM 470.

CANNOT BE FOLLOWED

AGATHA E. SLEZAK, 633 Index Ave., NE RENTON, WASH. 98056.

July 14, 1986.

Dear Bro. Hoehn: I am 82 yrs. old. I have been an SDA...for 43 yrs. (1941-1984.) Then I "left the Camp." I do not wish to be in UNION with 666.

ELLEN WHITE is my spiritual Sister. I have her "TESTIMONIES FOR THE CHURCH"...I got your address in "LAYWORKER" Magazine and am interested to know more about "CHANGES" that have been made in ELLEN WHITE'S "Testimonies." I am sending you $10.00 for the expenses and will send more later if necessary and when I know more...-39-
"...about your standing on the subject. In the past I have
sent some money to SDA Elders and got no answer of any kind.
Also, I wish to get in touch with DAVID LIN who writes in
the "LAYWORKER."...I have been in China for 16 years my-
self....

Feb.26, 1987 Letter:
"I received your cassette tapes. Thank you...My Daughter
(takes care of me)...I withdrew from the Conference. I told
them to take me off their List. I do not agree with the
Church I used to attend, either. I sent in my resignation.
I saw some of the things they believe and since 1983 I have
nothing to do with them. I believe in all the things you
Teach in your Books. I heard from Dr. Lin from China and
wondered if he believes like you do pertaining to CHRIST-
MAS and EASTER. Please send me literature and I will send
you donations. I wish to be with Jesus before I die. My
husband died 3 years ago. God bless you and your work...
AGATHA E. SLEZAK.(With a $2,000.00 VOTE.)

---------------------------------------------
WATCH THE DATES!
ANOTHER LETTER TO GEORGE HUBLEY, RR #1, LUMBY, BC V0E 2GO
from MRS. MAURINE BURDEN, PO Box 83, CENTRALIA, MO. 65240

FIRST=a Copy of her Letter to:

"Dear Bro. Ferrell:

I appreciate very much the material
that you are sending me. Your recent tract on "Down-grading The Scriptures" I read with particular interest be-
cause of an experience that I had last summer. I, too,
feel that something openly publicized needs to be circu-
lated to counteract Mr. Hoehn's attack on the Spirit of
Prophecy, and expose his unreliable research.

"After reading Dr. Rue's published material about Mr.
Hoehn's "so-called" research in the Spring 1986 Laywork-
er, I was thoroughly indignant and challenged the both of
them because there was open false-hood in "their" present-
ation.

"I did a quick check to verify the references that was
supplied as far as my resources would permit...Because of
the negative response I received from both of them...

CORRECTION
I do not believe the HOEHN RESEARCH LIBRARY EVER WROTE A
SINGLE LETTER TO ONE MAURINE BURDEN = EVER! If I did send
her even a Copy sent to some one else = I AM SORRY IF I
DID = but I believe I did not even do that - yet she keeps
writing about the "LETTER" or "LETTERS" I sent her. REPEAT:
As far as I remember, I sent her NOTHING!

-40-
WE SEE NO OBJECT IN REPEATING any more of this Letter from MAURINE to VANCE because it is merely MS["No ob de SAME!"] with only one SNEERING remark about us being:
"unable to follow the paging in Patriarchs and Prophets." Is it really all that difficult to follow the story as it consistently unfolds - each phase perfectly paralleling in every single book? Read it for yourself and you be the judge." Maurine letter to Vance = Jan.24, 1987.

THAT'S JUST THE POINT = !!! Here she tries to make the Point that each "PARALLELS" the other! THEN[Believe it or not!] in another Letter at another Time = HER STRONG ARGUMENT is that SOP 1:29 (ORIGINAL 1870 BOOK).

SHE MAKES OUT THAT SOP 1:29 ORIGINAL = DOES NOT "PARALLEL 1890 PP 39 IN NO WAY"™

Since Vance Ferrell can just about match LUTHER in nailing 95 Theses on the Door of the Church in this Time of the "OMEGA" of Apostasy = let us see if Maurine Burden can force us to Recant because what we find in ORIGINAL 1870 SOP 1:29 is diametrically opposed to what we find in 1890 PP 39. Does each phase "perfectly parallel" in every single Book? Read it for yourself and you be the Judge...

Pat Pelegrini PO Box 38], Carriere, MISS 39426. PHONE CALL just now(Sunday March 22) DOROTHY HILMER DIED MARCH 19, '87. In a Mexico Clinic. No further details just yet.

WE TURN AND READ:

George Hubley, RR#1, LUMBY, BC Canada VOE 2GO

Feb.9 1987.

Dear Mr. Hubley:

I just received a copy of your letter to Vance Ferrell, which he forwarded to me to answer. It disturbs me to say the least. I can not take any responsibility for what Bro. Ferrell has written, and try to answer the questions that you directed to him. However, I will try to address the topic of concern generally.

Off and on through the years I have received literature from Herman Hoehn, but I seldom read it. I simply have not had the time to try to put his jigsaw puzzles together. One has to guess at so much of what he has to say that it is time wasted. I want to hear the trumpet's "certain" sound - not a garbel that is next to impossible... 

Maurine Burden, PO Bx 83, Centralia, Mo. 65240.
"...to decipher.
He may be ever so sincere, but that does not excuse his obtrusive language, his overstatements, his suppositions, and his outright falsehoods when they are pointed out to him speaks volumes in regard to the validity of his research. He may have amassed a large amount of Ellen White's writings to use as source material, but it is obvious that he does not know how to use it.

A true researcher will not try to find a human "Scapegoat" when he cannot relate two "supposedly" opposing views in material that has been inspired by the Holy Spirit. It is sad indeed to see how he is attacking the honest integrity of those who have been in the position of assisting Sister White in publishing her God-given messages; and accrediting her Spirit-inspired amplifications from time to time to no other than purely human sources, and so-called antagonistic sources at that. If that isn't blasphemy against the Holy Spirit I do not know what is.

By all of this I do not mean to infer that there never has been attempts to destroy or mutilate those sacred writings, because I know there has been such activity. I am not referring to these instances, but to the manufacture of supposed discrepancies and making a lot more out of a matter than is justified. This practice of trying to make people offenders for a word, taking what people actually say and making it into something that they did not say at all - or mean at all is what I am taking issue with.

You are asking for documentation from Brother Ferrell for the assertions that he was making so I am assuming that you would appreciate the same from me. This I will attempt to do with my meager finances, and my extremely limited time allotment.

Last year when Dr. Rue edited down some of Mr. Hoehn's work and reproduced it in the Layworker, it was the first time that I was ever able to make any sense out of what he had written. So I read - and became highly indignant. You can read what followed for yourself.

This year found me reading what Vance Ferrell had to say. Since both Dr. Rue and Mr. Hoehn refused to correct obvious error and thereby clear up any false conceptions that were formed because of what had been published, I felt to respond to Bro. Ferrell's observations. The documentation I am sending includes a copy of my recent letter to Bro. Ferrell, along with the enclosures that I mailed to him.

The conclusions that I have come to...
"...about Mr. Hoehn's research are based solely upon the result of my own study, not other people's opinions. I wish to emphasize once again that the issue that I am addressing here goes no further than my experience with Mr. Hoehn last summer over his suppositions in regard to what I wrote about in my letter to him. I have not had the time to check further into his alleged changes. To try to defend truth by mis-representing it with falsehoods (even though it is done in all sincerity) only muddies the water further, and in reality does not clear up anything. Anyone is subject to making mistakes; but an honest person will be willing to correct mistakes that are pointed out. I stand to be corrected if the points that I have pointed out are proved to be in error. I do not claim to be a researcher, I am just a poor un-educated layman, but I do not think that it takes a college degree for a person to see through the false assumptions in regard to "Patriarchs & Prophets" contradicting "Spiritual Gifts 1 & 2" and "Spirit of Prophecy Vol. 1" statements. There simply is no contradiction there as was intimated by the Layworker article. Anyone could make a statement under a given set of circumstances, and then later under a very different set of circumstances make a statement that is completely reversed; and both be received as completely valid, neither one contradicting the other. Such is the case here.

In the Layworker article (Apr. 10, 1986) page 46, under "Cold Facts 1 & 2" the pages given for the reader's verification of said "facts" were found to be overstatements, leading one to assume more than was actually there. I feel that we have a right to expect strict honesty from one who advertises the fact that he is a researcher. Personally this kind of activity destroys Mr. Hoehn's credibility in my estimation. Your careful consideration of the inclosed material will be appreciated. Also, I would appreciate your honest evaluation in reply.

Sincerely, Mrs. Maurine Burden.

P.S. The documentation packet will arrive under separate cover. Am sending a copy of your (this) letter to Vance Ferrell.

March 16 1987  George Hubley,

Dear Mrs. Burden:
It has been 5 weeks, since
you wrote to me, and as yet the documentation...
"...packet from you has not arrived. I felt I must reply in part, and will complete my reply when this packet arrives."

I am not sure what you found so confusing about Hoehn's signs, but to me, your whole letter was confusing. Perhaps the packet will put a few pieces back in the "puzzle. For the time being, I wish to state the following points of interest to me.

A. "Off and on through the years I have received literature from Herman Hoehn, but I seldom read it."
B. "I simply have not had the time to try to put his jigsaw puzzles together."
C. "...his obstrusive language..."

With points A, and B, so aptly expressed, any serious consideration of the rest of the presentation in your letter is a fruitless endeavor. Further on you state:

1. "Last year when Dr. Rue edited down some of Mr. Hoehn's work and reproduced it in the Layworker, it was the first time that I was ever able to make any sense out of what he had written."

2. "This year found me reading what Vance Ferrell has to say."

3. "The conclusions that I have come to about Mr. Hoehn's research are based solely upon the result of my own study, not other people's opinions."

I am left with this conclusion:

You have received Hoehns literature.

You have had ample time to consider it.

What you have read consists of what you said "Dr. Rue edited down", and, "reading what Vance Ferrell had to say."

Your letter of critique written under the framework of points given above, you boldly state was based "solely upon the result of my own study, not other people's opinions."

My conclusion is that any critique made under the above stated conditions leads the honest enquirer to turn away in disgust.

As to the point of "...his obstrusive language..."
The same Righteous Judge that judged Moses, Elijah, Elisha, Jeremiah, Ezekiel, and a host of others, judges Hoehn. Should I win the crown, the record books will bear most interesting accounts! I still await documentation.

My letter to you has been frank, honest, and forthright. I would hope your understanding can encompass the thought that duty in this type of forthright answer is in response to responsible love for every soul Christ has died for. Sincerely, George Hubley.

Of the HUNDREDS of CHANGES in the Books = it seems Tiger-Lady wants to zero in on SOP 1:29 vs PP 39. It is the way of the Bond-Slave to "TRADITION"=to try to "GET" us on ONE POINT = (if they can)=and that ONE POINT means we are WRONG = on ALL POINTS! So let us EXPLORE that ONE POINT = and perhaps we will ALL learn a Lesson from it.

THIS IS HARD TO DO:
Even with YEARS of EXPERIENCE = it is HARD=TO=DO! To see LIGHT at the end of the Tunnel. And there is only ONE WAY = not to be overthrown. WATCH OUR MOVE:

(1) We move into 1870 ORIGINAL SOP 1. For the moment we FORGET EVERYTHING about the FAKE 1890 PP.... well, no!
(2) We START at the Beginning of the Book. CAREFULLY!
SOP 1:17. "THE FALL OF SATAN." The entrance of SIN.
(3) It should be EASY to follow the PAGING. I DARE her to do it. But we will help her out. SOP 1:18 "SATAN bowed with them." PP 36 = the Name becomes:"LUCIFER." [Chalk up ONE CHANGE = not Important.]
(4) PP 39=no COMPARABLE text in SOP 1: unless we jump to p.29. Let's stay with what we can PROVE for now.
(5) SOP 1:20 = 3 Times we can compare with PP 40. But we are SKIPPING the CHANGES if any = we are searching "FIRST" of all for the clear Teaching of the ORIGINAL SATAN getting BOLDER all the Time. Good Angels WEPT. Try to talk SATAN out of it. WATCH CAREFULLY!
(6) SOP 1:20 and into 21. ONLY ONE REFERENCE in ORIGINAL BOOK that there MIGHT be HOPE to "REPENT...and be again RECEIVED." Even this ONE SOLE REFERENCE was NOT A DEFINITE PROMISE = it was merely the OPINION expressed by the "LOYAL ANGELS" = an ATTEMPT to get them to listen to REASON. SATAN SNAPS BACK! Tells his angels that it is TOO LATE:"GONE TOO FAR..."
(7) Just because SATAN says that = does not mean it is not True. Rest of that page seems to indicate it=is=True!
(8) SOP 1:21. LOYAL ANGELS go and report to Son of God this section NOT FOUND in PP at all. TAKEN OUT! In the continuing attempt to LEAVE OUT or CHANGE that which the World might not accept as it cannot be "PROVEN" from the "BIBLE!" We have the DEFINITE STATEMENT HERE that IN HEAVEN = BEFORE THEY WERE CAST OUT = "It would NOT=NOT=NOT have been safe to suffer ANY=ANY=ANY who UNITED with SATAN to CONTINUE to occupy Heaven. They had learned the Lesson of GENUINE REBELLION against the unchangeable LAW of God; and this is INCURABLE." SOP 1:21.
(9) If we are Right = if this is a DEFINITE STATEMENT found in the ORIGINAL BOOK that their Case was "INCURABLE" and they COULD NOT be permitted to "CONTINUE TO OCCUPY HEAVEN." SOP 1:21. That puts an END to the ARGUMENT of MAURINE BURDEN = she does not have a Leg to stand on...but, wait = we are not finished!
(10) There is only ONE WAY to be SURE of this = DO NOT TRY to READ BOTH BOOKS TOGETHER = or you will be as CONFUSED as they are. THEIR ARGUMENT is that there was STILL HOPE while the Wicked were in Heaven = as PP has it. But going by the ORIGINAL and the ORIGINAL ONLY = they were STILL IN HEAVEN and: their Case was: "INCURABLE!" SOP 1:21.
(11) SOP 1:22. "God informed SATAN...that he (SATAN) had PROVED himself UNWORTHY a place in Heaven." STILL IN HEAVEN = SATAN THREATENED "FORCE!" SOP 1:22. And that brought about...
(12) SOP 1:23. "WAR IN HEAVEN!" In the Plan of God:
(13) SOP 1:22-3. "NO PROVISION has been made to save those who should venture to transgress His LAW!" (Sort of FINAL!) (We do not DARE get DISTRACTED to even LOOK at PP...nor the ATTEMPT to try to tie the 2 together! NEVER!)
(14) SOP 1:25. Then we have the "CREATION." And Adam was "...neither WHITE, nor SALLOW, but RUDDY." PP 45.
(15) SOP 1:27. "THE TEMPTATION AND FALL" but PP does not CHANGE the chapter Headings = PP 47.
(16) SOP 1:28,29. LARGELY MISSING! Cannot 'PROVE' what is Written here = "...from the BIBLE ALONE!" COMPARE this page (29) and also SG 1:18,19 with PP 39 = ! As we said, PP MIXED UP IN THE PAGING AND SEQUENCE = OFFERS HOPE where the ORGINAL OFFERS NONE!
(17) SOP 1:29. SATAN CONFESSES = wants to come BACK = SG 1:18,19. SO DO HIS ANGELS = they did not REALLY REGRET what they had done = they were only SORRY that they LOST! This is the DRAMA of ORGINAL SOP 1:29. -46-
(18) So this "IMPROVED!" the Books = ???. Or more "FULLY DEVELOPED THE THEME!!!" Or did PP 39 if Satan had been willing to return = ""He WOULD have been RE-INSTATED IN OFFICE!" PP 39. But SOP 1:29 said he WOULD NOT and explains why he COULD NOT!

(19) SOP 1:29 says he DID REPENT! PP 39 says HE DID NOT! SG 1:18,19 says they DID REPENT! PP 39 says THEY DID NOT!

RESULT?

(20) This gave BIRTH to MIKE CLUTE and FRED WRIGHT = "GOD DOES NOT DESTROY!" He is so "LOVING!" And Mike Clute goes so far off his Rockers = that even after the 1,000 yrs.

if God's "DEAR SON" LUCIFER would only WANT to come back = (After all the MILLIONS and BILLIONS he had MURDERED!)

God would throw His arms around him and take him BACK!

(21) VANCE FERRELL will SNIPe at MIKE CLUTE and FRED WRIGHT for that - but WILL NOT tell you that WILSON had that go through the Adventist Campmeetings from Coast to Coast led by MAXWELL of LLU - !!! And the whole Mess was STARTED by SDA HUBACH and SDA LEWIS = and MIKE CLUTE testified that that is where he FIRST HEARD IT! VANCE FERRELL if he values his Soul = is going to have to STOP bending over BACKWARDS to EXCUSE the APOSTATE LEADERS or God will take away his Mind, if not his Life...Is he and his Hand-Malden "SPARING" them = ???. "Cry aloud and SPARE NOT!" (In order to be SEALED! T3:267. Ezekiel 9:4-10.)

(22) SOP 1:29 had it IN ORDER! Satan made NO MOVE to come BACK = until it was TOO LATE = this is the Lesson we are to take to Heart = "TODAY - is the Day of SALVATION."

AS FAR AS WE CAN SEE = while still in Heaven - there was NO HOPE for the REBELLIous. Not in the ORIGINAL BOOK.

THE FAKE BOOK leads people to lose RESPECT for God and His LAW...think they can come ANY TIME THEY PLEASE = that is what SATAN THOUGHT...that is what MIKE CLUTE TEACHES. And all because of that FAKE CLAUSE - PP 39. DON'T TRY TO DEFEND IT!

OUR FURTHER NOTES  [Much of...]

(23) SOP 1:32,33,34 is MISSING!. Could not "PROVE" it "from the BIBLE!" Is a Prophet CONFINED to the BIBLE? If so = that would be nothing but a COMMENTATOR=EXPOUNDER=run=of=the=MILL REVIEWER=PREACHER=TEACHER. So they PUT HER DOWN! on a LEVEL with THEMSELVES - as SATAN did in Heaven! That started WAR in Heaven = and will start WAR on Earth! "In the BATTLE in the DAY of the LORD! EW 69.

(24) SOP 1:39. Find PORTIONS in PP 56 and 57. SOP 1:41 Then go BACKWARDS to find this in PP 40 and 49. SOP 1:42-3. In this guessing Game try PP 57,58,59. -47-
HOW TO GO TO THE DEVIL
I was asked at our "HEARING" before 16 Ministers = if I had read COR by DANIELLS? I said, "No." I was indignantly asked: "WHY NOT?" I replied because I have

A RULE OF THUMB:
A. The True Message came in 1888 and was HATED + REJECTED! B. And when it comes AGAIN = it will be HATED and REJECTED = AGAIN! BRISBIN 10,11. T5:136,463. B2:51. T2:105. DA 242,141. TM 468. PP 104. COL 79. PK 590.
C. WHO REJECTED COR = ? Who says ANYTHING against it around the World? Every Segment of ADVENTISM thinks it's WONDERFUL! Therefore I know - without opening the Book = it is NOT the Message of 1888. It is NOT the True Message else it would be "HATED!"="SPOKEN AGAINST!"="REJECTED!"="...by the MAJORITY!"

SO IF VANCE AND MAURINE win the MAJORITY = (and they will!)=that is NO CAUSE to do Hand-Springs out on the Lawn! IF=THE=MAJORITY=IS=WITH= YOU= you better Stop and have another Look - at your Religion. When, in all times past - was the MAJORITY ever RIGHT? Or will it NOT be:"As it was in the Days of NOAH!"

SO IF FIGHER or HAMMILL in 1980 = or the MAXWELL BOOK = or OLD FROOM = or RICHARDS = has the "MAJORITY" eating out of their Hand = then I want to take a SECOND LOOK at what they are FEEDING THEM! "There are MINISTERS and WORKERS who will present a Tissue of NONSENSES FALSEHOOD as "TESTING TRUTHS"= (Pay close attention to these next Words:) even as the JEWISH RABBIS presented the MAXIMS of "MEN" as the Bread (of Life) of Heaven...Thus are "MEN" weaving into the Web as "IMPORTANT TRUTHS" a Tissue of LIES. (PREDICTION!) This IMAGINARY FOOD that=IS=being=prepared(1901) for the Flock will cause spiritual CONSUMPTION, DECLINE, and DEATH." BRISBIN 22. RH Jan.22 and June 18,1901.

(You don't believe it? O.K. = don't believe it!)

So when it comes to now turning and examining what they did with PP = no. As I now have the ORIGINAL CLEAR in my Mind = and I see what they did - this is the FIRST REAL BOOK that ELLEN WHITE PRINTED (ORIGINAL SOP BOOK ONE=1870.) Which shows the HAND of a "PROPHET" who SAW what CANNOT= BE="PROVED" from the BIBLE! So they TOOK OUT MUCH of SOP 1:28,29,32,33,34...the DRAMATIC PART where SATAN SHUDDERED to plunge Adam and Eve into "MISERY" and "REMORSE" as he now was = and then What = ?? See it in SOP 1:32. MISSING in PP ...I do not know what page...

-48-
I am so THRILLED! to have it ALL = and have it COMPLETE = that to come to me now and ask me to read this Second-Hand concoction = FIXED up to "PLEASE" the World and the Church = "...do I seek to "PLEASE" men? for if I yet "PLEASED" men, I should NOT be the Servant of Christ." Gal.1:10. "No fear of giving OFFENSE, no desire for FRIENDSHIP or APPLAUSE, could lead Paul to withhold the Words that God had given him for their Instruction, warning, or correction. From His servants to-day God requires FEARLESSNESS in preaching the Word, and in carrying out its precepts...He should watch with deep solicitude the DEVELOPMENT of CHARACTER." AA 394. 1911.

HOW TO GO TO THE DEVIL

SATAN did not want to tempt Adam and Eve and bring the MISERY on them that he brought unto himself. As he sat and watch them in the Garden of Eden. At this point his angels came to him and informed him that they had Voted to cast their Lot in with him - come what may... so he:

"...cast off his feelings of despair and weakness, and, as their Leader, FORTIFIED himself to BRAVE OUT THE MATTER..." SOP 1:32.

KNOWING THIS:

How would you feel if some one told you that they were on the Point of making up = but that they decided NOT to be so "WEAK" = and "HARDENED" themselves! You would feel, wouldn't you = that THIS is the WAY = to go to the Devil!

HARDEN YOURSELF

the Devil did = why not you? THIS IS THE MAJOR CAUSE of ALL DIVORCES = ALL WARS = ALL REVOLUTIONS. "HARDEN YOURSELF!" (And End up in the Insane Asylum.)

Some Ding-Bat is going to come to me and tell me that the Second-Hand Book = PP LEFT OUT these intimate Scenes of how Satan and his Rebels = went through the dramatic experience that led to their TOTAL and EVERLASTING RUIN = and I am supposed to Bow before them, Hat in hand and declare that I now "RECHANT!" and want to be re-instated in that Church and that Tradition...Good-Bye, please!

FROM WHAT I READ IN THE ORIGINAL BOOK = LIFTED OUT because "YOU= CANNOT= PROVE= THIS= FROM= THE= BIBLE!" To Please the MARTINS and the BIG BARNHOUSES = (who DIED on the operating Table with something STILL WRONG = in his HEAD!) Or go up the Hill to greet the Rising Sun with Billy = when a BILLY GOAT knocked BILLY DOWN and broke his Arm...this Billy Goat had never touched anyone before. God has a sense of Humor! BILLY hit BILLY! You saw his Picture = going around his arm in a sling... -49-
RESEARCH

IMAGINE A CAR = Brand Spanking New - and a Junk-Yard Heap = Fenders missing = Doors wired up = Tires flat = and some Salesman trying to "SELL" you this HEAP = at the SAME PRICE as the BRAND NEW MODEL = trying to tell you with things MISSING = it has been "IMPROVED!" and this enhances the VALUE and the PRICE!

COME! LOOK at it! It has been "IMPROVED!" Take a Ride in it! I doubt if it will get out the Gate. I would no more want to go BACK and look at PP = RIPPED APART 20 yrs. later = and want to Sell me that WRECK? I have something Better. So I will spend my Time - GOING BACK to discover MORE about how LUCIFER = went to the Devil!

STEPS TO PERDITION

(1) "It is Satan's Plan to weaken the Faith of God's people in the TESTIMONIES.
(2) NEXT follows SKEPTICISM in regard to the vital Points of our Faith, the PILLARS of our Position,
(3) then DOUBT as to the Holy Scriptures,
(4) and then the downward March to Perdition.
When the Testimonies, which were once believed, are DOUBTED and GIVEN UP, SATAN knows the DECEIVED ONES will not Stop at this, and he redoubles his efforts
(5) till he launches them into OPEN REBELLION,
(6) which becomes INCURABLE
(7) and Ends in DESTRUCTION." T4:211. PUR 112.

AND THAT'S HOW
he went to the Devil = in Heaven. We need to Study every STEP he took. IN FAMILY TROUBLE = DIVORCEES SWARM around those in Trouble = to "HELP" them = take Sides = "SYMPATHIZE"="AGREE"=and take them down the same Road they traveled. Fall in the same Ditch.

LOOK FOR PEOPLE WHO GET ALONG = tell them of how others are INTERFERING = and they are HORRIFIED! Their Code of Honor is "HANDS OFF!" LET THEM ALONE and they will settle their own affairs. AS=LONG=AS=YOU=DO=NOT=BRING=IN=OTHERS!

"These FALSE SYMPATHIZERS will have an Account to settle with the Master by-and-by for their work of DEATH!" T3:329, 339, 359. T5:267, 678-9. "They have NO REAL LOVE for anyone but themselves." T2:464.

NOW GO BACK and start from the Beginning in SOP 1:17 = "THE FALL OF SATAN." ENVY=AMBITION=JEALOUSY=LOFTINESS=
DISSATISFIED=HATRED=until it was: "SATAN and his SYMPATHIZERS!" SOP 1:19. A Godly counsellor is Good. But bring a Battle=Axe in and you have Double-Trouble. The same with a Mother that eggs on the Boy = -50-
SO WITH SATAN IN HEAVEN

The SEQUENCE was DISRUPTED in PP= and in many another Book. This was a favorite Trick of URIAH SMITH. He or Whoever = did that with the FIRST THING SHE WROTE in the PT Series. See RH ARTICLE BOOKS = see the FIRST THING that appears in Print on the FIRST PAGE. SWITCHED right around BACKWARDS! Let the APOLOGISTS WHITE-WASH THAT ONE! Threw the FIRST KEY PARAGRAPH right OUT! Sent it to the DUMP. It was no good anyway. Or were "THEM" no good anyway? LIFTED LARGE PORTIONS OUT! So with PP= SOP 1: has it IN ORDER...

AND THAT ORDER

shows Satan going through STAGES. AMBITION=DOUBT=kept to himself - BOW when others BOW = then the VOICE of DISCONTENT = a "FIGHT" between "TWO" = might be SETTLED but call in "OTHERS" and the FIGHT becomes a WAR! A=B=C. A=They marry - because they Love each other.
B=They have a Fight. It can be patched up. BUT NOT =
C=If one calls in SUPPORT TROOPS. You have LOST your INDIVIDUAL RIGHTS = you were so PROUD you had SO MANY to SYMPATHIZE with you = you thought they were FRIENDS.
D=But you are going to find they are your most CRUEL ENEMIES! You are not dealing with ONE ALONE now. And you could EASILY MAKE UP. But now you have to ANSWER to what you vainly "THOUGHT" were your FRIENDS.
E=Have you seen a "FRIEND" of an estranged Couple = SNEAK around and try to get that man - HERSELF? SOME "FRIEND!" She is the "FRIEND" of NO ONE but herself!
F=Now the little FIGHT that was POSSIBLE - becomes a WAR that is IMPOSSIBLE. ONE ALONE might settle with few DEMANDS = but your CO-HORTS will pile up the "DEMANDS! And as Satan did - plead for his "RIGHTS!!" SOP 1:19.
G=These are the "STEPS" that Satan took. And as "FRIENDS" piled up = the TROOPS INCREASED their JOINT DEMANDS and their LEADER had to voice these DEMANDS OPENLY.
H=LONG BEFORE THEY WERE CAST OUT = the FIGHT of ONE = became a "BATTLE" with MANY = "...and this is INCUR-

ABLE!" SOP 1:21. (Right there on that Page is a nice place to CUT OUT what they CHOSE to throw in the DIS-
CARD BIN - RIGHT THERE!)
I=The Point of "NO-RETURN" may be hard to define = but as soon as Satan called in SYMPATHIZERS = he quickly pas-
sed the Boundary of Hope.
J=Do you want the KEY to his REAL FAILURE - so YOU do not make that same MISTAKE = ??? It has been Written out for us and you will NEVER find it by EXEGETING or HERMEN-
EUTING in the THEOLOGICAL DUMPS in BABYLON! -51-
I can tell you = it is easy to get DISTRACTED = to CLOSE this Subject off as being Complete = but it is not Complete = we have one more Phase to consider = lest the Enemy bring up other Agents to DISTRACT us from our Task. WE NOW GO TOy

What our friend MAURINE could use to give us the COUP-DE-GRACE! So we will beat her to the Gun. So we do not have to DRAG this ARGUMENT into WEEKS and WEEKS of WRANGLING=HAIRSPILLING=QUIBLING=SHIFTING=CLAPTRAP=MISLEADING=WHITE-WASHING=MYSTIFYING=PERVERTING=MISJUDGING=REASONING in a Circle=LYING in their BED while they SCHEME in their HEAD...we beat them... "NO EFFORT!"

Yes, it is True. God 'WOULD HAVE' granted Satan FORGIVENESS = but NOT in the TIME-FRAME of PP 39. NO WAY!

**PP 39:**

A="Lucifer was convinced that he was IN THE WRONG!" PP 39.
B="...he has left his POSITION..." PP 39.
C="...If he had been willing to RETURN..." PP 39.
D="...he WOULD have been RE-INSTATED in his Office." PP 39.
E="He NEARLY reached the Decision to RETURN." PP 39.
F="...but PRIDE forbade him. It was TOO GREAT a SACRIFICE..."
G=FALSE SYMPATHIZERS = please produce ONE SHRED of evidence that Satan or any of his followers DID WANT TO RETURN!

Or do you have to resort to OUR EVIDENCE when we DOCUMENT that they "ALL" did SEEK=TO=RETURN when PP 39 says: "THEY" DID NOT! OUR PROOF = NOT YOURS! WE FOUND THIS:(but we DID NOT find this in your FAKE "IMPROVED" JUMBLE!):

"He and his FOLLOWERS repented, wept and IMPLORED to be TAKEN BACK...But no...no possibility..." SG 1:19.(And just by way of Interest = we had to go to ANOTHER "ORIGINAL" BOOK to find this bit of "LIGHT"...and if we had read further in this Book - we might have found MORE LIGHT shed on this vital Subject so we do not make the SAME MISTAKES that they made = to also go to the Devil! I think it is quite safe to say that no other Book but the ORIGINAL ever showed: (A) They DID Repent. (B) Why they COULD NOT return. (C) All Heaven would be MARRED and all the UNIVERSE would be MARRED. As they would go from World to World they would be asked about the FIRST REBELLION and the UNIVERSE would be "NATURAL for them to try to EXCUSE THEMSELVES and thus slowly INFEST the WHOLE UNIVERSE with DISSATISFACTION. No. Far better to let it run its course. SOME HOLY ANGELS STILL "SYMPATHIZED right up to the CROSS = before their Eyes were OPENED... If they HAD 'REPENTED' why did they not STOP?"
IT IS PLAINLY WRITTEN = (Can you find it in your FAKE BOOK?) = that if he "HAD" repented = he would NOT have PLUNGED the WORLD into the MISERY he himself was in = if he "HAD" repented = for it gained them NOTHING to get into the same TRAP = they helped NO ONE...

(I was inclined to DROP PP 39 and NEVER look at it again but as I re-checked to BE SURE of a Sentence = I saw that I must show up what a FAKE = PP 39 really WAS! And who would be so FOOLHARDY as to do what SATAN DID = "HARDEST" themselves and try to BULL it through to the BITTER = BITTER = end. If we have to take this up in another Publication = we should Re-Print portions of LETTERS arriving every Day = why are they so "STUPID!" "FOOLISH!" with a Hail of other invectives.

WHEN SATAN SAW = his Case was HOPELESS = he could have (Perhaps) committed SUICIDE = it did not help him or anyone else to keep on with the REBELLION. SOP 1:30-44.

NO EFFORT

BEFORE things went as far as either SOP or PP cover = in the TIME-FRAME of. BEFORE he had called in his TROOP to instill the spirit of REBELLION in OTHERS = when he FIRST STARTED = WAY BACK = he might have been FORGIVEN IF

"SATAN SEEMS PARALYZED...MEMORY RECALLS...HIS ACCUSATIONS, his REBELLION, his DECEPTIONS to gain the SYMPATHY and SUPPORT of the ANGELS, his STUBBORN PERSISTENCE IN MAKING NO EFFORT

==================================

for Self-recovery when GOD=WOULD=HAVE=GRANTED=HIM=FORGIVENESS; all come VIVIDLY before him..." GC 669.

VERY SAME WORDS IN ORIGINAL 1884 GC 484-5. (WONDER they never BLOTTED THAT OUT! because you cannot PROVE THAT FROM THE 'BIBLE ALONE'!)

Now I feel Better. Now we have the REAL REASON why this POSSIBILITY was TAKEN AWAY at a certain TIME...their HOPE was GONE = LONG BEFORE the "WAR!" LONG BEFORE they were on EARTH...and was that even BEFORE the "CREATION"? Or did PP have that SWITCHED AROUND = ALSO? THOUSANDS can now EXAMINE the TRUTH = will YOU prevail on DR. RUE to "EDIT" this and send it out to his New Mailing List? "TITHING" is for the Truth = ALONE! How do you VOTE? THEIR HOPE WAS GONE = when they made "NO EFFORT!" Did you read it in Tl:181,619. EW 281. SG 1:199.[DON'T BE A DEVIL!]

-53-
EXAMINE THE PICTURE:

Some one can come along and IMPROVE THIS. The same with INVENTIONS. The FIRST MODEL may be very CRUDE = some one can STREAM-LINE it - IMPROVE it = do a better PAINT JOB. But the FIRST ONE is a "BREAK-THROUGH." Do not DESPISE it because it is CRUDE = you could do a better Job - FINE! DO IT!

Ah! There's the Rub! What! me? = Yes! YOU! YOU=DO=IT! You come along telling ME how to do it! So YOU do it! But that would mean... I would get in Trouble! I would be OPPOSED by my WIFE! my FAMILY! Her FAMILY! Our COUSINS = AUNTS = UNCLE =our "CHURCH" might DISFELLOWSHIP US! So What? Today. they are disfellowshipping 77% a Year in America. You would be just "ONE MORE!" You should be PROUD that you are WORTHY to STAND for a CAUSE! Suppose you only save ONE besides yourself = wouldn't it be WORTH it?

WHY DO YOU JUDGE?

How do you know WHO will accept it and who will not? Sr. White was SURPRISED again and again = the very ones she thought were her very worst Enemies = when she, in FEAR and TREMBLING = went right to them = and they TOOK HER SIDE! That was the case with the "SHUT DOOR!" You never heard that one did you? You only heard "TRADITIONAL ADVENTISIM!" You never did hear the TRUTH of "MY FIRST VISION" and how it cut the Ground under the "SHUT DOOR!" Want to find it? Try the "ORIGINAL" = "A WORD TO THE LITTLE FLOCK." B.T. ANDERSON is gone = so you can get it from ABC=BBH = but IGNORE the URIAH SMITH COMMENTS.(Or FROOM or whoever.) Get STRAIGHT on the "SHUT DOOR" = why will no LAODICEAN ever PREACH on it? Because there is NOT just ONE SHUT DOOR! But a SERIES of "SHUT DOORS" and you might get the Idea that another "SHUT DOOR" is COMING! You might find it in WTF 28. or SM 1:63. Find one SHUT DOOR = T9: 97,267. EW 45,251. GC 431,483. 1884 GC. 270-1. A Word to the Wise is sufficient

THE PROPHET

DANIEL SAW - until "THRONES" were Cast down! Dan.7:9. Rev.4:2. These "THRONES" were NOT cast down until 1844. A NEW PROPHET TOOK OVER in "MY FIRST VISION!" = 1844. She was shown what would take place in "THE LAST DAYS." That the "CHARACTER" of God would be MISREPRESENTED:

(A) By the PREACHERS preaching UNENDING HELL-TORMENT and (B) At the same time trying to Palm off the "LOVE" of God. is "UNLIMITED!"= how they can MIX the 2.= is "CONFUSION" which is the Trade-Mark of:"BABYLON!" BOTH come from "SPIRITUALISM!" along with "I AM SAVED!" GC 554,558. Ed.228. COL 411. PK 277,675. PP 57,361,101.
TO STRAIGHTEN OUT THE THINKING =
of the whole World = and it did do more than any of us
realize = she was shown the INTIMATE and DETAILED EVENTS
that took place in Heaven, that led to "THE FALL OF SATAN"
SOP 1:17. Now IMAGINE the NERVE of ANYONE (URIAH SMITH)
who would reach his grimy hands in there and CHANGE THE
TEXT = bring her DOWN = so that she would be on a LEVEL
with the COMMON COMMENTATORS =

THEN TAKE HER DOWN ANOTHER NOTCH =
for even what was LEFT after they messed around with her
Books = was SO SUPERIOR to anything the World had = they
sought to bring her down ANOTHER NOTCH =

So they INVENTED the STORY = that her Writings were as
GOOD as they obviously ARE = is because she was EXCEED-
INGLY CLEVER to "PLAGIARIZE" from OTHERS! This did 2 things:
(1) It brought her and her Writings STILL LOWER DOWN =
even if SUPERIOR = so that DECENT PEOPLE would not want
to look at them AT ALL! Then put some DOLT like JOHNS-
SON to "DEFEND" her at the MARTIN=ANKERBERG SHOW = so
that the WHOLE WORLD will be LAUGHING and GUFFAWING AND
HUZZAING = so that the "THIRD ANGEL'S MESSAGE" is just
about FINISHED! Satan must sure have a Belly=LUGH!
(2) NOW THE RELIGION OF THE WORLD = the Religion that is
Sweeping through all Churches = the Religion of MARTIN =
HOLY ROLLER PENTECOSTALISM CHARISMATICS = what was list-
ed in the ORIGINAL 1884 GC 235 as the Devil's COUNTER-
FEIT = THAT was THROWN OUT! and GIVE us the FAKE that
you see in GC 384 = and now PILE ON TOP OF THAT = FROOM=
WILSON saddling us down with a whole "GALAXY" of the
SPIRITIST'S CULT of the DAMNED = LEF=MD 320-322,

TEACHING AT ANDREWS the VAPORINGS and the FOG of 666 BABY-
LONIANS in preference to the SOP...clearing them OFF=THE=
SHELVES! AS FULLY PREDICTED and our Writers are ASHAMED
to REPEAT = "COUNTERFEIT"=GC 464 = "COUNTERFEIT DOCTRINES"
= GC 471-3. (1884 GC 296,299 to 302.) SM 1:194 to 205.

AND WHEN WE EXPOSE IT = some Agents of the Devil fly to
the DEFENSE of the CHANGERS in the TEMPLE just as they did
in the Days of the Son of Man...so we have our JUDASES and
our JEZEBELS - today. As History is Repeated. BOTH were
VERY "RELIGIOUS!!" Both JUDAS and JEZEBEL = BOTH were LEAD-
ERS = and "ISREAL" thought they were WONDERFUL! BOTH were
EATEN by DOGS! JUDAS betrayed his Lord with a Kiss = JEZ-
EBEL with many "KISSES." "These things were Written for
our Admonition upon whom the Ends of the World are come."
THE GREATEST THREAT =
to anyone's Salvation - has always been = the CHURCH LEADERS. If you did not read that in the Old Testament, and in the New = then it was Written = IN VAIN...

CHANGES IN THE BOOKS = BY CHURCH-LEADERS =
since the PARABLE of the 10 VIRGINS is going to be FUL-FILLED = "TO THE VERY LETTER!!" RH A2:419. Aug.19 1890. 1900= COL 405 and on...but R. HENWOOD of AUSTRALIA and DORIS CLEAVENGER-LEACH of MIAMI = BOTH pointed us to:
1899=RH A4:109. Oct.31 1899. But then we discovered =
1894=ST August 6 1894 and do not forget =
1894=ST the next page = August 13 1894 =
1895=ROBERT SESSLER, PO Box 686, CHICO, CA 95927 = AUTHOR of "THE ABOMINATION OF DESOLATION and CHURCH HISTORY" = informs us that RH September 17, 1895 has IMPORTANT DETAILS to ADD to the Theme. TID-BITS OF TRUTH in each Reference so we cannot do without ALL=OF=THEM! The final Picture still remains to be drawn...we value each one....so should you.

A WONDERFUL WORK for some one to undertake = PHOTO-OFFSET THEM ALL = and send them out...with or without COMMENTS. COMMENTS are NECESSARY TODAY after TRADITION = HOARY with AGE. I do not believe ANYONE would have got Free of "HELL-TORMENT-THEORIES" without GROUPING TOGETHER here a little and there a little = as a Master Artist has to do = but in a Dab of Color here = another there = to COMPLETE THE PICTURE. The PICTURE of a SWAN ALONE may be BEAUTIFUL but how much Better = with a BACKGROUND... the SKY = the MOUNTAIN = the BULL-RUSHES = the WATER = other Birds for a CONTRAST = cleverly done = IMPROVES THE WHOLE. I was glad that Bro. Sessler saw that = in his Book. That it was not just all = DEAD REFERENCES. "...false Theories and fatal Delusions which the FAITHFUL in ages past = IMPERILED their LIVES to RESIST and EXPOSE...." 1884 GC 47. GC 46. [This is dealing in the "POSITIVE!"] [DELUSION and ERROR = can NEVER be classified as "POSITIVE!"]

POSITIVELY WRONG!
NORMAN VINCENT PEALE = seeing how the FROOMS and the "NEW AGE" went off half-cocked with dealing in the "POSITIVE!!" He had to write a GOOD WARNING in "CORONET" Magazine on "THE NEED OF THE POSITIVE "NO!!" = send a $ or 2 to "CORONET" for a Copy. That is long since under the Bridge. But it NEVER PHASED on the "FROOM CULT." NOT ONE ADVENTIST MINISTER WOULD EVER QUOTE IT...they are SATISFIED with the FROOM=ANDERSON "NEW AGE" DOGMA.
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DID YOU SEE = what I did? On the other page? p.56.... 1900=COL was NOT the ORIGINAL! 1899 was BEFORE THAT! 1894 was BEFORE THAT! and then we remembered 1895. And here I looked in "THE 10 VIRGIN PARABLE" Series #5 - "". "TO=THE=VERY=LETTER!" and failed to Notice that was BEFORE=ANY=OF=THE=OTHERS! So if we are XEROXING the REAL ORIGINALS - dare we leave THAT ONE out = ???


IN THIS PLACE OF THE "DEAD!" and of "DARKNESS!" = they Teach them the "10 VIRGIN PARABLE" and the "MIDNIGHT CRY!"=was all PAST HISTORY = 1843-4.

We could see the LIE = from COL 406 alone = but hard to prove to a DIE-HARD LAODICEAN = so our Best and Clearest was this one from RH August 19,1890.

BUT NOW

that we give it a SECOND LOOK = there we find:"RIGHTEOUSNESS OF CHRIST"="THIRD ANGEL'S MESSAGE"="10 VIRGIN PARABLE"="WISE and FOOLISH"="DARKNESS"="LIGHT"="THE CHARACTER WE CULTIVATE"=(END of FTW!)="HUMAN EFFORT without=without=without=the MERIT of CHRIST = is WORTHLESS!"=(QUALIFIED! what TYPE of "EFFORT" is "WORTHLESS?!")=(and then = right THERE!)="HUMAN EFFORT may be WHOLLY SUCCESSFUL!"="FOOLISH VIRGINS" = represents THOSE who DO NOT develop a "CHARACTER" = but who HOPE with HEPP = that the "COMING OF CHRIST" = (will)="CHANGE the FOOLISH VIRGINS into WISE ONES!"=but when Christ does come - it will NOT be to "GIVE" them a "CHARACTER" = but to "WEIGH THE CHARACTER"=they ALREADY HAVE! "The State of "THE CHURCH" represented by the "FOOLISH VIRGINS" is also spoken of a the "LAODICEAN STATE"."I know thy WORKS!"="..."I will spew thee OUT of my Mouth!"="..."to him that OVERCOMETH will I grant to sit with Me in My Throne...

RH A2:421-2. August 26 1890. The Article GOES ON to the NEXT RH ARTICLE = so there we have ANOTHER 2 PAGES we have to (BY ALL MEANS!) = XEROX to make this Collection complete. And then we do not have to ask any ANDREWS GRADUATE = ANYTHING! = about any "10 VIRGIN PARABLE!"=or "MIDNIGHT CRY!"=that "SWELLS INTO"=the "THIRD ANGEL'S MESSAGE" and the "LOUD CRY!" = We will "TELL THEM!" = not "ASK!" them = and that, too = is "FINAL!!!" -57-
WHAT DOES ALL THIS MEAN =???

A=It means that ELLEN WHITE is RIGHT!
B=It means we cannot "PROVE" that she is RIGHT!
C=WITHOUT the ORIGINAL WRITINGS or BOOKS.
D=It means as in all times past = we do not go by CHURCH!
E=or by LEADER-ships. Because that Old Scow is going DOWN!
F=that "SPEWN OUT!"=really means:"SPEWN OUT!"

"THE FIGURE OF SPEWING OUT OF HIS MOUTH MEANS =

"THAT HE CANNOT offer up your PRAYERS =

"HE CANNOT(offer) your expressions of "LOVE!" (unlimited?)
"HE CANNOT endorse your TEACHING of His WORD =
"HE CANNOT endorse your Spiritual WORK IN ANYWISE =
"HE CANNOT present your Religious EXERCISES with the Request

"THAT GRACE BE GIVEN YOU!"

"HE CANNOT"=and "HE CANNOT"=and "HE CANNOT!" T6:408. 1900.

THE JEWS FAILED = because they believed their RABBIS =
ROMANISM FAILED = because they believed their PRIESTS =
do you want to FAIL = for the same STUPID REASON = ???

WE KNOW THAT "KAMIKAZE MAURINE" will be so ENRAGED by this
Time = she is liable to have a HEART-ATTACK! but before we
are done - we will give her ONE MORE! = = = 

"In rejecting Christ = the Jewish people committed the UN-
PARDONABLE SIN...We offer INSULT to the Prince of Life, and
put Him to SHAME before the SYNAGOGUE OF SATAN (TM 16. Did
ey ever learn this in any "REVELATION SEMINARS?"Rev.3:9.
EW 15.)...when we REFUSE to LISTEN to His delegated MES-
SENGERS, and INSTEAD listen to the Agents of SATAN...As long
as one does this, he can find NO HOPE OR PARDON, and he will
FINALLY lose all desire to be RECONCILED to God." DA 324.

"HISTORY IS REPEATING...the RELIGIOUS LEADERS of our Time
are DESTROYING FAITH...This is why INFIDELTY runs RIOT,
and INIQUITY is RIFE...are inviting the CONTROL of DEMONS.
..."Ye shall know the TRUTH, and the TRUTH shall make you
FREE." "If any man willeth to DO His will, he shall KNOW
of the DOCTRINE." DA 258. "He would draw the people AWAY
from the established LEADERS." DA 459.

"The WICKED shall DO WICKEDLY; and NONE of the WICKED shall
UNDERSTAND; but the WISE shall UNDERSTAND." Dan.12:10. "the
people that DOTH NOT UNDERSTAND = shall Fall." Hosea 4:14.
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I AM TRULY SORRY = I must be getting Old. I made Notes and forgot to Look at them. That on page 52 this Paper = turn back and look at it = we Quoted from PP 39 = (I like these LONGER = = = PAUSES = = = helps you to THINK = = = MAURINE needs to do this more often = = = PAUSE = = = to THINK! Would not get into near so much TROUBLE = = = if she PAUSED more often = = = to THINK!)

Not let her Brain and her Tongue rattle away without = = THINKING! That in PP 39 = A="LUCIFER WAS CONVINCED that he was IN=THE-WRONG!" PP 39.

NOT A SHRED OF TRUTH = to that. NO-WHERE = in NO ORIGINAL = is there the SLIGHTEST HINT that he ever PAUSED to REALIZE that he was in the WRONG = !!!

HE NEVER KNEW THAT HE WAS WRONG = until AFTER the "WAR" in Heaven, and he was "CAST OUT!" NO SIGN in the ORIGINAL but that he went = as the Adventist Church is going = WHICH WAS TAKEN OUT OF EW 45 = that: "FALSE REFORMATIONS ("REVELATION SEMINARS!") WOULD INCREASE and SPREAD. The "REFORMATIONS" that were shown me, were not REFORMATIONS from ERROR to TRUTH = but from "BAD" to "WORSE!"...if their HEARTS could be seen = they would appear as BLACK as ever!" PT 22 (see also 32.) RH AI:9,11.

They will go from Sea to Sea = SEEKING the Lord = they shall not find Him..."If we are FIRMLY FIXED upon the PRESENT TRUTH, and have our HOPE, like an ANCHOR of the Soul = cast WITHIN the SECOND VAIL, the various WINDS of FALSE DOCTRINE and ERROR cannot move us. The EXCITEMENTS and FALSE REFORMATIONS of this Day DO=NOT=MOV=US = for we "KNOW" that the Master of the House ROSE UP in 1844 and SHUT=THE=DOOR of the FIRST APARTMENT of the HEAVENLY (SANCTUARY) TABERNACLE; and now we certainly expect that they will "GO WITH THEIR FLOCKS"=('AND WITH THEIR "HERDS" PT 45,79.) = "TO SEEK THE LORD; but they shall not find Him; He hath WITHDRAWN Himself (within the second Vail) from them." The Lord has shown me that the POWER which is with them is a mere Human "INFLUENCE" = and NOT the "POWER" of God...I saw that OUR MESSAGE was NOT to the SHEPHERDS who had led the Flock astray = but to the poor hungry SCATTERED SHEEP. In Hope, E.G.WHITE.

LEFT OUT of EW 45 but found in PT 64. RH AI:21. Mar.1850.

VANCE FERRELL:

"HOEN"...cannot find "ONE!"[Wonder why they don't want the ORIGINAL = ??]
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CLOUDS OF DIFFERENCE

With a Hustle and a Bustle and being DISTRACTED - one can NEVER really "RESEARCH." I am for DAYS = absolutely ALONE. I went to work on another Phase of the DIFFERENCE between the ORIGINAL 1870 SOP Book 1 and the "20-Year" Later FAKE = the 1890 PP...

1870="INTRODUCTION" by JAMES WHITE = 10 pages.
1890="INTRODUCTION" by URIAH SMITH = 10 pages.
BE AFRAID to read that now = put an "X" on every page. This is how the CLEVER "PSYCHOLOGIST" would twist the Minds of his Readers = BEFORE he gets into the Subject. FROM used the SAME APPROACH. You would be thrown OFF BALANCE before you get into it.  BEWARE!

SOP 1:18. SATAN assembled the Angelic Host and said he would
"...NEVER would he again BOW down to Christ." 19.
PP 36. "The Son of God (was there!)...("PLEADING!")
PP 36. "The King of the Universe summoned the Heavenly Host...
PP 36. AFTER THAT = "LUCIFER BOWED with them..."

SOP 1:21. NO SUCH TRIEPE IN THE ORIGINAL BOOK! GOD THE SON
and GOD THE FATHER - DELIBERATELY left them FREE to de-
cide their own course.

SOP 1:21. It was the Loyal Angels that hastened "SPEEDILY"
to inform the Son of God what was going on. (YOU SEE NOT
THE SLIGHTEST CONTRADICTION THERE = ???)

PP 36. NOT A SIGN of the Loyal Angels going "SPEEDILY" to
inform the Son of God. Of course not! How could they
put BOTH in the SAME BOOK? If they wanted to HOAX the
people that both God and His Son were "PLEADING" with
them = when they were NOT THERE!

SOP 1:21. But instead they were in CLOSED COUNSEL. Then =
SOP 1:22. "All the Heavenly Host were SUMMONED..."
SOP 1:23. "Then there was WAR in Heaven!"

PP 36. SATAN SUMMONED the Angels and CHRIST=WAS=THE=TO=
TRY TO OUT=ARGUE LUCIFER! And God did the SAME...!!!

PP 36. THE ANGELS BOWED. "LUCIFER BOWED WITH THEM..."
[THE ORIGINAL BOOK = he took Oath that he WOULD NOT =
this FAKE BOOK = says he DID = !!!]

PP 39. THE ORIGINAL BOOK shows NO SIGNS that LUCIFER did
anything but go from "BAD" to "WORSE!" NOT THE SLIGHTEST
REGRET until he was CAST OUT to Earth. But this FAKE says
"Lucifer was CONVINCED that he was in the WRONG!"
Oh Boy? Oh Boy! Oh Boy! NO DIFFERENCE = ??? Even "IM-
PROVED!" and AFTER God summoned them = SATAN STILL HAD
A CHANCE TO REPENT FOR PAGES and PAGES!  -60-
SOP 1:21. SATAN SUMMONED THE ANGELS - said he would NEVER again BOW to Christ. Neither God nor the Son were there. They DELIBERATELY stayed away because they wanted them to be FREE to make their CHOICE = so not a TRACE of REBELLION would be left in Heaven. READ IT!
SOP 1:22. God DID summon the Angels = followed IMMEDIATELY
SOP 1:23. "Then there was WAR in Heaven."

PP 39. FOR PAGES - LUCIFER was tossed to and fro = from NOT BOWING = he Bowed! From NOT EVER CONFESSIONING that he was WRONG = the Story is that he NEVER wanted to RETURN. While at the same time he: "...was convinced that he was in the Wrong!" Well, Sir = if you want to go along with the CHANGED BOOK = you will be as BEWILDERED as those who know no Better than to go by it.
NO WONDER THE LEADERS ALL SAY (According to MARTIN and BARNHOUSE) = that "ALL" the LEADERS say she CONTRADICTED HERSELF! This is CONFUSION and "BABYLON" itself! We are DESTROYING "CONFUSION" by calling you BACK to the ORIGINAL...

PP 39. Leaves you hanging in the Ropes = he did not ever "CONFESS!" When the ORIGINAL SOP 1:18, 19 says he DID! We stay by the PROPHET...and that, too = is "FINAL!"

Dear Bro. Hoehn: 405 7th. Ave., SE
I believe Vance Ferrell has it mixed up. I do not believe you are attacking the "SPIRIT OF PROPHECY." I believe you are alerting Laodiceans that the Books have been tampered with and the changes made have made some of ELLEN WHITE'S statements of none effect by lessening the Power of her COUNCIL to the Church. Why are these people throwing away the "GREAT CONTROVERSY" books? Are they abandoning their Faith? I accept the Writings of ELLEN WHITE, they compliment the Bible and give added LIGHT.
"The Lord says I love other Sheep = people I fellowship with who have never heard of Ellen White = like her Writings and are very interested in the Great Controversy Book. These people are not Adventists but see the Truth and how it adds more Light in their search for Truth,
"I do not believe what Vance Ferrell is saying = that you are trying to destroy the "SPIRIT OF PROPHECY" = that is HOGWASH! Sincerely in Jesus. Allen I. Lee.
P.S.- "HANG IN THERE!" -61-
MANY WHO WERE VERY ANGRY AT ELLEN WHITE because she
set this Church as the ONLY WAY of Salvation = when we ex-
plain "THAT" was NOT "ELLEN WHITE" = but CHURCH-LEADERS
INTERPRETATIONS = and then would tell them some things
she said such as:"MANY will stand in OUR PULPITS with the
TORCH of FALSE PROPHECY in their hands, KINDLED from the
HELLISH TORCH of SATAN!" TM 409. and a few more such =
These people would stand with OPEN MOUTH! did Ellen
White say "THAT!" Yes, Ellen White said "THAT!" They
did not get it ALL out!

MORE LETTERS

Bessie W. Glen,
Rt. 2, Box 396
Grangeville, ID 83530

Greetings: Must take time out to write
about the thankfulness I have in my Heart...

As I study your Publications I realize more and more
how much diligent effort has been put into these and thru
the Years of painful work, just to help others to see
where the precious Books have been mutilated by Decep-
tions, and still many ignore these, the only way to help-
ing them to understand the PRESENT TRUTH.

Here in my Community there are so few SDA's and I'm
not popular with most, because I show them your Pub-
lications. Only one other Lady is beginning to get her eyes
half-way open...I treasure every piece of Literature you
mail to me, and I am making my own INDEX as you have men-
tioned, also Subject thoughts...

I am so interested to finally get the Truth about =
"Go ye OUT to meet Him!" this is so plain to me, and I
thank God for your blessed Writings, and continue to pray
for your"HEDGE" around you by the One who is Mighty in
Character and Power.

Was so unhappy about Rue's Writings about your Writings,
but Brother Hoehn, don't let any human being grieve you
or stop your Work = for Jesus says,"Be faithful unto death
and I will give you a Crown of Life." Oh! how beautiful
that will be and forever and ever knowing you have been
and continue to be His faithful Friend and Servant.

Writing to "Leaves of Autumn" for the Listing of EGW
ORIGINAL BOOKS...Never, never, erase my name from your
Mailing List...I have been held in the Dark (so to speak)
for so long, but I thank God daily for helping me to find
the TRUE WRITINGS, thank you, thank you!

(Finding "WRITINGS" strangely misplaced and Lost = brought
about a REFORMATION in the Days of EZRA. PK 392, 662, 677.
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A MAGAZINE Switches from one Article to another - we may do that, too. But may not SEPARATE the CONTENT as clearly as they do in a Magazine. We will come back to the Subject of CHANGING the Books after this:

AIDS:

By the Courtesy of ALLEN I. LEE we have:

"DOUBLES every 9 to 15 months." May remain latent in the Body for YEARS then suddenly spring to Life. Don't share TOOTH BRUSHES or RAZOR BLADES. (Or Razors!)

"FACTS ABOUT AIDS" U.S.DEPT. of HEALTH and HUMAN SERVICES. PUBLIC HEALTH SERVICE. No address. Probably all you need is "WASHINGTON." Associated with "YEAST INFECTION."

"AIDS"= our local "BOUNDARY COMMUNITY NEWS"=by the Editor.
"One study concludes that by the year 1995 nearly everyone in the Province will either have DIED from AIDS, have been EXPOSED to it, carry the AIDS related complex (ARC) or at least know someone who does.

"It is estimated that 30% of the male homosexual population in B.C. has the AIDS virus and that as many as 5% a year will actually develop AIDS...in the U.S....126 Cases per Million...second is HAITI with 77 Cases per Million-B.C. has 69 Cases per Million...It is feared...can be transmitted by mosquito bites, sneezes, tears, saliva, etc.-it appears at this time that such is not the case....MORALISTS preach abstinence as the ONLY SAFE WAY to prevent catching AIDS." "Most victims die within 2 to 4 years."

BILLY GRAHAM: SYPHILIS=has DOUBLED in the last 6 years. HERPES=that we heard so much about a few years ago but just about NOTHING = lately. ONE-HALF the people HAVE IT. 3-QUARTERS of them do not know they have it. AIDS = most ALARMING INCREASE.

THIRD ANGEL'S MESSAGE

LEFT OUT OF Ew 48 = you need not know = in SEALING TIME:
"...help SPEED those Messengers, that God had called to labor in His case, and as they went (from CHURCH to CHURCH? NO!) from PLACE to PLACE, they would be SAFE from the PREVAILING PESTILENCE. But if any went that were NOT sent of God, they would be in danger of being CUT DOWN by the PESTILENCE...Soon the DEAD and DYING will be all around us...Then the SLAIN of the Lord will be from one End of the Earth, to the other; they will not be LAMENTED, GATHERED, nor BURIED; ... -63-"
"...but their ILL SAVOR will come up from the WHOLE EARTH. Those ONLY who have the SEAL of the Living God will be SHELTERED from the Storm of Wrath, that will soon fall on the Heads of those who have REJECTED the Truth. In Hope, E.G.White. PT 32. Sept. 1849. RH Al:11. Isa.28:22. 10:23. Jer.8:2. 14:12. TM 420. T1:268. SG 4:58.

[We Repeat: WHY was this LEFT OUT of EW 48 = ??? Or, more Important = WHY does NO WRITER mention it Today? If you know of some one who does - will you send me his NAME and in what PAPER or TAPE? Send it to us = we will pay for it. All we seem to hear is:"PEACE and SAFETY!!" "LOVE and UNITY!!"

CANCER creeping UP = AIDS creeping UP = SYphilIS creeping UP = HERpes creeping UP = DIABETES creeping UP = SMALL POX creeping UP = YEAST INFECTIONS creeping UP = HEART TROUBLE creeping UP = ALZHEIMERS creeping up to "EPIDEMIC PROPORTIONS!!"=will you read ONE WORD in the R&H that ALUMINUM ON THE BRAIN (says the University of TORONTO=CANADA) is the MAJOR CAUSE = known for 22 Years! But NOT from those: "...who have rendered SUPREME HOMAGE to "SCIENCE FALSELY SO-CALLED" will NOT be the LEADERS THEN...HE CANNOT USE THEM...in the SHAKING, TESTING [SEALING] TIME." T5:80.

Paying such "SUPREME HOMAGE" as to offer 2 BILLION $'s to their IDOL...WORSE than HEATHENISM = PAGANISM. As the JEWS built up their "HOLY" CITY = but to be BURNED! Or shall we try and change HISTORY as well as the BOOKS?

THANK GOD FOR THE SOP = and let all the people say:"AMEN!"

In order to meet the demands of the AMA=FDA=SDA = and the "QUACK HUNTERS"=the NATURAL HEALTH TREATMENT CENTERS had to do 2 Things: A=resort to SKY=HIGH PRICED EQUIPMENT and those to operate it. thus raise the FEES SKY=HIGH.

B=AND/OR flee to another Country.************************************************************************ALLEN SPEERS - we started this Paper in reply to him = he informs us that in AUSTRALIA some treat people for $400.oo to $500.oo for a Session that here they would like to collect $5,000.oo = $10,000.oo = for a short period of Treatments = instead of HIGH-PRICED LABORATORY EQUIPMENT. why not get down to BASICS? In the early Days = and those who treat DEGENERATIVE DISEASE = the MAJOR CAUSE is CONSTIPATION = need of BULK=FIBER. The SOP recommended: SEEDS = Nature packs its BEST in SEEDS = GRAIN=SUNFLOWER= SESAME=FLAXSEED=CHIA=MILLET=BUCKWHEAT=FIGS=DATES=PRUNES= and when all this FAILS = try something NEW...MILK=BULK= BLAND=EASY ON THE SYSTEM....
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THE SHEPHERD'S ROD = led by 2 Jesuit Priests = HOUTEEFF and BACHAND = had a Knife-Battle because the DAUGHTER of the one was caught in Bed with the SON of the other.

BACHAND left WACO, TEXAS = and took up "HEALTH"=financed by an SDA Minister's Wife = when this dried up - he worked in a DRUG STORE = and then in a TOBACCO STORE = when I met him in WASHINGTON, D.C. = 1974 he was acting as a "GUARD" for the Catholic Institutions.

NOT that he was short of Money = he LOANED the CONFERENCE $30,000.00 and offered to loan me the same amount. I refused. As I am glad I also REFUSED to take a $100.00 Bill from an ANONYMOUS DONOR who left 8 $100.00 Bills to be divided along the Speakers at SACRAMENTO 1984. I turned it over to FRITZ = and later found out this was from this "YAHVIST." Perhaps he prayed with his hands up also. ODDITIES will SAVE them. Did anyone ever tell you this:

**PRAYER**

"Allow NO ONE to be BRAINS for you, allow NO ONE to do your THINKING, your INVESTIGATING, and your PRAYING."

FCF 307. "THE HEATHEN looked upon their PRAYERS as having in themselves MERIT...Hence the LONGER the PRAYER the greater the MERIT...The PHARISEES had adopted this PAGAN idea of PRAYER..."VAIN REPETITIONS"...the UNSPOKEN CRY of the heart broken and subdued...finds its way to the Father of all Mercy...the formation of CHARACTER is laying up TREASURE in Heaven." MB 86-90. (127-135.)

"PRAYER, exhortation, and talk are CHEAP FRUITS, which are frequently TIED ON..." T2:24. "But PRAYER which is made PUBLIC...is NOT "SECRET PRAYER"...and DIVINE STRENGTH is NOT received from it." T2:190. (See 189.) GOD WILL ANSWER THE PRAYER: "It is TIME, for Thee, Lord,(not YAH!) to work, for "THEY" have made Void THY LAW!" T5:136. TM 373.

PRAYER outside the Most Holy Place will bring the "POWER" of SATAN! EW 56,261,43. 1846 BROADSIDE. (This is OUR RELIGION! Is it YOURS? We are printing a NEW BATCH of 2 Boxes of BROADSIDES at the request of Bro. SESSLER.) Do you hand or send them out? Leave them in the LAUNDRY? Do not ask for "SOME." It has to go by WEIGHT = so ask for..."AT LEAST...(50=100=500.) We are the World's LARGEST distributors of that BROADSIDE. We ran neck and neck with FRITZ - until he CHANGED it...

WE DO NOT GO BY=URIAH SMITH=HMSR=GRÖTHEER ""HARMAGEDDONS" "JUBILEE" CHARTS or "SUNDAY LAWS" because this is AFTER SDA PROBATION is CLOSED = 6 PLAGUES BEFORE! EW 35,286.-67-
IF YOU WANT TO GET IN DUTCH WITH "ADVENTISTS"=
you let them know you DO NOT go along with HOUTEFF=BACHAND
"SHEPHERD'S ROD" or "AWAKENING" DOGMA that 144,000 SDA will
be SAVED=SEALED and go out and bring in that "INNUMERABLE
MULTITUDE" that no HOUTEFF=ROGERS=BACHAND=GROTHEER=FROM=
WILSON=HMSR=NICHOLS=NAGEL=RIEND=HIEBERT=DURST=ANDERSON=
(and Call in TUCKER to add his Bit to TUCK them to SLEEP
with their "BRIGHT VISIONS" and "DELUSIVE HOPES" that this
"MULTITUDE" will BOW LOW - SALAAM LOW = before 144,000
Adventist feet.) TELL THEM that the 144,000 PHILADELPHIANS
(WTF 14. EW 15.,30,31. The Message "CLOSES" with a "NUMBER-
ING"= Christ throws down the "CENSER"=it is all over! EW 279,
280,48,252,256. And 100 more!) GC 338-9(210). DA 379,383)
TELL THAT TO THOSE WHO HAVE BEEN SET APART = and they will
be STRENGTHENED that we are ":...NOT SAVED IN GROUPS!" GC
490,233,622. Build up the RIGHTS and the DIGNITY of the
INDIVIDUAL = and the "MULTITUDE" Clan will go into a SLOW
BURN! THEN ADD TO THAT "THE SPIRIT!!"
when poured out in "LATTER RAIN POWER!!" = the "NUMBERS"
will "LESEN!!!" All this is so CONTRARY to everything they
have ever learned = there will be SURE to be an OUTCRY!
"PROOF" is not what they want = they want "FAITH" and "FEEL-
INGS" and "STUPIDITY" (EW 111,113,119,247,48,104.)"ALONE!!"
(CONDEMNED! in GC 471-3. SC 60-1.)
SLOWLY THE TRUTH has been gathering momentum until more
and more ACKNOWLEDGE the TRUTH = but it is so EASY to be
OSTRACIZED by FROM=ROGERS=TUCKER "TRADITIONAL ADVENTISM"
and their "VISIONS OF GRANDEUR" that they will even FALL
for that "WILL ROSS" STATEMENT = and if you QUESTION that:
"...they are DRUNKEN...They are indulging the VERY SAME
SPIRIT as did KORAH. DATHAN, and ABIRAM ("The CONGREGATION
is HOLY = EVERY ONE of them!)..." TM 78. "THEY ACT LIKE
MEN WHO HAVE LOST THEIR REASON!":TM 70.
THEN THE FROOM TRADITION = if you had done it:Right = they
would have ACCEPTED IT! Then Christ and all His Apostles
DID=NOT=DO=IT=RIGHT! Because the TRUTH will bring out an
OUTCRY of RAGE! This is the Phase we must now pass through as:"The NUMBERS...LESSENEHD" (FOOTNOTES show they go BACK
into "MIDNIGHT DARKNESS!!" into LAODICEAN NIGHT!) Tl:182.
AFTER A "SHAKING" among ourselves = THEN we will give the
"STRAIGHT TESTIMONY" to the LAODICEANS! in this "SHAKING"
Time. Tl:179 to 184. THEN THE "LAODICEAN CHURCH" chapter
shows WHY and HOW they are "POSSESSED!" Tl:187. This is the
SEPARATION between WISE and FOOLISH...Selah. -68-
Greetings:

Think about you and all the tedious, exhaustive work you have done... I believe with all my heart this is the Lord's work, to gather together a multitude of the precious SOP Writings... His true people that will admit the terrible apostasy... After finishing the reading of "MIDNIGHT" publication #620. Jan. 19 1987, I am really amazed that Vance Ferrell would stoop so low as to slander you, who have spent years upon years in exhaustive study, as I follow... and search your Indexes, the truth of changing the Books is almost overwhelming, no one, absolutely no one who is gravelly concerned about their eternal home in God's great Kingdom... could believe that our precious Jesus... would not reveal this terrible apostasy before He comes to take His people home.

My prayers ascend every day to the Most Holy Place... be faithful in your work, brother Hoehn, the Lord... is watching all this "skullduggery" and He says, "I will take care of this apostasy."

If you wish to use any portion of my letters, you may do so, I feel honored that any word of mine may be used in so worthy a cause... Have received Series A & B and am deeply involved in reading the pages you have Indexed. Have wanted these (Verboten) Books since you first mentioned them...

Please continue to keep me on your mailing List, any material you send will be greatly appreciated.

(Enclose Jack Chick clippings.) Bessie W. Glenn.

(On the Phone just now - George Hubley has literature from some Outfit in Spokane = Based on Matt. 25:...Christ comes BEFORE the PLAGUES! What next? and where next?)

"AS WE NEAR THE JUDGMENT all will manifest their TRUE CHARACTER (if God has to send every Angel from Heaven to ENLIGHTEN them. We have nothing to fear in this matter.)

"...it will be made PLAIN to what Company they belong. The SIEVE is going; let us not say, Stay thy hand, O God... THE CHURCH must be PURGED, and WILL BE..." SG 2:201. T1: 99,100. TM 163,234-5. T4: 587. SG 4: 5.8. T5: 73,505. COL 419. TM 46. Leaflets 76. T7: 219. DA 712. GC 602,612.

WHAT WE HOLD AS NOT INSPIRED = if it is NOT in the ORIGINAL BOOKS! Is that a FAIR REASON= PLEA = INFERENCE = DEDUCTION = PROPOSITION = PREMISE = CONSIDERATION = ARGUMENT = CONCLUSION = ANALYSIS = FINISHING TOUCH = ???
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a lot of hogwash

Is there no limit to some people’s gall, or to the gullibility of their followers?

No difference between =

1870 "Original" SOP Book (1) and
1890 (20-year later fixed-up PP = ???)

No difference = ???

Laodicean

Last-Ditch Suicidal Squad

Led by "Kamikaze" Maurine -

Dive-Bombing to Sink . . .